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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Purpose of the problem.-- Multi sensory aids provide a 
common, concrete experience out of which meanings may be 
developed and upon which may be built the progressive levels 
of the development of the whole child. It is the purpose 
of this thesis to determine the availability of non-proje 
multi-sensory aids for the enrichment of elementary arith-
metic courses. Tbis study will also help show the class-
room teacher: (1) where these aids may be obtained; and 
(2) the significance of these concrete aids as enrichment 
materials in the teaching of elementary arithmetic. 
What are multi-sensor1 aids?-- Multi sensory material 
interpreted broadly, includes all materials which lead to 
learning through impingement on one or another of the senses 11 
such as the sense of vision, the auditory senses, and the , 
sense of touch. rt is a term applicable to materials used 
by teachers to develop basic concepts and skills and to 
enrich courses by making learning more vivid then mere words 
In multi-sensory aids the teacher finds the most efficient 
instruments wherewith to bring vividness and concreteness 
to the child in his attempls to learn. The term, "multi-
sensory,n appeared tn the Eighteenth Yearbook of the 
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National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, and it include 
materials which have previously been referred to as "visual" 
and "audio-visual" aids. 
Significance of the study.-- A child may be exposed to 
many lessons, but little learning results unless he is really 
interested. Children are curious. They are puzzled about 
appar atus and materials which are not famili ar to them. For 
this reason, multi-sensory materi als have been used widely 
as interest-arousing devices in te aching. Recent enthusiasm 
concerning realism in teaching and learning in place of the 
tr sditional formalism and verbalism is not only a modern 
teaching philosophy, however. Superior te achers have 
t r i ed a lways to 11:1ake for realism in the classroom. The 
foundat i ons of sensory instruction in schools to b ack to 
2 3 least to t he days of Plato and Ar:lct;otle. 
Verbalism may be defined as the use of words without a 
knowledge of their meanings. Educational psychologists have 
found the traditional lecture-recitation method of :inst~ti.o n 
to be inadequate in many respeets. And here again this is 
1. National Council of Teache~s of Mathematics, 11Multi 
Sensory Aids in the Teaching of !t/Iathema.tics, n Ei ghteenth 
Yearbook of the Nat l on al Council of Te a.chers of Mathematics. 
New York: Bure au of Publications of 'I1eachers College, 
Columbia Un i versity, 1945, p.l. · 
2. Franklin V. N. Painter (Editor), Great Pe dagogical 
Essays~ New York: Americ an Book Company, 1905, pp. 30-32. 
3. Ibid, pp.54-55. 
2 
4 
not a modern educational viewpoint. Dobie informs us that 
1 Er asmus (1466-1536) did not believe in mere memorization 
without utility. He wanted children to become acquainted 
with familiar ob jects and animals through informal methods 
end thus obtain ideas and understandings. The invent i on of 
the printing press and resulting wide use of textbooks en-
couraged the pr actice of verbalism. Comenius (1592-1670), 
Rousseau (1712-1778), Pestalozzi (1746-1827), and Froebel 
I (1782-1852), 5 one after the other attempted to point out the 
tellaoy or using methods so completely unsuit ab le and con-
trary to the interest of children. 
One objective of school instruction is the development 
of meaningful genera lizations. 'rhis is done by furnishing tool 
concrete experience necessary to the development of abstract 
1 meaning . Hob an, Hoban, and Zisman state: 
If the abstraction is to possess a richness 
of meaningful content, the concrete must precede 
the abstract in breadth, depth and6 variety toward progressive st·ages of abstr action. 
An investigation of the effect of using concrete 
materials and later representative concrete materials 
4. Albert J oseph Dobie, A Survey of t h e Audio Visual , 
Program i n the Elemeptary _Schools of Worcester, Massachusetts,' 
5. Painter, pp.30-2. 
6. Charles F . Hoban and Charles F . Hoban , Jr. and 
Samuel B. Zisman, Vi sualizing the Curriculum, New York: 
The Dryden Press, Inc., 1937, pp.7. 
---- -- -=========== 
3 
(pictures, illustrations, et cetera) in teaching a second 
grade arithmetic class resulted in an increased interest in 
arithmetic. The children asked, "Is this arithmetic? Tnis 
kind of arithmetic is fun. I" like it better'n any kind. u. 
They f0und in school instruction a type of mental activity 
which was fun to them. It constituted no insurmountable 
barrier to school success. Rather it was arranged in 
accordance with the children's ability and with their rate 
The use o:f concrete materials ia a systematic ~~ 
manner in the development of abstractions was found to be 1,: 
interesting to children, to be within the range of their 
of learning. 
ability, ~o raise the level of their thought processes, to 
be applicable in teaching large groups, and to result in 
7 
transfer of training. 
The quality of the multi-sensory material is an impo 
factor and this material should aim directly at the content 
of the instructional program, and present specifically the 
facts e.nd relationships which the teacher wants her pupils 
to remember. However, the quality of these aids is con-
stantly improving, but the classroom use has not kept pace 
with the technical advancement. These aids do not teach. 
They assist the skillful teacher in attaining the goals or 
7. Edwina Deans,"The Effect of the 'Mining' Method 
Instruction in Te aching Second Grade Arithmetic, 11 Un-
blished Master's Thesis, Duke University, 1935, pp 4. 
4 
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education. The teacher is the crux of the situation and 
she must see that the materi a l has an air of reality for 
the pupils. VU thout this realism, the flid could result in 
wrong information. Materials are vital teaching tools; and 
proper training in their use is vit al if a full, rich me 
is to be given to the curriculum units which constitute the 
child's a. venue to the world in whi ch she live s and whi ch pre-
8 
pares him to live a. fu ll, rich, competent life in that wor ld. 
Life is more complex than ever before; we have the at 
bomb , the r E.dio , television, the H b omb, and countless other 
new inventions whi ch introduce many new words and concepts; 
the world is becoming much more compact, causing the ne ed f 
teaching more material in schools than was necessary years 
ago. The individual must have more knowledge, understanding, 
skill, and experience to live competently in today's world. 
Schools h ave to teach more and better than ever before, and 
to do so they must make extensive and intensive use of multi 
9 
sensory materials. We must be concerned with the develop-
ment of the whole child. His skills, habits, attitudes, and 
abilities, as well as his store of information, are the con-
cern of the educator. However, it has been only during the 
8. Hoban, Hoban and Zisman, pp.7-9. 
9. Elizabeth Goudy Noel and J. Paul Leonard uFounda-
tions for Teachers Ed.uc s.tion in Audio-Visual Instruction n 
American Council on Education Studies , Series II, Bulletin 
IX, June, 1947, pp. 
5 
last thirty years that we have become so conscious of multi-
sensory instru6tion in education . Special agencies to care 
for sensory aids have b een established in three-fourths of 
the nation's cities having a population of over 
100,000. 
Scope of the study.-- This stu dy is concerned with ob-
jects, models, specimens, booklets, charts, study prints, 
posters, instruments, pictures, stereographs, radio progr e.ms, 
recordings, graphs, dioramas, and television which contri-
bute to the enrichment of arithmetic courses in the element-
ary gr ades. Information concerning the field trip or ex-
cursion, sound snd silent motion pi ctur es and filmstrips has 
been exc luded in order to keep the tas~ within workable 
dimensions. Information regarding films and film strips may 
10 
usually be procured at any local audio-visual center. 
Limitations of the study.-- The list of mu~ti-sensory 
aids cont ained in this thesis is no doubt incomplete, but it 
can serve the classroom teacher by supplying some signifi-
cance on the subject of multi-sensory aids needed for the 
daily task of training children for life. 
Some kind of appraisal should be undertaken to detenmne i 
10. nAudio-Visue.l Education in City-School Systems, n 
Ne.tions_l Education Association Research Bulletin, XXIV Dec., 
1946, pp.l36. 
==- ==Fo=========================~'==-===~======~ 
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the effective practices of these aids. The best means of 
evaluating any teaching device js to measure the learning 
11 
whicb results from its use. As this was not practicable, 
it is hoped that the v alue of multi-sensory aids in attain-
ing the goals of education is made important to the 
te 2.cher. 
11. Singer did a similar research problem for the 
te Hching of secondary mathematics. See: Bernard M. Singer, 
"A descriptive "Rib liography of Non-Proj ect ed Multi-Sensory 
Aids f or the Te aching of Se cond e.r y Mat hemat ics, n Un pub lished 
Mas ter's Thesis. Boston University School of Educ ation, 
1948 , pp . B. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
.AN OVERVIEW OF ThiNKING CONCERNING MULTI-SENSORY 
AI DS AS REVEALED :SY THE LI TERA'TURE 
History 
Concreteness a necessity:-- In the past little emphasis 
has been placed on concreteness and the meani.ngful presenta-
tion of aritr~etic to children, expecially in the primary 
grades.. This is unfortunate because numbers of themselves 
are abstract symbols and the young minds grasp these symbols 
1 
if at all, only with great difficulty. Research by Brownell 
2 3 4 
MacLatchy, McConnell, and Russell, gives cle ar evidence 
that especially in the earlier years of the child's educa-
tion, concreteness is vital to the learning process. 
Not only is the concrete to be preferred, but accord-
1. William A. Brownell, iiAritbmetic in Grades One and 
Two,n Duke University Research Studies in Education, No. 6, 
Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1941, pp.12-44. 
2. Josephine H. MacLatchy , "Seeing and Understanding :L."l 
Number,u Elementary School J ournal, XLV (November,l944), 
p:p.l44-52. 
3. T.R.McConnell, uDiscovery vs. Authoritative Identi-
fication in t h e Learning of Children,n University_ of Iowa 
Studies in Education, I X, No.5, Iowa City: University of 
I owa, 1943, pp.ll-62. 
4. Ned M. Russell uAri t hmetical Concepts of Children, · 
Journa l ·of Educational Research, ?~~X (May,l936), .pp.647-63. 1 
8 
5 6 
ing to Brownell end Chazal, and Brownell, Doty and Rein, 
concreteness of the most readi ly visualized type is called 
for. These direct, meaningful, learning situations have 
ever been absent in teachers who lacked the resourcefulness 
to effect concrete experiences. This has been especi ally 
true in the tee.ching of s.ri t hmetic. 
'rhe fight against verbalism:-- The problem has been 
compounded by the ancient t heory that ment a l discipline is 
an extremely import ant part of the les.rning process. Ari t h-
metic was often chosen as t he subject v.rhich would provide 
that type of stern discipline so necessary to the mental and 
1 moral welfare of t he child. The very lack of color and 
interesting materi al made t h e subject the obvious choice of 
the pedaP-; ogue in his fi ght to build child char acter. To sho~ 
that the e.b ove is not an exaggere.tion, the writers of this 
t hesis picked at random an old elementary school history 
book of the vintage of 1885. In a history, a subject noted 
for its natural color and story qualities, here is what 
was found in the preface: 
5. Willi am A. Brownell, and Charlotte B. Chaz a l nThe Effe~ts of Premature Drill in Third Gre.de l!.ri thmeti c, ls 
Journal of Educational Research , Vol. ~XXIX,(September,l935, 
pp.17-28. 1 
6. ~ illiam A .• Brownell, Roy A. Doty and William C. Rei11l 
Assistants, 11Ari~hm_~tic in Grades I and II, n University Re- ' 
search Studies 1n .L•;ducation, No.8, Durham, N.c.: :Cuke 1 
University Press, 1941. 
I 
9 
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History is a t ask and a method of mental dis-
cipline; our school histories attempt to relieve it, 
as no one attempts to relieve grammar or ARITF.ffiffiTIC~ 
by story telling ••• As the book is not intended to 
be a storybook, so it ~s not intended to be a pic-
ture book. Maps in abundance seem to th e author the 
only legitimate embellishment of a school history. 
VVhi le the pictures in this volume have been restrict-
ed to the illustrations of such persons and things 
as are pertinent to the text, they have been intro-
duced with regret, and only as a yielding to the 
present prejudice which denies an effective audience 
to the school hi story not so illustrated. It is to 
be hoped that the time will soon come when the space 
now surrendered to the graphic additions of the aver-
age schoql boy's pencil will be utilized to a better 
purpose . 
This is just an isolated case of the typical attitude 
in that harsh discipline era of Ameri can education. The 
idea of "aidsn was not to be ••• countenanced . Verbalism 
re igned supreme. Still, there were brave spirits long 
before this who had fought against the formal and verbalis-
tic types of teaching which were rooted in the teaching 
credo throughout the centuries. 
The f i ght against verb alism is not new. Dale tells 
how Erasmus 1466-1536 combatted verbalism by advocating 
certain unewn ideas. Children, the Dutch scholar thought, 
should be acquaint ed with fami li ar objects and animals 
t hrough informal methods, that is, by means of stories, 
7. Alexander J ohnston, LL. D., A History of the 
United St s.tes, New York: Henry Hold and Company ~ Inc., 
1885, pp.ii-iii . 
10 
pi ctures, games snd objective te a ching rather than by 
mere memory . Erasmus was interes ted in building a grasp of 
ideas and content, not merely t h e study of language and 
form. One could not le arn to speak a language by learning 
rules, he held. One had to practice it with those who ex-
pressed themselves with exa~tness and refinement, and, in 
8· 
addition, one had to read widely in the best authors . 
But despite men like Erasmus, education grew more 8nd 
9 10 
more formal. Leaders like Comenius (1592-1670), Rousseau 
11 
(1712-1778) and Pest a lozzi (174 6-1827) fought against many. 
of the strai ght-jacket methods of their day. They criticize 
the b arren memorization program and suggested / t.hat schools 
pay greater attention to the interest of the child. Their 
efforts are well worth some consideration here for the seeds 
they planted have finally bloomed. 
John Amos Comenius, convinced that a graduated series 
textbooks and illustrative materi als was absolutely necess 
8 •. Edgar Dale, Audio Visu al Methods in Teaching , New 
York: The Dryden Press, Inc., 1946, p.56. 
9. John ~~os Comenius, Orbis Pictus, London: John 
Sprint Co. Lt., 1705, p.194. (An English translation). 
10. J e on Jacques Rousse au, Emile, Paris: Werde and Le-
qui en, 1926, pp.l6-28. (An Eng lish translation). 
11. Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi , Cyclopedia of Education, 
Pau l.Monroe, Ph. D. Editor, New York: The MacMillan Co ., 
1913' p. 658. 
_ji 
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for improved instruction, prepe.re.d the first visualized 
textbook in history: Orbus Pictus. Some one hundred-fifty 
pictures make up the volume and each was the topic of a 
lesson. Including in this work were such items as nMaking 
Gardens, 11 nBread Making 11 "Brewing, n and 11Ravenous Birds." 
Origina.lly the book was planned as a text for teaching 
Latin. However, a translation was made in order that the 
book might be used in the teaching of reading in English. 
12 
Comenius' Preface contains statements as modern as 
anything that could be said about such magazines as Life, 
or Building America. Here is one example: 
Let it be given to children into their hands 
to delight themselves withal as they please, with 
the delight of the pictures, and even at home be-
fore they be put into school. 
In this revealing statement, Comenius hopes that 
pictures be made a source of delight for children, and that 
they be made familiar with them before entering school • 
.. 1\lthough this was writ ten three cent.uries ago, many children 
lack a rich variety of picture books at home, not with-
standing our advances in printing. In spite of the teach-
ings of progressive education there are those today who 
still believe that udelight 11 and ndisciplinen are dia-
metrically opposed terms, and that if the chilo. is enjoying 
himself he cannot possibly be learning anything worthwhile. 
12. Comenius, op.cit., p.vii. 
13 
A century after Comenius, Jean J acques Rousseau main-
tained that if we conducted education according to the 
nature of children, we would be far more successful. He 
went so far in criticizing the verbalism of his day -- the 
memorization of facts and principles by children before they i 
could understand what they were saying -- that he ventured: 
take the reverse of the current practice and you will almost 
always be right. Rousseau wanted children to learn directly 
from nature. "Make your child attentive to the ne.tural 
phenomena and you will soon make him curious. u He wanted 
everything that the child learned to be significantly re-
lated to his everyday life. 
14 
Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, a German-Swiss contemporary 
of Jefferson, was interested in the method of sense perce 
sometimes called the nob ject method. u He maintained that 
the rudiments of arithmetic were intimately connected with 
the r ealities of life. He wanted children to count the 
number of st eps from one end of the room to the other. A 
child, he ma int ained , was given an opportunity to unfold the 
multiple relation of numbers by examining two of the rows 
of five panes in a window. He wanted the children to count 
their threads while spinning, and the number of turns of the 
13. Rousseau, op.cit., p.256. 
14. Pestalozzi, op.cit., p.l30. 
reel when they wound the yarn: into skeins. Above all, in 
every occupation of life, he we.nted his pupils to me.ke an 
accurate and intelligent observation of the common objects 
and forces of nature. 
Yet, the advocates of formalism and verbalism continued 
to rule the pedagogical roost. Meny authors give testimony 
to the dullness and stupidity of the traditional school-
master. Classic English and American literature is replete 
with such illustrations. Washington Irving describes one 
prototype of many a nineteenth century schoolmaster in 
these words: 
In his hand a ferule, that sceptre of despotic 
power; the birch of justice reposed on three nails 
behind the throne, a constant terror to evildoers; 
while on the desk before him might be seen sundry 
contraband weapons, detected upon the persons of 
idle urchins, such as half-munched apples, popguns, 
whirligigs, fly cages, 1and whole legions of rampant little paper gamecocks.5 
Charles Dickens thus satiriz ed the extremes to which 
formal "object lessonstr were carried to in British schools 
in his novel, Hard Times: 
Mr. Gradgrind, t he town magnate, is present 
in the modern school of his own creation •.• 
Sissy Jupe, Girl No. 20, the daughter of a 
strolling circus actor, whose knowledge of horse 
15. Washington Irving, RiD Van Winkle, Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1923, p.49. 
1_1. 
generic and specific, extends b s.ck as far as the 
memory reaches; famili ar wi th form and food, the 
powers and h ab its and everything to the horse; 
knowing it through several senses; Sissy Jupe has 
been esked to define horse. 
Astonished at he aring her father stigmatized 
as a veterin ary surgeon, a farrier and a horse 
breaker; bewildered by the striking want of re-
semb lance between the horse of her own conceptions 
and the prescribed formula that represents the 
animal in the books of The Home and Colonial 
Society, she dares not trust herself with the con-
fusing description, and shrinks from it in silence 
and alarm. 
' Girl No. 20, unable to define horse,' s aid 
Mr. Gradgrind. 
' Gir l No. 20, is declared possessed of no 
facts in reference to one of the commonest of 
animals.' 
After girl No. 20 fails to answer, Mr . 
Gradgrind calls on one red-eyed Bitzer who knows 
the horse by book formula. 
' Quadruped. Graminivorous. Forty teeth, 
namely, twenty-four grinders, four eye-teeth ••• ' 
After this recitation, IVIr. Gradgrind asks 
Girl No. 20: 16 
'You know what a horse is?' 
16. Charles Dickens, Hard Times, New York: Scribner's 
Sons, 1898, p.21. 
:t5 
Present Thinking 
The failure to think out the best teaching procedures 
was due to a die-hard attitude with reference to discipline. 
Many teachers still stick to old methods stubbornly refusing 
to employ the newer techniqQes such as multi-sensory aids 
which advanced thinking in the field has placed at their 
disposal. Such a refusal to avail themselves of the best 
methods, aids and devices so readily obttinable, now re-
sults in a dull routine which substitutes a rule of thumb 
for the proper procedure fitted to the learning situation. 
17 
One this point, Russell writing in School and Society as 
recently as December 3 , 1949 says: 
A young high-school teacher of my acquaintance 
was being reprimanded by his principal for the in-
formality with which he conducted a class while the 
administrator was present. Upon receiving the 
scolding, he retorted: 1Dr. X, I never considered 
formality a virtue in teaching. I try to stick as 
closely as possible to that famous saying, 11Mark 
Hopkins, sat on one end of a log and I sat on the 
other.ttr At this point the principal jumped up 
~ngrily and replied: 11tr. Y, I'll have you under-
stand that there are no lgs in this high school.' 
On another occasion this same administrator 
st a ted that t he recitation system was intended for 
high school; the lecture for college; and the case 
system for the gr aduate school. If only life in 
genere.l and that part of it which we call education 
were so simple every pedagogical problem could be 
17. Henry!+. Russell, "Pedagogical Pan aceas , " Sch ool 
Society, Lx-'.A (December 3 , 1949), p. 358. 
1 1!"' .'0 
solved by picking the most pertinent panacea. 
Teaching would be hopefully simple and at the 
same time hopelessly dull. 
Nevertheless, this rule-of-thumb type of 
thinking not only is prevalent in the teaching 
profession but also thrives in other le arned 
fields •••• Perhaps the responsibility for such 
a substitute for competency ••• has its funda.mental 
roots in the failure of the educator to analyze 
his own teaching problem ~gd impart analytical 
knowledge to his students. 
What better me 2ns could be used to impart analytical 
power to young pupils in the teaching of abstract number 
concepts than properly selected and competently used 
multi-sensory aids. Variety, the spice of teaching 
as well as of life, may be injected into the learning pro-
cess by the use of well selected multi-sensory aids, s.cting 
as a life preserver to the immature student weltering in an 
arithmetical sea of abstr~ion. 
Professor Russell continues: 
Often the instructor must bid for attention 
by va.rying his teaching tecr..nique, thus treating 
the class to a variety of methods. If one method 
of presentation is good, several may be better. 
The student has the advantage of seeing the in-
structor and the subject in more than one light. 
He prob ably benefits from learning varied methods 
of attacking the subject e.nd he is undoubtedly 
aroused to a higher pitch of enthusi a sm by the 
use of less monotonous teaching. Agein, the 
possibilities of a varied snd interesting type of 
examination which can be a definite educational 
experi ence result. 
Deplorable indeed is the rigid adherence to a 
single instructional method throughout an entire 
course. How much. worse is such an educational 
18. Russell, op.cit., pp.358-59. 
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lockstep to a whole curriculum? 
~~e varied and interesting type of examination, when 
employed by t h e properly trained t eacher of ari t hmeti c 
s h ould b e one that r eally shows ths.t the students under-. 
stand quantit a tive situations. In thi s way t h e r emedial 
t eaching may be done in arithme tic with t h e he l p of ade-
qua te and appr opri e.te multi-s ens ory 2.ids which, it will b e 
found, acce l erate t he learning process. 
Modern educational authorities e.re in h armony with the 
view as stat ed here . For ex ample Edgar Dale f avors the 
use of a. va.riety of aids. He writes: 
The use o.f a wide variety of teachin g aids in 
t he school enable s education to be more concret e --
and therefore to build better ab stractions. In-
telligent, well founde d abstractions are imposs-
ible without rich meaningful and concrete experi-
en ces. And we ll organized concepts and generaliza-
t i ons enab les u s to 28nage new concrete experience 
with increased skill. 
Discussing the i mportance of multi-sensory aids as 
indicated by modern experiments i n education Dent writes: 
It i s hardly necessary to go outside the 
r eal m of daily experi ence to bring to mind the 
importe.nce of the visual representation in form-
ing lasting i mpressions. We remember that which 
has been unusual and which has been seen clearly •••• 
19. Russell, op.cit., p. 359. 
20~ Dale, op.cit., p.3. 
In the education field, experimental evid-
ence has favored the use of visual-sensory aids 
in practically every controlled experiment. 
This has caused the thinking educator to2tive consideration to educ ation possibilities. 
In treating of the points of view expressed by modern 
educators on the value of multi-sensory aids , the opinions 
contained in the publi shed reports of several com~issions 
and committees that have investigated the problem are 
worth di gesting and repeating in this thesis, for example; 
the National Socie ty for the Study of Jiiducation reports: 
The literature from 1940 to 1947 includes at 
lee.st twenty-seven status surveys of the audio-
visual field •••• 
These surveys reveal a wide-spread growth in 
all phases of the audio-visual field. The amounts 
of equipment and materi als avBi lable are sharply 
increased in the past ten ye ars . Audio-visual 
materi a ls are much more widely used in public 
schools, colleges and universities. However, ex-
penditures for sudio-visual materials and services 
vary greatly from city to city e.nd from institution 
to institution. 
The following claims for properly used audio-
visual materials in the teaching situation are 
supported by research evidence: 
1. They supply a concrete basis for con-
ceptual thinking and hence re duce meaningless word 
responses for students. 
2. They have a high degree of interest for 
students. 
3. 'I1hey supply the necessary be.sis for develop-
mental learning end hence make learning more per-
manent. 
21. Ellsworth C. Dent , The Audio-Visual Handbook , 
Chicago: The Society for Visual Education, Inc., 1939, 
p.5. 
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4. They offer a reality of experience.·.whi.ch 
stimulates self-activity on the part of the pupils. 
5. They develop a continuity of thought; this 
is especially true of motion pietures. 
6. They contribute to growth of meaning and 
hence to vocabulary development. 
7. They provide experiences not easily 
secured by other materials and contribute to the 
efficiency, depth and variety of learning. 
Research in the field of audio-visual education 
idicates that realistic, objective materials have 
genuine value in teaching, and that their effective-
ness depends upon the clarity of the purpose for 
which t hey are used, the age of the children, the 
type of children, the type of material being studied, 
the character of the materials used. The methods of 
projection or use, place of use and the influence of 
the teacher who uses t he materials. Significant 
gains have been reported in informational learning, 
retention and recall, thinking and reasoning, activ-
ity, interest, imagination, better assimilation and 
personal growth and expression; and these results 
have indicated a time-saving, both in preparatio~2 of work and in completion of minimum essentials. 
Multi-sensory aids for a strong foundation.-- The 
necessity for the employment of multi-sensory aids in the 
teaching of arithmetic will be seen readily When the 
importance of the arithmetic course in the elementary school 
program is considered in relation to its foundational fUnction 
for the learning of all subsequent mathematical skills. The 
greatest difficulty is in laying a solid and sound foundation 
22. National Council of Teachers of Mathematica, 
nMulti-sensory Aids in the Teaching of Mathematics," 
Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, New York: Bureau of Publications of Teachers 
College, Columbia University, pp.254-255. 
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in the elementary arithmetic. How multi-sensory aids can 
be used to do this vital job effectively will be considered 
shortly. 
The joint commission of the Mathematical Association 
of America and the National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
matics have this to say regarding the mathematics program 
in the elementary school: 
The mathematics program of the elementary 
school is the indispensible foundation of all the 
pupil's later mathematical work. If that founda-
tion is weak the pupil's subsequent learning is 
likely to be permanently handicapped •••• 
It is assumed that a student who is adequate-
ly prepared for the work of the seventh grade has 
e.cquired a working knowledge of the arithmetic 
commonly tau ght in the primary schools. Hence the 
following attainments may be regarded as the normal 
mathematical equipment of the American pupil who 
has satisfactorily completed the work of the sixth 
grade: 
1. A familiarity with the basic concepts, 
processes and the vocabulary of arithmetic. 
2. Understanding of the significance of 
the different positions that a given digit may 
occupy in a numb~~ including the case of a 
decimal fraction. 
It is worthy of note that the first two 0 attainmentsn 
listed by the commission are concerned with concepts and 
and understandings. 
23. National Council of Teachers of Methematics, 
uThe Place · of Mathematics in Secondary Education," 
Fifteen Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of 
Ar i t li..metic, New York: Bureau of Publications of Teachers 
College, Columb i a University, 1940. 
But Brownell says: 
If the teachers took the vow to teach no 
arithmetical idea, process or skill unless they 
could make it sensible to children, they would 
have to change drastically their classroom prac-
tices. They would find that they would have to 
teach arithmetic mathematically, for the sense 
of numbers e.nd of number processes. This state-
ment does not mean that visual and other sensory 
aids would be discontinued. On the contrary, 
their use would be doubled or trebled for through 
such aids many mathematical meanin~i and relation-
ships are most readily represented. 
~rownell suggest that the defects in the teaching of 
arit~;metic may be remedied in the lower grades by carry-
ing on the instruction for a longer period with concrete 
and semi-concrete materials, that is, pictures, dots, and 
lines, in order that the pupils may be more easily and 
more gradually introduced to abstract numbers. A strong 
foundation in the use of nunbers must be acquired in the 
early school life of the child if a sound superstructure is 
to be imposed in the grades following. Failure to teach 
number comprehension in the beginning sets a train of 
evil consequences in the after years of instruction which 
becomes cumulative and produces the type of student who 
"never could learn arithmetic. tt; 
24. William A. Brownell, "Essential Mathematics for 
r,~inimum Army Needs, u School Review, Lll (October, 1944) 
pp. 484-92 • . 
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The inadequacy of verbal drill.-- Most teachers de-
pend upon drill for the development of abstract skills. 
While this method employs the well-kno~m learning principle 
of repetition, drill can only bring about verbalism un-
less it bas been preceded by concrete experiences to develop 
I 
abstract concepts in an orderly and progressive manner. 
The investigation of Brownell and Chazal on the effects 
of drill prior to the building up of the abstract number 
through concrete experiences showed: the percentage of 
students using elementary processes, such as counting on 
their fingers or guessing , was reduced very little by persi 
ent drill in addition combinations of abstract numbers where 
silent, oni and written repetition was the technique. For 
example, such as, verbalisms: 11 Two plus two is four." These 
authors concluded that drill makes little if any contribu-
tion to growth in quantitative thinking by giving the studen 
grasp of more mature ways of handling numbers. Words to 
express abstract concepts, they believe, unless preceded by 
25 
concrete experience, lack meaning. 
Multi-sensory aids in problem solving.-- Research by 
25. Brownell and Chazal, op.cit., pp.l7-28. 
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
Hansen, Hydle, Johnson, Kremer, Monroe, Morton , Osburn, 
33 34 . 35 
Schaff, Stretch, and Stevenson, indicB.tes that the rich 
concrete experiences recommended by Brownell and Chazal 
above are also necessary in developing problem-solving 
ability. They say the lack of concrete experience results 
26. c. W. Hansen, 11Factors Associated with Successful 
Achievement in Problem Solving in Sixth Grade Arithmetic, 
Journal of Educatione.l Research, XXXVII, (October, 1944), 
pp .lll-18. 
27. L. L. Hydle, and Fr ankL. Clapp, "Elements of 
Diff iculty in the Interpretation of Concrete Problems in 
P..rithmetic, n Pamphlet, Madison: University of 1Nisconsin, 
1927. 
28. H. C. Johnson, ttProblem Solving in Arithmetic,u 
Elementary School Journal, XLIV, (March, April, 1944) pp.397-
403, 476-82. 
29. Gr ace A. Kramer, u'J.lhe Effect of Certain Fact<irs 
in the Verb B. l Arithmetic Problem upon Children's Success in 
the Solution," Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1933. 
30. W. s. Monroe, 11How Pupils Solve Problems in 
Arithmetic, u Rese arch Bulletin No . 44, Urbana: University of 
Illinois, 1929. 
31. Robert L. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the 
· Elementary School, Vol.II, 'rhe Intermediate Grades . New York: 
Silver Burdett Company, 1938, pp.445-46. 
32. W. J. Osburn, nDiagnostic end Remedial Treatment 
for Errors in Arithmetic Reasoning,n Madis on: State Depe.rt-
ment of Public Instruction, 1933, p.l8. 
33. W. 1. Schaf f "A Realistic Approach to Problem 
Solving in Arithmetic,~ Elementary School Journal , XLVI 
(May, 1946), pp.494-504. 
34. Lorena B. Stretch, " The Rel ation of Problem Solving 
Aritr..metic to Comprehension in Reading~u Pamphlet .... Nashville, 
Tennessee: George Peabody College for Teachers, 1~31. 
35. E .R.SteNenson "Difficulties in Problem Solving" 
Journal of Educationa l Research,XI(February,l925),pp.95-i03. 
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in inability to understand textbook problems be c ause of 
unfamiliarity with the situation described, or with the 
vocabulary. 
Alice Rose Carr, another modern authority, makes this 
contribution: 
In t he pas t few years , many te achers have 
turned more and more to the use of concrete mate-
ri als to develop wi th children an underst anding 
of the number system and processes involving 
number relationships. Too often the teacher has 
put emphasis upon abstract manipulation of number 
symbols rather then upon the understanding of 
basic concepts, which should precede the use of 
symbols . It is important that the c~~ld under-
st ands 'why' he does 'what' he does.v 
She explains how to ma1ce a modified abacus with 
counters on a spindle. The different colored counters re-
present one's on the first spindle at the right, ten's on 
the second spindle from the right, etc . 
As the children. count, they put counters one by one 
on the first spind le until they reach ten. All ten counters 
are then removed and exchanged for one of a different color 
which is placed on the second spindle to represent one 
group of ten. 
The chief value of such an instrument lies in the 
fact that properly used it can lead children to real insight 
into the meaning of our number system. The children 
36 . Alice Ro:::e Cerr, 'I'he lis.themat :t cs Teacher, XLIII, 
(May, 1950), pp .l95-96. 
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themselves enjoy using it and .each begs to be the one to 
put on the counters or take them off. The actual partici-
pati on on their part helps to hold their interest and 
fixes in their minds the significance of what otherwise 
mi ght be rote memory or abstract juggling of symbols. 
This is an excellent example of the intelli gent use 
of mu lti-sensory aids at an early school age in the 
teaching of a primary mathematical skill . It is highly 
mo tivated and suited to imparting the skill sought and 
keyed to the age group for which it is appropriate. 
Another example of the use of an appropriate multi -
sensory aid in teaching of a number concept is that given 
by E . Bloss who shows how learning number concepts can be 
made a meaningful, interesting, and enjoyable experience 
by the audio-visual way of learning . He gives two lesson 
plans with enrichment material s and shows how to mot ivate 
pupils by partly hiding bricks and telling first grade 
pupils to find them and make a mark on the b oard for e ach 
one found . ~~en they write the number symbols on the 
37 
board, the young children t h en see their real maaning . 
I nstruction should be purposeful and systematic.- - On 
37. E . Blos s , "1,e .s cbing Number Concepts, u 
Edu cational Screen, XXVII, (December, 1948) pp .494-5. 
II 
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t h i s sub ject, investigat ions by Brownell, Riess, Stern, · 
42 
and Wheat, show that chi lqren must generalize from many 
concrete experience s if t h ey are going to comprehend the 
rel ations represented by abstract symbols . 
43 44 45 
Studies by Hunnicutt, Washborne, and Welch, indicate 
that the many concrete experiences must be purposeful a nd 
inter-related with everyday life . 
Approaching the use of multi-sensory aids as materials 
which may be best used in a labor atory type of classroom 
38. William A. Brownell, nArithmetic in Grades I and 
II, ttDuke University Research Studies in Education, No.6, 
Lurham, N.C.: Luke University Press, 1941, pp.l2-44, 
39. vYilliam A. Brownell, nThe Development of Children' 
Number Ideas in Primary Grades," Supplementary V;ducation 
Monograph, No,35, Chicago: University of Chica.go Press,l938, 
40, .Anita Riess, Number Readiness in Reses.rch, Chicag 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1947, Chapteri. 
41, Catherine Stern, Children Discover Arithmetic, 
New York: Harpers, 194g, pp.l-42, 
42. Harry G. iJVheat, Studies in Aritr..metic 1 Morgantown, · 
West Virginia; West Virginia University, 1945, pp.l-16. 
43. C. w. Hunnicutt, 11Arithmetic Attitudes," The 
Mathematics Teacher, XXXVII, (October, 1944) p,33. _...;.... __ 
44 , c. W. Washoorne and Raymond Oisburne, nsolving 
Arithmetic Problems,n Elementary School Journal , XXXVIII, 
(Nov., Dec.) pp.219-26, 296-304. 
45. Gertrude L. Welch and Mark R. Shibles, "A Fifth 
Grade Informal Problem Unit in Arlth.metic on the Ordering 
and Distributing of Milk in the School,u Education, LXI, 
(April, 1941) pp.458-63. 
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under a teaching method which has been at times called the 
ulaboratory method , n F. E . Grossnickle writes: 
The arithmetic class room of today does not 
fit any one pattern. Sometimes it is primarily a 
'recit ation period' in which the teacher checks on 
the accuracy of the work of the pupils. Sometimes 
the class is for assigning work and for discussion 
of problems or processes which are not understood. 
Finally the classroom is a laboratory in 
which the pupils manipulate mater~als to discover 
principles and to arrive at valid conclusions. 
In this case the t eacher asks leading questions 
but the pupil finds the answers by using his 
mat eri als and equipment. He does not memorize 
a series of unrelated facts and give answers that 
are meaningless to him. After he understands or 
dis covers the principle, he may use several periods 
practicing the principle . The classroom takes on 
the appearance of a workshop . If the classroom 
assumes the nature of a laboratory, it is essential 
for the teacher to have e_ppar atus which she and the 
pupils may use. Too frequently the only equipment 
in the arithmetic class is a b lackboard, chalk, 
eraser, pap er end pencil. This kind of equipment 
is conductive for producing a pupil whose knowledge 
of numbers comes from pencil manipulation and not 
from knowledge of ideas. The former results in 
skills, but the latter results in meani ngful 
arithmetic1=6 
Color as a multi-sensory aid.-- That color in itself 
can be an invaluable aid to greater comprehension and thus 
qualify as one of the multi-sensory aids is the opinion of 
authorities. For some time publishers of geography te4t-
books have recognized the te aching value of functional 
color in~raphs, charts and maps. However, it is only 
46. F. E . Grossmickle, 11 Laboratory For Meaningful 
Ari thmetic, n The r1athematics Teacher,XLI (March, 1948), 
I p.ll6-19. 
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recently that publishers of arithmetic textbooks have be-
come color conscious. Grossnickle states that the trend 
t.o.wards color tre [:1tment in arithmetic texts has served to 
make the foremobt of these books attractive, but far too 
frequently has failed to serve as a visual aid to learning. 
It may be stated parenthetically that other 
factors being equal, the average teacher serving 
on a textbook committee is attracted by a series 
which emphasizes color. Teachers in arithmetic 
are in gen eral ag~eement that color has eye appeal 
for children, yet in too many instances these same 
teachers fail to demand the more important re-
quisite -- that color should serve as a teaching 
tool~7 . 
Color has at least three important purposes in arith-
met i c textbooks. It should (1) make pictures lifelike as 
well as attractive; (2) emphasize charts and graphs; (3) 
focus pupils' at tention on e ach step as a new arithmetic 
process is e~plained. In a revealing analysis of eight 
series of arithmetic books used in grades three to six, 
Grossnickle discovered a wide variation in the use of 
colored pictures in different series: 
Practically all the illustrations in Series 
H are in color, but only a fourth of those in 
Series E are in color. On the whole, the per-
centages of colored pictures is larger in grades 
III and IV than in grade V and VI~8 
47. F. E . Grossnickle, "Illustrations in Arithmetic 
Textbooks," Elementary School Journal, XLVII (October, 1946) 
pp.84-92. 
48. Ibid, p.89 •. 
An examination of arithmetic texts published in re-
cent years indicated that authors use a variety of devices 
to call the pupil's attention to the model example about 
to be explained. A common method is to place the example 
chosen for illustrative purposes near the margin with a va-
c ant area between the example and the context. A popular 
1 
supplement to this arrangement is the use of a rectangle 
I as an enclosure. In one series the lines of the rectangle 
il are printed in red. All series make use of large bold-
,1 
II faced type. 
Ji The authors of one arithmetic series have made a con-
I certed effert to use color in explaining the steps of 
\ i arithmetic processes. Ne arly all figures of e ach model 
jl example are set in red type, an improvement over the mechani-
\l cal devices used by other series to capture the attention 
1
1 
of children. Yet the writer believes the use of color in 
49 
I this series can be improved. 
I It was the purpose of a report published in the 
· !october, 1949, issue of The Elementary School Journal to 
II describe how color can be employed to gear the figures ·in 
II the steps of a new arithmetic process to the explan atory 
1context. The procedure had been developed with a fourth-
\grade clBss i n t he College Element ary School at Centra l 
I 
49. Grossnickle, op.cit., p.90. 
Washington College of Fducation, Ellenburg , \J\'ashington. 
To illustr ate h ow color clarifies arithmetic teach-
ing , two process e s that are usually taught in gr ade four~ 
division with a remainder e.nd :rrrul tiplication with carry-
ing , are used as examples . The ne ed for these two pro-
cesses became evident to the children in attempting to solve I 
problems that arise naturally from their experiences at 
play. The following simple, yet straightforward, st a tement 
of his problem was written by a fourth grade boy. 
One snowy afternoon the third and fourth 
grade children played four-corner dodge ball in 
the playroom. There were fifty-two children who 
want ed to play. The captain separated them igbo 
frur teams . How many were there on each tee.m? 
I n another Brticle Hal l says: 
Teachers should encourage children to write 
similar problems for e ach new process introc.uced 
to bridge the gap between problems of the chi l dren' s 
innnediate env~lonment and more remote problems in 
the textbook. 
Rather t h an put all t he f igures in color 
(for example red ) only the figure or figures ex-
plaining a new step should be in red. Hence, in 
te aching new steps in long division, the children's 
attention is focused on one step at a time, a 
technique which is to be desired in learning a 
new process in arithmetic. 
50. J. V. Hall, hColor Clarifies AI'itbmetic,n The 
Elementary School J ournal, L(October) 1949, pp.96~98:---
51. J ack V. Hall, 11 0ral Aids to Problem-Solving , " 
The Element ery School Journal, XLII (December, 1942) 
p.220-24 . 
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He.ll then gives two very good illustrations of how 
color is used this way in long division and in checking 
1 the answer by multiplication. 
Resourceful . teachers need not wait until text-
books employ color to clarify all arithmetic pro-
cesses. Explanations emphasizing place value, in 
addition to functional color, can be written on the 
blackboard with the 8id of colored chalk. These 
explanations can be transferred to Tag-board Charts 
by using red and black India ink or crayon. Thus, 
over a period of time a library of mathmatical 
charts c 2n be made for convenient reference. Charts 
based on this technicyie not only are effective 
visual aids to learning, but also, serve to create 
an attractive and purposeful room environment~~ 
52. Hall, op.cit., pp.223-24. 
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Multi-sensory Teaching .Materials 
Experiences vary all the way from direct, concrete 
handling or seeing objects to pure :8b~tractions in the form 
of words and other symbols. It cannot b e stated exactly 
that one form of learning situation is more concrete or 
abstract than :~not her, but it is possible to grade exper-
iences roughly in accordance with their degree of abstract-
ness. The intellect is possessed with a rich variety of 
concepts well grounded in concrete experiences. The learn-
ing situations which d evelop these conce pts are classified 
in the following order, proceeding from the most concrete 
53 
experiences to the most abstract, ac cording to Dale . 
(1) Direct experience , 
(2) Contrived . experience 
(3) Dramatic participation 
(4) Demonstrations 
{5) Fi e ld Trips 
(6) Exhibits 
(7) Motion Pictures 
(8) Radio , Recordings , 
Still pictures 
(9) Visual Symbols 
(10) Verb al Symbo ls 
Involve DOING in 
order of decreasing 
directness. 
Involve OBSERVING in 
order of decieasing 
directness. 
Involve SYMBOLIZI!fG in 
order of increasing 
abstractness. 
53. Edgar Dale, .Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching, 
New York: The Dryden Press, November 1946, 
p.38. 
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Dale, Bn.1.eckner s.nd Grossni c]{le, clearly demonstrate 
I that teaching materi a ls and procedures sh ould not be 
I 
1 selec t ed initi ally in terms of the end product of learning 
I 
! experien ce but in terms of progressive levels of experience 
I 
which lead to the end product. 'l'bu s, basic concrete ms.terie.lsl 
a.re not crutches which impede progress in learning , but are 
mBteri a ls which provi de experience essential to development 
of h i gher mental processes. Therefore, in the description 
of mult i -sensory ai d s for the enrichment of arithmetic , ex -
plan a tions proceed from the most concrete experience to the 
·most abstract . 
Direct :'~xperience .-- Direct exper i enc e means to p8rtici-
pate in some . activity at first hand . Dale t akes e. step 
1 furtber and uses ndirect purposeful experi encett to denot e 
that the action is active rather t han pe.ssive and that the 
doe r of t he action ha s a goal in · mind . The pupil knows 
that he or sh e is personally responsib le for the final 
outcome. 
It i s hardly necessary to n ene t he objects that might 
11 be 
I 
brou ~ht into the cla ssroom for direct experience . In 
54. Ibi d , p.37 . I 
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I 55. Leo John Br ue ckne r and Foster E . Grossnickle, 
How to Make Arithmet ic :Heaningful. Philadel:phia: 
John C. n;inston Co., 1947, p .209. 
\ 
11 measur i n g , for example, the number seems to be almost un-
il limited . How simple it would b e t o bring four half-pints and 
II I a quart b ottle to the classroom . Every child will want to 
I 
dump the four half-pints into the qu art. Qu arts, litters , 
I pints , bushels, pecks, sc a les, ya rd sticks and long tape 
~~ measures are a lmost a lways available to the class by means 
If of the visual aids department, or by asking some of t h e 
1 class members. In this way children will learn the real 
meaning of pounds to t he peck . This does not suggest that 
I the who l e subject of arith..metic CE,n b e most vividly t au ght 
ll wi tbin the confines of the classroom and without the a ssist-
1 anc e of other techniques . The resourceful teacher , however, i 
I I should be ever on the a lert for me thods of using purposeful 
I! experience whenever it cen forest 811 a verb a li sm . 
I For example, what do e s 1 ~ a milli on11 re a lly mean to a 
I child who is l earnin g to read a nd write numbers in the 
! 
millions? The following report of a. fifth grade class is 
pertinent: 
Had any of t hem e ver seen a mi llion of ru1y-
thing ? One b oy offered the sugges tion that there 
were millions of tiny pebbles in the fine gravel 
that covered the playground. How much woul d it 
take to make a million pebb les? The chi ldr en 
thought a gallon - - could they c ount i t and s e e? 
'I'he y compromised by c ounting a pint to start with. 
Each count ed h is share of the pint, a nd the amounts 
were added . The class decide d it would re a lly be 
better to finish by c a lculation; so they multiplied 
to find the number of pebb les in a gallon. Finally, 
by rounding off s.nd dividing, they learned that they 
II I 
_j_ 
would have to bring 125 g allons of gravel into 
the clag~room in order to h ave one million 
pebb les. 
IJVilliam M. Mahoney recently gave a very interesting 
account of an activity centered around a valentine store 
to vit a lize number concept and drill in the second grade of 
I his school. Before addition is taught in this school, the 
j t e achers try to build an underst anding of the numbers 2 and 
1
13 end 5 . They know the v a lue of t e aching the concepts first 
' inst e a d of first teaching the fact and then trying to arouse 
some kind of artificial associ ation afterward that will 
I ma.ke the dri 11 seem to be of some consequence. V'!.i th this 
1
1 in mind the valentine store was organized. Mahoney arrived 
-[ 
at the following conclusion: 
Our purpose wa s primarily to provide an activ-
ity that would arouse interest, b e timely e.nd bridge 
the gap between t eacr..ing concr:et e concepts and the 
abstract numb er work for which the children were b eing 
pre pared. However, to the resourceful teacher, it 
will be apparent tha t such a project will not conffu~ 
itself to number work alone. There can also be in-
t egr a tion with re ading , writing , lt:mguage, social 
studies and art. 
While ths activity is not to be considered an 
end in itself, we do feel that it serves its in-
tended purpose in the teaching of arithmetic by 
; 56o Multi-sensory Aids in the Te&ching of Mathematics, n I 
. Eigh t eenth Yearbook, The Nation a l Council of Teachers of 
II Mat h ematics. New York: Bureau of Publications , Teachers 
II College' Columbia University' 1945' p. e. 
I 
II 
providing an opportunity for much more useful drill. 
Thi s fact, plus the wide range of possibilities for 
the integration of other subjects, makes the valentine 
store a profitable activity for the teacher and a 
thoroughly enjoyable one for the children~? 
In this age of specialization, there is great dan ger of 
the child's becoming a mere cog in a complex machine, and 
division of labor. Gone is the age of self-sufficiency when 
I children made clothes, shoes, butter, and preserved food. 
1 Children today become so isolat ed from their parents, and 
I' community agencies that they lose touch with the organic 
life of the community. By the same token, te achers may find 
I 
themselves using visual aids as isolated experiences. 
58 
1 Hoban , Hoban Jr. and Zisman tell how concrete and other 
1 multi-sensory aids used in arithmetic may be used as isolated 
experiences. They say we may le~we undone the task of ty-
l ing them together in order to produce unitary, organic re-
sults. It is obvious that this will never do. These bits of 
unrelated information-experiences must always be thought of 
as a basis and a foundation for more indirect experiences; 
and all activity , regardless of concreteness or abstractness, 
I instructional medium, must fin a lly be tied firmly together 
57. '\!Yillia.m M. Mahoney, Instructor, XIV, (February, 
11950), p.l9. 
58. Charles F. Hoban , Charles F . Hoban Jr., and 
Samuel B. Zisman, Visualizing The Curriculum, New York: 
The Dr yden Press, Inc., p.22. 
if it is to become both the means and the end in any organic 
process of learning. 
Contrived Experiences. -- Contrived experiences are one 
step ~way from the direct purposeful experience. For reasons 
of e conomy or safety, the learner's activity involves only 
the ttes:Ential elements" of the corresponding environment for 
a direct purposeful experience. We try not to sacrifice the 
quality of directly experiencing. Thes e contrivances in-
vol ve hearing, seeing, hs.ndling, Bnd other sensations. They 
1/ have the advantage of removing complicating and distracting 
I elements, so that the pupil can get to the core of the 
I 
I 
I/ matter. 
I A good example of contrived experience would be time-
! telling activity by the use of a mock clock. Such a device 
/ is very eey to make end easy to manipuls.te. Two , 
, four such clocks may be used to show ntime around 
three, or I 
the world . n / 
There seems no sound reason why any child should be deprived 
of sucb contrived experiences. The child usually thinks of 
a piece of pie as a "whole portion.n A slice of pie is un-
mistakably les s t h an the whole. For such reasons a model 
of a pie plate is often a better teaching device fo r fractions 
t h an a pie or a cake, or any other l ar ge unit whose sub-
divisions appear to the ch ild as whole portions. The same 
I' 
holds true for many other types of contrived experiences. 
tl It is not n ecessary to give comprehensive listings of all 
II 
1/ I 
!I 
contrived experiences. Excellent sources of this material 
59, 60 
may be found in the following; 
(3) Multi-Sensory Ai ds in the Teaching of 
Mat hema.t i cs, u Eighteenth Yearbook, The National 
Council of Te achers of Mat hematics, New YRrk : 
3ureau of Publications, Teacher 's College, 
Co lumbia University, 19 45, p.l0-11 . 
Dr amatic Participation:-- Dramat ic participation con-
si s ts of t aking part in or observing drame.tizations and 
di ffers from direct purposeful experience because the condi -
t ion is art i ficial . In this c e.se, the children are le ss 
interested ln the intrinsic outcome of t he activity than in 
what t h ey will l earn. One must be c autious , howe•1er, in 
reconstructing in the p l ay form the sort of experiences that 
children ge t at firs t hand. For example , a uschool station-
ery store, n should hot be any less real t han the one the 
child frequently encounters wh en he makes a purchase at the 
loc al st ore. If store s are set up in the classroom, real 
articles and money should be used if possible. For example, 
students in a second gr ade class in Westfield, Massachusetts, 
61 
es t ab lished s. store in their room. They listed the store 
59. Dale , loc. cit., pp .73-81 and 329-31. 
60. nAudio-Visual Materials of Instruction,n Forty-
Ei~h Ye ar book, Part I~ Nationa l Society for the Study of 
I ~ducation, 5835 Kimbark Avenue, Chicago 37, Illinois, 1939, 
I p . 31. 
I 
! 61. Mahoney, op.cit., p.l9. 
prices of the articles they h ad for sale. Children brought 
things to school and put them in the store. They had nreal" 
articles and therefore, were ab le to dramatize nreal exper-
iences in buying and selling.n 
One very interesting project for the pupils is to keep 
records and. standings in the various athletic leagues in 
whi ch they participate for different sports. Recording 
the standings of college lea.gues or of the National snd 
American baseb e.ll leagues can a lso be stimulating and in-
teresting. Such activity gives e.rithmet ic degree of inter-
relat ion with every-day life that is difficult to duplicate. 
Averages, standings, and records can't help entering into the 
picture . And this is just one example of the many life-like 
62 
experiences that the resourceful teacher may use. 
So far , tP~ee stages have been discussed that all in-
volve DOING. The direct purposeful experience, the secur-
ing of contrived experience and t he reconstruction of 
re a l ity by acting it out in a dramatization. In all three 
of these e£amples the individua l is a doer and is not stand-
ing by watching as an on-looker. 
Demonstrations end Exhibits:-- A. demonstration is an 
ob servationa l situation or experi ence for t he pupil. The 
learner becomes an on-looker and his participation in the 
62. Dale, op.cit., pp.212-32. 
~~ - ') 
situation is more imaginative and symbolic in contrast to 
the t ecr.niques de s cribed above which involve a hi gh de gr ee 
of direct interaction between the pupil and the learning 
environment. Sometimes, to make a demonstration more con-
crete, the teacher may require the pupils to do a problem 
on p aper similar to one just observed, or c all on some 
of the pupils to do on the b lacl{bo ard what they have been 
1 shown how to do. 
I 
This ag ain shows the close relationships 
63 I 
I between the classes of learning 
I 
s ituations. 
[ This chapter cannot attempt to include all the possib le 
sen sory B,ids in arithmetic. Every b l ackboard demonstration 
is, in fact, a visual aid. Of course, objects, specimens, 
mode ls and other exhibits will be used not only to teach 
I a pupil a particular concept but also to make cle ar to 
pe.rents precisely what kind of arithmetic is being taught. 
These exhibits consisting of an arrangement of objects, show 
the inter-rels.tionships of the le arning experiences from 
! the concrete object to the abstrs.ct concept. Examples of 
I 
!exhibits and demonstrations r ange from highly organized 
visits to museums and commerci al concerns to appropriate use 
63 . W. M Gregory, "Iviodern P.i ds for Experi ences in 
1 Le arning , n Eighth Ye s.rbook, National E(ucat i on Association, 
Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction: l r.~ateri als of Instruction, New York: Columbia University, 
119 35, pp.90-92. 
:. ·i 
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of the blackboard. Excellent explanations and suggestions 
concerning the use of these sensory aids are found in Youtz's 
64 
art icle, nPro gre ssive Education in the Brooklyn Iviuseums. u 
Field Trips:-- Although this study is not particul arly 
concerned with field trips, excursions, sound and silent 
moti on pictures, or filmstrips, no discussion of the m1lti-
sensory aids available for te aching of arithmetic would be 
complete wi thout some comment on t heir status in this 
prob lem. 
Life is too short to le arn everything by direct partici-
pation. One of the many developments in the field of multi-
sensory aids as a substitute for direct learning is the fi eld 
of cormnunity resources. A pertinent comment by Donald D. 
Durrell demonstrates the applic ations of thi s principle to 
the te aching of reading: 
A second difficulty that works against the 
right use of reading is the lack of association 
between verbal sub jects and life outside the school-
room. Unless the reading is a tt2.ched to actue.l 
sensory-motor and associational experiences at the 
time of teaching, we c Bnnot expect these ties to be 
ine.de spo:otaneously. 
The . world of the child particularly in the ele-
mentary school is a sensory-motor world; he is inter-
ested in things he can see, he ar, touch, taste, plan, 
make, do and try. A child shows very little concern 
about experiences that are remote in time or dis- 65 
tance and that do not concern his immediate welfare. 
64. Philip Youtz aProgressi ve Educ 8. tion in the ' 
·'':Luseums , n Progressive :E:ducation, J-"CVI,(November,l937} pp .535-
1 
65 . DonE>.ld D. :c.urrell, 11I n creasing the Ef fectiveness of 
of Vo lunt ary Re ading , u Harvard •'ducational Review, I X, 
(May,l949) pp.3ll-321. 
Another study, by Abr aham, shows that the results of 
vividness of presentation (direct contact with re ality) gave 
the children new interest end est eem for the people who 
IJ make, administer , and interpret the 
I accomplishment was re2.lized through 66 
part of their course in civics. 
l SJNs of the land. 'I'hi s 
a field trip which was 
Many trips can be made ri ght on the school premises. 
A trip to the school playground, fo r example , of fers mBny 
opportunities. The principle of balance in the see-saw, 
mensur ation on the baseball diamond and the manual training 
I shop ::::~:t::c:~::::s: e:~ ::::::~n:::~ take many trips 
\ to become familiar with the workings of stores, manufactur-
l ing and transportation companies. Th~7list is too long jJ 
for enumeration . Kastendick s.nd Grimes, g: i ve complete detai Jl 
1 on the organization of fields trips, and where to take the 
I 
68 I 
arithmetic class. Weier emphasizes the many possibilities of \ 
I 
excursions for children at the p:t•ims.ry level. 
By it se lf the fil ed trip is not a sensory aid, but a 
66 . H. J . Abr aham, "Let 1 s Interview the Government, tr 
:-; ducational ?.fethod,II, (Octob er,l937 ) pp .l6-19. 
1 67 . M. Kas tendi ck and R. L. Grimes, nAt - Home Tours for 
Outliving Schools, 11 Chice.go School Journal , X:X."T I, ( . pril, 
1941) pp .l76- g. 
'I 68. L. 1."fi er, 11What About Fi e ld Trips, II See and Hear' I' 
(Mar ch , 1946) pp.59-64. 
"-3 
o ce dure by which ob jects and ma.teri s ls in t heir n etural 
ar e made availsb l e to students for detai l ed study . 
it shows arithmetic in its nat u r a l set ting as a le arn-
ng situation, and be cau se it t al<:es t h e students to the f un c-
ional r eality, i t is treated as a sens ory aid here , a lthough 
he objects and activit i es viewed , not t he trip, are the 
sensory aids . 
No e xp~nsive or elabor ate mec:hani c al equipment is necess -
for the school journey . One h as merely to take the 
into the re a l wor l d :tn whi ch the i r pa r ents and 
lends live to study t he things that are very inadequately 
and very remotely conveyed to them through the words of the 
textbo ok or t he words of the t etJ cher , Bu t like ~my worthwhil 
activity, the field trip rnus t be planned carefully. It must 
e ski llfu lly direct ed and made to correlate with the arith -
tic program to contribute t o t he l earning process . School 
journeys should not b e confused with picnics. 
Motion Pictures .-- Motion pictures are classified and 
discussed separ s_tely from other pictori a l materi a.ls b e c ause 
t hey add motion experi ences to pictorial experiences. 
Of a ll the me chanic 2.l pictori al a ids in educat ion, the 
greatest progres s in excellence of materi al 1:1.nd improved 
techni c a l qu ality h as b een made in recent years in motion 
1
pictures. In t h e past twenty years t a lking motion pictures 
1
1have been ad ded to the e duc a tional market, and in both silent 
II 
1 
and sound pictures r eally remarkab le materi a l is being pro-
69 
duced for all ph2.ses of educational work. 
Films should not be used in isolation . rhey should 
b e inte gr a ted with other curr i cu lum mat erials, with the 
~urrent arithmetic problems, with slides, with field trips, 
and ot her sensory aids . One effective method of using a 
film is to have it preceded by slide study. In this way, 
I
I 
1 
t he situations not involving action but involving quantitati 
i\ relationships c an be studi ed in de t ai l by ptipils, an d t he 
1 experi e nce of continuity, unity and activity can b e better 
!I 
I 
I 
appreciated in the fi lm. 
Krasker found that less efficiency was attained wi th 
larg e groups in the auditorium than with small groups in 
cl a ssroom projection of films. He a lso found in stp.dying 
I various techniques of using films that without preparation 
I\ of the clas s, sh owing of films was an inefficient method 
I J::> t b • 
1 OJ.. e 2. c _lng •- Dr. Krasker is merely pointing out that with 
1 films like all types of aids and l earning situations, in 
order to make progress, it is n ecessary to plan the lesson. 
He found that the film is a most efficient method of present 
tion when (1) the f ilm h a s been pr e viewed , (2) a proper pre-
par a tion of pupils, room a nd equipment h a s b een mad e , and (3) 
69 . Forty-Eighth Yearbook, Nationa l Society for the 
Study of Trdu c a.tion , op .cit., pp/15-17. 
~-5 
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a short examination follows the film. 
Rulon conducted an experiment with motion pictures s.nd 
found that there is a definite relationship between the 
mental level of the pupils and the nature of their reactions 
Ito i nstructiona l materials . The hi gher the so-called 0 intel 
1.-....,;;_;__.._ u the h i gher the order of thought responses . He 
states that t hinking cannot be done in a v acuum ths.t 
tion pictures supply a type of concrete experience whi ch 
furnishes a basis for thought. In this way, the use of 
i nstruct ional motion pictures, other things being equal, does 
not encourage passivity on the part of the pupils, but tends 1 
to develop thought reactions based on the concrete experience 'I 
71 
supplied by films. 
Noe l and Leonard made a study of the value of films in 
education. They concluded that the films must be dealt with 
; rationally; that is , thought about and studi ed . They found 
' 
1 that films , 
-
on the average, have a range of nine years of 
!usefulness, that some have a range as high as fifteen 
grades; and there is no limit to the number of useful showi 
of any one film . It is significant that interest, meaning, 
o. Abr asker, nA critica l .f.ma lysis of the Use of 
Educational Motion B.ctures by Two Wlethods . u Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University School-of Education, 
1941, pp.70-83. 
71. Philip Justin Ru lon, The Sound :vrotion Picture in 
Science Teaching, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
1~33, p236. 
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I 
expression and a variety of act ivities can be stimulated by I 
films . They further st ated that in addition to carrying in- 1 
I formation, films are useful in building conce pts, develop-
72 
ing critical thinking, and forming proper atti tudes. 
Free fnd inexpensive info~mation pertinent to the use 
of motion pictures and motion picture equipment may be 
73,74,75,76 & 77 
found in the following sources: 
72. Elizabe tb Noel and J, P . Leonard, 11Projection 
. Motion _Pictures in the Classroom, n Americe.n Foundation For 
Edu cation, Washington, D.C .. , p.60 . 
73 . Barts, N. A. nTechniques of Using Films in Teach-
ing, r.r Educational Screen, XXV , (May, 1946 ) p.270-l . 
This arti cle gives many practical suggestions for use 
of films and coordination with school work . 
74 . Brooker, Floyd E ., nu. S. Government Films for 
School and Industry , u WDshington, D.C.: Federal Security 
Agency, U.S. Office of ~ducation, 1947,36 pp. Free 
Cata logues films available for purchase from Castle 
and fo;_:; renting through local film iibraries. 
75. Cross, A. J . F., nBetter Ut ilization of Films," 
School Management, XVI (October,l946) , pp.44-5. 
'This report suggests factors to consider with regard 
to techniques and methods. 
I 
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76 . Lurr, W. H. , "Promotion of Better Film Utilizati o~l 
See en d Hear , I, (December, 1945) , p . 31 . 
Reviews the essential considerations for good utiliza-
tion of i nstructional materials . 
77. Epstein , E., nEr:lucationa l Films -- How and Where 
to Pi nd 1:Phem, u The Library Consultant Service Leaf l et , 
Second Series, No . 5 New York: Te achers College Library , 
Columbia University, 19 46 , 6 pp . 2 cents • 
. This pamphlet cites a selected list of film p;uides 
and distributors. -
Radio and H8cording.-- These sensory aids are addresse 
pri marily to the ear. Listening aids can be very concrete 
or abstract depending upon vo..cabu.l8ry and presentation. If 
the E!)eakers use words that show inter-re l ati ons with every 
day life , the broadc e.st or recording may be concrete. On 
the other hand, if the voc abul8r y is too hi gh, the program 
would be useless and dangerous. 
Dale lists fj_ ve advant Bges a.nd four dis adventages of 
radio . 
Advant ages: 
(1) Immedi acy 
(2) Reality 
( 3 ) Ernotional impact 
( 4} Group value 
(5) I nexpensiveness 
Lis advan t age s: 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3 ) 
(4) 
One way co~~lnication 
Single time schedule of program is 
inconvenient 
Administrati ve prob lems 
(condition of r adi o and tuning in) 
Expense is low per capita, but nevertbeless78 r adio and good sound systems cost monej~ 
Because of the di sadvantages of time an d one way 
communication, the radio is not used as much as the record-
ing at this time. An excellent source for methods in the us 
of recordings and their advantages is given by Bat hrust, 
severa l of which are listed below : 
78 . Dale, op.ci t ., p.263. 
II 
,I 
I 
(1) The recordings a r e controlled by the opera-
tor. You may shut it off for questions 2.t 
any time . This makes it practica lly a two-
way method of connnunication , because e..ny 
question mey· be answered . 
· (2) ~,he proble!ns of time and schedules are 
eli~inated. You may send to the various 
com~~nies for r e cordings months in advance. 
The recordings may be made by the te acher 
or any person at any time and the recording 
is used when it is most u seful This makes 
it possible to use radio material t hat 
would otherwise b e lost. 
(3) Materi als can be previewed and eva luated. 
In this way , you know ahead of time how 
to prepare the children for the program . 
You ~n1ow wh at to tell them to listen for 
in order that the chilc3 ren gain the most 
f rom t he recording and just how it fits 
into the l earning situation; sometimes, 
you wi ll find that the program is not what 
was expected and that it should not be used. 
( 4 ) Recordings are to t he ear what pictures are 
to t h e eye. Both visual and audio media re-
present direct reality as faithfully as poss-
i b le. Both enable us to cut through time and 
space to the origina l experience, so that we 
can re-expe rience it whenever we desire.79 
Reid and Sheerly made a critical analysis of t wenty-
six school broadcasts. They concluded that a great number 
of r a.di o broadcasts and recordings as we 11 as motion picturesi' 
b ooks , magazines and other t eaching aids can be used 
79. E . G. Bat hurst, "Phonograph Rec ords a s an Aid 
to Le arning in Rur a l Element ary Schools," Albany, New York: 
University of the State of New York, State Education De-
partment, 1943 , p.l71. 
effectively in reaching educati onal goals; and they further 
stated that the possibilities of radio -- 2.s a medium of 
communication as s.n agency of education and as a form of 
art and literature -- have as yet been be_rely touched in 
80 
the public schools. 
80. J. Reid [md R. Sheerly , "New Horizons , A Critical 
Examination of 26 Schoo l Bro s.c1cas ts Produced by the 
ColumbiB. Bro adce.sting Company ,u Bulletin No . 137, 
Evalution of School Broadcasts. Columbua, Ohio: Ohio State 
University, 1949, 48pp. 
Listed below are ot be r sources of materials of 
broadce.sts and records which the teacher employing multi-
81,82 983 , 84 ,85,86 & 87 
sensory aids should find helpful . 
81. H. A: Anderson, ttcl e.ssroom Use of Radio , 11 
School Revie~ · LIII, (October, 1945), ppA47-9. 
Gives developments in F . M. radio sch ool systems. 
82. B. Beggs, 1rThe Radi o Prob lem, rr T'he Instructor, 
I 
VLI, (Ivie.y, 19 45), p.25. 
Kx:cellent guidance in choice of listening . 
!I 
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83. G. G. Broderick, "C a t a log of Radio Re cordings 
.A Transcription Service for Schools, u Washington, D. C.: 
The Federal Radio Ecu cation C o~mittee, Federal Security 
Agency, U.S. Office of Educ at ion, 1946 , 52 pp . Free 
Gives a li s t of transcribed radi o pro i<:rams 
ava.i l ab le for loan. --
8 4 . ncat:alog of Se l ected Educ ational Recordings, 11 New 
York: Re cordi ngs Division of New York University Film 
Library, Washington Square, 1946, 65 pp. Free 
Detai ls one of the most comprehensive colle ctions 
of educ at i ona l recordin gs . 
85 . Pitts, L. B. e.nd Tipton, G., nRCA Victor Record 
Library for Elementary Schools u Ccmden , New J ersey: RCA 
Vic t or Division, Educ ation Department , 19 46 , 18 pp . Free 
Cont ains information on selected a lbums. 
I 86. Radio Conm1ittee , Audio-Visual Ec1ucation '~ss oci atio 
II of California, Southern Se ction, ns ources of !:ducational 
Re cords and Transcriptions . u c a l ifornia Schools, Vo l XVII, 
pp 183, July, 1946, Reprints. 
87 . 11 ecor dings fe r School Use: A cat a log of P ...ppraisal 
Yonkei's-On.-Hudson, New York : vVorld Book Company , 1942, 
1250 pp . :;;1.00 
· 'oston Unh ·-r-·r··~ 
Sch~ol o1 BO.uca~i_ori 
-.......... L"hr"lrv / 
i 
Pictures:-- Pictures are usually fe.r more meaningful 
II and concrete than words , but they are still 8. substitute 
j' for a ctuality. Whenever the real ob j ect or situation is 
at he.nd , the picture has little v a l u e; but when distance , 
time, or expen se exclude direct concrete experience , then 
its use is reconnnended . Naturally, practical difficultie s 
wi ll limit the amount of concrete ob jects that may be 
b rought to class, but pictures should a l ways be considered 
a method to increase the numb er of concrete experiences 
88 
and ob j e cts with which the class can bec ome familiB.r . 
i\ 
I 
I 
lj 
I' 
'Jibe still picture is invaluable i n our modern cla ss-
89 90 9 1, 92 93 
room. Research by Stenius , vauter , Halbert and Zyve 
I 
Jl 
!I 
l eave little doubt as to the interest stimulation and 
88 . Henry W. Syer , uA Classification of Mathemati cal 
Instruments and Sources of Their Pictures," National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Ei ght~enth Yearb ook, 
p .l94. 
89 . A. C. Stenius , nAudi tory and Visual Edu cation, n 
Review of :r:.:ducational Research, XV , (June,l945), pp . 243-55 . 
90 . Sibyl Vauter , u·var1ed Uses of Slides in In-
terrnediate Gr ades ,n Educational Screen , X:XI, ( May , 1942), 
pp .l78-9 . 
i 
i 
I 
I 
91. JI•I arie G. Eal bert, nAn Ex.peri mente.l Study of I 
Chi ldren's Understanding of InstructionB.l Mat erials, u School 
Service :Sulletin, Uni versity of Kentucky, :Sure au of S chool '1 
Service , i':V , No . 4, 1943 . 
92 . Marie G. }jal bert , 11 The Te aching Ve lue of 
Illustrated Books, 1' American School Board Journal , CXLIII , 
( May, 1944), pp.4Z,-4. 
93 . Claire T. Zlve, - ·-?fPeriment al Studv of the Tee.ching'l 
of Arithmetic Com.binawions, 1 Educational ~1ethods , Oct., 1932 • I. 
Vol. XII . 16-18 . 
2 
t e ahhing efficiency of this aid . The success of pictures 
in advertising by cornmerc :Lal firms for public education 
speaks for itself. Nevertheless, pictures are often 
neg lected as enrichment aids in the teaching of arithmet i c . 
1 This f a ct is particularly regrettable when the sources of 
1: these aids are so plentiful . 
'I I, 
II 
~-D important use of still pictures is to show a direct 
relation between the subject and the way we live. Still 
pi ctures such as photographs, illustrations, stereographs, 
slides, and filmstrips may be us ed very effectively to 
make the pupil conscious of his arithmetical environment. 
iJVord pictures can be translat ed into visual pictures , thus 
making concrete what might otherwise remain verbal ab-
straction. 
Illustration s and Pictures:-- Ereuckner and Grossnickle 
classify pictures in textbooks as follows: (1) Compositional 
(2) Associative , (3 ) Functional . 
A compositiona l picture is described as primarily a 
"fillertt and has the function of giving appearance to the 
textbook . These Buthorities claim that such pictures give 
little contribution to the mater i al be ing presented . 
A picture is " associ ative" if it shows some scene that 
is an activity of the problems on the page. Here as in the 
cas e of ncompositionaln pictures , no meaning is added to the 
situ ation by the use of these pictures . 
A functional picture or illustra tion makes a definite 
contribution to the learning situation. They are divided 
into ndynamic u and 11 staticu functional pictures. A 
picture is regarded as nstaticu if the problem at hand 
gives all t he necessary informa t ion and reference to t he 
picture is no t necessary for t he answer. For example, the 
problem might tell the pupi l that there are four b irds on 
one b r anch and five on another , Hnd ask , "How many birds 
are there a ll together?" In this case it would not be 
n e cessary to refer to the static picture of the four birds 
on one branch and five on another to e.rrive at the correct 
conc lusion. I f the picture showed four birds on one branch 
a.nd five b irds on another branch of the tree, and a question 
appeared b eside the p icture a s k ing the pupil to tell how 
many b irds there are in t he tre e, it would be necessary to 
count the b irds in the ndynamic functionaltt· picture to 
94 
arrive at the correct conclus ion . 
Considers.b le a ttention h a s been paid to the standards 
for selection of this type of illustrat ive materi al. Mende 
hall report ed that pupils expr essed distinct preferences 
relative to pictures shown and that these preferences ten ded 
to be intensifi ed a s the se showings were repeated . The 
pictures which appe a led most were those of a represen tative 
94 . Brueckner and Grossnickle, op. cit. , pp.83-4. 
type , conventiona l in content, style and color . Natural I 
95 
I s cen e s ~ere preferred to portr aits and fi gures . 11 
The nature of t h e movement of the eyes of two hundred 
I 
ind ividuaLs a s they looked at fifty-five pictures of different I 
I type s was s tudied by G. T. Buswell . Several conclusions were 
! dr awn from this study and among them is the statement: nThe 
, oire ctions g iven prior to looking a t a picture have a marked 
I 96 
: influence upon the ch aracter of perception . " 
Ex tensive and intensive studi e s were made by Park and 
Ste phens on, of pictures in mag azines, slides and fl a t picture~ 
I 
They concluded that the lis ted , and st e rographs respectively. 
I 
I 
mat eri a ls increased t h e interest 
97 
. the learning situations . 
i n and t h e effectiveness of 
I 
95 . J . E . and Marci a E . Mendenha ll, u The Influence 
of Fe.miliarity Upon Children's Preferences for Pictures and 
1 Poems, n Lincoln S chool Research Studies . Te a chers Colleg e , 
1 Columb i a Uni versity, New York, 1933, p.69 . 
I 96 . G. T. Buswell, How People Look At Pictures , Chicago 
Illinois: University of Cb~c ago Press, 1935, p .l98 . 
97 . Joe Pe.rk and Ruth Stephenson, 11 A Te a ch ing Experi -
ment Wi th Visua l Ai ds, " Educa tion, LVIII, (1938), 
pp . 498- 500. 
98 99 100 101 
Alexander, Brown , Fogelson, •• and Gregory are very 
good sources of data on picture sources, rating, mounting, 1 
I 
Jl clessifieation and presente.tion. \ 
1
1 Still Pictures - Stereop;raphs.-- Perhaps the most readi:cy . 
:1 available of all multi -sensory aids are still pictures, 11 
1 Valuable illustrative materia l fills the advertising columns 
1 
I of magazines; authentic prints and photographs may be had 
from many commercial houses scattered throughout the country; 
modern textbooks are including more an d better illustrat i ons; I 
stereograph is rapidly regaining its former promlnence in the I 
· elementary school; lantern slides can b e projected on blank i! 
1 98 . lii[ . E. Alexander, "Preparing and Filing Mounted J' 
! Iv'Iateri a ls, 11 Thirteenth Yearbook , National Educational · 
· J ssoci at ion, Aids to Teaching in the Elementary School, 
!Washington, D. C.: Department of Elementary School Princ~pals , 
11934 , pp.l94-8 . 
Gives detailed instruction for mounting and filing 
materials . 
! 99. E . A. Brown, "Albums as Teaching Aids,u Thirteenth 
!Yearbook, National ~ducational Ass ociation, Aids to Teaching 
1in the Elementary School, Washingt on, D.C.: Deps.rtment of 
Elementary School Principals, 1934, pp.l99-203. 
Reviews ways to make albums, including data on 
picture sources, arrangement , and classificat i on. 
IJ 100. I. D. Fogelson, 11Use of Pictures in Hatheme.tics, u 
l Chicago School Journal, (Januery- June,l946), pp.65-8. 
101. 
Pro('rram " 
b ' 
Encourages the illustrat ion of mathematicHl 
principles by pictures . 
G. Gnep;or;r, uGraphic Aids in Our Visual T~ducation 
Gra.de Te acher, LXIII,(September,l945), :PP.50-l. 
calls at t ent:ton to types of pictures and to 
accompanying test. 
wall spaces or on screens without completely d arkening rooms; 
and small pictures can be projected on a screen with modern 
opaque projectors equipped ~~th cooling devices which 
eliminate the former danger of burning the print before the 
102 
pupils ha.d time to study it in detail. 
Most realistic of all still pic tor:tal material is the 
103 
stereograph. It is the onl y mechanical pictori al aid whi.ch 
supplies three spat ial dimensions. It is particular ly adapt 
to instruction in school subj ects in which a high de gre e of 
three dimensional concreteness is des ired. 
'rhere was a time when the st ereograph was widely u s ed i n 
the home and in the school. Somehow, it became associ ated 
with things old-fashioned , and as a result , the t eacher aban-
doned one of the most effective teaching tools. Only recent 
he.ve educators begun to re e.lize that in their search for new 
devices they had overlooked a valuab le e.id already available 
104 
- - now gathering dust in sch ool f.ttorerooms. 
102. G. N . Wheelwright , n'I'hree Dimensional Pictures-
What Projection Means to 'l1hem, n Visual Review, 1.--rr , 
(De cember 1942) , p. 37. 
103. I bid, p . 34 
104. Wheelwright, op.cit., p .37. 
I 
Stil l Pictures (Lantern Slides) . -- For the introduction 
of color and the projection of a sins le picture visible to 
large classes , the film strip and the le.ntern slide are admir-
1 Projectors ably adapted and wide ly used . and slides are I 
relat i vely inexpensive . ££:any types of slides can easily be 
I 
maae by teachers and pupils . The slide pro jector lends itsell 
to any pictorial study in whi ch motion is not essential and I 
in which detailed study of various skills and quantitative I, 
relationships is the educational objective. It is also less 
105 
expensive than many other multi-sensory aids. 
The use of handmade lantern slides in the intermediate . 
grades was studied by Vautner . He shows that interest is 
!stimulated by student participation in the making of these 
slides. The thought process of making one of the slides is 
106 
a repetition of the l earning situation. 
105. J. A. 13ue1ke, nLoc a1ly Made Visual Aids, 11 
See e.nd Hear, I, (March, 19 46 ), pp. 45-7 . 
106. s. Vautner, nvaried Uses of Slides in Inter-
mediate Grades, 11 ~ducational Screen , .xxi , ( 1942), ·pp .178-9. 
lantern slides gave approximately the same results that 
three day's teaching gave when using blackboard presenta-
10;7 . 
tions. 
Visual Symbols.-- When this ste.ge of t he learning experi 
ence is reached, teachers are no longer using a realistic 
~ picture of the thing itself, but an abstract representation, 
Communication is by means of a new l anguage: visual symbols. 
Va.luable devices for showing quantitative relationships in 
arithmetic are graphs , charts, cartoons and maps. They may 
this by pictorial representation or the conventional circle, 
bar or line graphs. These devices are often introduced to 
children as concrete materials without the recognition that 
in a line representing graduation from the concrete to the 
abstract, visual symbols lie to·ward the abstract section at 
tt.e top of the line. The me re introduction of this material 
does not i n sure the d evelopment of adequate concepts . The 
meaning of a cartoon or a map is dependent on the degree to 
which the abstract representations are themselves understood. 
The use of this graphic material in school instruction pre-
supposes , for the grade levels in which it is introduced, a 
level of mental development and of concrete experience which 
107. Claire T. Zyve, n:sxperimental Study of the 'reach-
ing of !.,.rith.metic Combinations, n Educational Me thod, XI I, 
(1942), pp.l6-18. 
has not yet been re ached. 
108 
place Bnd values. 
Yet t rds graphic mat erial has its 
There is not much rese arch reported upon the use of 
gr anhic materi Pls e.nd the abilities required to re ad them . I - " 
!Ka.ther:yne C. Thomas m~:?.C' e a study of th~ fourth, fifth, sixth 
l end seventh grade pupi ls in the re ading of circle, two di -
lmension di agr am, horizont al 
!gr aphs . She concluded that 
bar, multiple picture , and line 
slow four th grade pupils derive 
!lit t le me8ning from graphs , but superior fourth grade pupils 
underst and the mea nin g; of simpl e gr aphs and can r ead simple 
fact~ from t hem. She a l s o found t ha t picture graphs , t wo-
ldimension diagrams and circle graphs are the e as i est :for 
the pupils of all gr ades to re ad while line gr aphs are the 
109 
hardest . 
L. F . Shaffer made a critical study of elemente.ry and 
llhi gh school children's i nterpretat i ons of cartoons. He found 
I that t he gre atest increase in r ate in the abi lity of 
to interpret c artoons was between the ages of t we lve 
children 
110 
and f i f't.oo:i . 
'I 
I 
108. R . H. Harper and H. J . Otto, nAn "':va l uation of 
Graphic Instruction !·:iaterials, tr Thirteenth Yearbook, Nat ional 
Educ ation ~ssoci ation, op.ci t ., pp . 228-37 . 
II 
Verbal Symb o l s .- The Pinnacle of Abstraction . -- This 
fin a l stage of t he le arning stiu a tions bring s us to verba l 
symbols -- designations that have no resemblance whatever 
to the object or i dea for which t h ey stand. They may be 
either spoken words or numbers and a re the most abstract of 
instructional materi a ls . r he connection between such symbols 
and their meaning is usually a rbitrary. Symbols used in 
. I I 
graphs, diagrams, and posters u sually ret ain some resemblance 
_ j to the concepts they represent, but the meaning of the 
I v e r bal and numeric a l symbols must be l earned without percept 
al links to r eality . However, once t hese abs t ractions a re 
learne d they often provide the most economic a l me ans of 
dommunicating ideas . The ntyranny of wordsu stems from the 
assumption that a ll people h a ve l earned to ass oci ate the same 
r ealities wi th verbal abstr a ctions . A person c snnot ac curat 
! 
l
l y comrrrunicate his ide a s to ~mother unle ss both a t t a ch t he 
111 
same meanings to the ·words or symbol used . 
There should b e a word regarding the spe cific a i d s avai 
able to the t e.2 cher of s.ri thmeti c 2.t all levels. Th a t a 
gre at many such a ids can be employed h a s been seen, but a ll 
schoo l rooms d o no t have the amount of these aids most suited 
to ide a l t eaching condit i ons . 
On this point Grossnickle b elieves that i t is not poss 
111. Dale, o p .ci t ., pp.47-48 . 
6:1 
II 
to meke a complete li st of menipulati ve mat eri e.ls for the 
e.rithmetic t e acher . 'Fhe number of items , he be li eve s, sh ould · 
be e.ugme nt ed from time to time depending on the grade level 
and the topics to be presented . There should, however, b e 
a minimum ki t fo r teachers , especi s lly when ·working with 
s low l earning pupils . Such items for example , as foot 
ru lers, yard sticks and milk bottles are essentials. The 
te a c.her should plan to add to his stock of specific aids 
from time to time as opportunity and the budget provide . 
It h a s been pointed out elsewhere in this thesis, that pupils 
themse l ves may be enlisted in a campaign to make their own 
specific aids or some of them. The actual me a suring , cutt ing 
pasting, sewing, sawing, nailing, will in itself be an ex-
112 
ce llent lesson in applied mathematics at the lower levels. 
Finally, with reference to the effective employment of 
specific aids, the question n atur s.lly arises: must the 
teacher be specially trained for the proper use of the 
various multi-sensory aids? Common s ense would tell us 
that tr aining of a highly speci alized and s pecific nature 
would be necessary for the proper employment of some of 
the more complic ated specific aids discussed above. For 
example , no teacher wou ld attempt to use motion picture 
equipment without at le ast minimum instruction in the 
112. Grossnickle, op.cit., 117-9. 
62 
I 
I operation and care of this relatively expensive equipment. 
'I I Yet, many of the aids, like still pictures, are quite simple 
in themselves and can even be prepared by young pupils . 
II These simpler aids the teacher can use without any speci al 
.I 
training . If di versified a i ds are contemplated, the import -
1 ance of proper training before using t he multi-sens ory aids 
,, 
II 
,, 
cannot b e overstressed . Dent st at es: 
The extent to which thes e valuable aids are 
u sed end the degree of effectiveness with whi ch 
they will b e employed in any teaching si tue.tion 
will depend a l most entire l y upon the amount and 
quality of the training which the t eacher has 
received . The greatest factor retarding tbs more 
ext ensive and more intelligent use of visual-
sensory ~?.ids is the inadequate training; of te a cher 
to make use of the materie.ls available .;-13 
On the same topic Dale writes: 
Audio- Visual materials must be understood in 
thei~ re l ationship to teaching as a whole and to 
the le arning process as a who le. Unless the teacher 
grasps this relationship , she can scarcely expect 
to make intelligent or fruitful use of these tech-
niques that offer so much help in her dai l y t asks ••• • 
i\ 
I 
II 
I 
The teacher must understand that it i's :wbrtt. 
mastering the methods of audio-visual instruction 
because t hey can promote good tea.ching when used 
properly . That is the bes t reason why she should 
equip herself to use them; in the l ast analysis it 
is the only reason . If she t horoughly understands 
and assimi l ates this pri nciple , she will not m2~e 
the mistake of regardi ng visual and auditory techni-
ques a s an end in themselves . She will know that 
they are merely a powerful me8Jl:i4t owarcls achieving her objective -- good teaching . 
I 
I 113. Dent, op . cit. , p. l 3 . 
I 114 . Dale, op . cit....:..., p . 6-7 . 
Te a chers colleges and university schools of education 
i 
usually offer one or more courses in the use of mult i -
sensory sids. No t eacher today who c alls himself modern 
shoul d be ignorant of the art of using these fruitful 
I 115 
: handmaidens of le arning. 
I 
jl 
li 
115. A. DeBe:rnardis, and J . 1!'! . Brown, 11A Study of 
Teacher Skill and Knowledges Necessary f or the Use of udio-
Visu al,11 Elementary School Journ al, XLVI (June, 1946) 
pp .550-6. 
I s. 
SUNfMARY 
In spite of improvements in instruction during the 
past one hundred yeE~rs, verbalism, though somewhat reduced, 
still continues. Lack of skill on the part of pupils today 
in handling the fundamental operations of arithmetic is 
strong evidence that verbalism still exists and persists 
in the teaching of this vital subject in our schools. Ne i 
teachers in service nor teachers in training need to con-
su1t scientific studies on this ~1estion to realize that the 
i learning situations as currently encountered in arithmetic 
I I,. s.nd other fields must be freed from the shackles of peda-
il gogic a l j ar gon. 
II 
Verbalism engendered in the past has survived school 
instruction in the present. This pedagogic weakness ha s 
more often than otherwise been the cause of pupil failur e s 
in ari th'11et ic. 'l'he solution seems to be the introduction 
of concrete teaching materi als to provide a sense of ex -
perience out of which pupils may develop meaningful generali 
ations and concepts. This should be our goal in the teachi 
of arithmetic. 
Verbalism, it may be said comes from an attempt to im-
part knowledge in the eihereal at:nosphere of an abstract 
world while the pupil dwells on earth amid rich a.nd e arthy 
concrete situations which totally escape the attention of 
Jl 
11 
If I, 
---
• 
the verbalistic pedagogue. Especially is there a crying need 
This is not to se.y that drill has no place in school 
!instruction. But wi thout prior concrete learning situations, 
I 
IJ drill on le arning material of an abstract character results 
ionly in vocal exercise. No such negative result was achieved, 
1
however, when representative concrete materi~ls such as tooth 
I 
jJ picks, cards and pictures were used in teaching second grade 
arithmetic. Children think that e.ri tbmet ic t aught by such 
concrete s.ids is fun. When so taught no insurmountable 
i 
barriers are raised. Rather, ideas and concepts so in 
!h a rmony with the juvenile experience become the vehicles on 
jwhich the pupils ride to success, enjoying the learning pro-
l cess on the way . Thus the level of quantftative thinking is I 
j raised by means of multi-sensory aids . :B'urthermore , the nro- 1 
I cess may be used. in l a r g e as well e.s small classes, and t~e I 
I training received may be tr a n sferreO. to n ew learning si tuati.c:ns. 
116. Hob an , Hoban and Zismsn , op. cit., p. 8. 
6 6 
•. In brief, the authorit ie s ment ioned in this chapt er 
1
1 found that: 
1. Verbalism has been a product of teaching in the 
ps.st, snd sti ll persists in the present . 
2. It has been shown that verbalism results from 
abstraction that is not b ased on concrete 
experience . 
3 . The cause of arithmetic failures based on studies 
of development of number abstractions and concepts 
has · been indicated. 
4. Results of studies of the inadequacy of verbal 
drill as the anSie r to these arithmetic failures 
were revealed . 
5 . The result . of systematic :tnstruction wi th multi-
sensory aids was shown to: 
a . Increase the interest of the pupils. 
b . Be within the range and ability of the 
children. 
c. Rais e the level of their thinking. 
d . Be applicable to te -91 ching l ar ge groups. 
e. Result in a transfer of learning. 
The solution of the problem of verbalism lies in the use 1, 
I 
concrete multi-sensory aids as a basis of experience from 1: 
II which 
~~ which 
mHy develop the meaningful gen ers.liz ation and insights 
are the ob jectives ofmaching meaningful arithmetic . 
I 
ll 
1: 
I 
;I 
I 
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11 Buswell Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
November 15, 1950 
EASTER.'l RAILROAD PRESIDENT1 S CONVERENCE 
COM1UTTEE ON PUBLIC RELATIONS 
143 LIBERTY STREET 
NEW YORK 6, N.Y. 
Gentlemen: 
At the present time I am engaged in compiling an 
evaluative bibliography of non-projected multi-sensory aids 
for the teaching of elementary arithmetic. In order to make 
this bibliography valuable to teachers and administrators, I 
hope to have it include pertinent information concerning aids 
which are currently available. 
I plan to evaluate all types of sensory aids available 
for the enrichment of an elementary arithmetic course. I 
will be grateful for information concerning any of these aids 
which you feel should be included in the catalogue. Such 
information, and any aids which you might wish to include, 
can be sent to: 
P.S. 
Samuel P. Pike 
11 Buswell Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Very truly yours, 
.d~fi/2£_ 
Samuel P. Pike 
I am particularly interested in the set of the Teacher's 
Kit for the study of raimway transportation and a copy 
of your booklet, RAILROADS AT WORK~ 
_;d. tr; 
S. P. 
100 Sanderson Avenue 
Dedham, Massachusetts 
March 10, 1950 
United States Department of Commerce 
National Bureau of Standards 
Washington 25, D. C. 
Gentlemen: 
At the present time I am engag ed in compiling an evaluative 
bibliography of non-projected multi-sensory aids f or the 
teaching of elementary arithmetic. In order to make t his 
bibliography valuable to teachers and administrators I hope 
to have it include pertinent information c oncerning aids 
which are currently available. 
I plan to evaluate all types of sensory aids available f or 
the enrichment of an elementary arithmetic course. I will 
be grateful for information concerning any of these aids 
which you feel should be included in the catalogue. Such 
information, and any aids which you might wish to include, 
can be sent to: 
Mrs. Leona Town s end 
100 Sanderson Avenue 
Dedham, Massachusetts 
I am particularJ_.y interested in your booklets, "Standards 
of Length, Mass and Time, -I..C-930", "Time Keeying Through t he 
Ages, LC-600", and "Units -and Sy stems of Weight s anri Measures , 
LC-681." 
Sincer ely yours , 
~na Towhs"'"e,,.,..n.:....d....c--7'("_o 
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CHAPTER III 
MULTI-SENSORY AIDS AVAILABLE FOR T.HE 
TEACHING OF ELE~TARY ARITHMETIC 
I Methods of Procedure 
I Distribution of form letter.-- The letters precedin~ 
~~this page were mailed to two hundred road one producers and 
:'r:istributors of multi-sensory aids for the teaching of 
arithmetic. Postscripts similar to those appearing on the 
illustrative letters were added whenever the writers were 
cognizant on the specific aids available from the company 
in question. This procedure we.s taken because many of the 
lhumerous aids available were not intended particularly by 
I ~heir producers to be used as arithmetic enrichment materials. 
i 
re to the chan~ing curriculum a.nd the increasing tendency 
li to inter-relate the arithmetic program with everyday life 
~y the use of more and. more multi-sensory aids, it was · con-
. sidered probable that some distributors would not recognize 
I 
1
the teaching potentialities of their products unless they 
ere mentioned. 
Of the total number of letters mailed, one hundred and 
tseventy-three answers were received. Nine letters were 
I 
~ turned unopened because of unknown changes of address. 
i 
re-
This 
I 
i 
I 
I 
·I ,, 
I 
==========~=========== 
successful return or' 86 per cent is very good. However, mos~J 
companies enjoy the advantage of secretarial staffs and are 
well aware of the advantages in advertising their products 
in . a relatively unbaised catalog. 
Several methods were employed in the location of 
sources of multi-sensory aids. Most important end resource-
ful was the examination of the bibliographies listed and 
described in the bibliography of this thesis. Also of major 
importanee were discussions with Mildred B. Stone, Associate li 
Professor of Mathematics, Salem Teacher's College. Associate1 
Professor Stone has the finest collection of commercial and I 
teacher-made multi-sensory aids for teaching arithmetic to 
be found in this area by the writers. Additional sources 
were obtained from advertisements in The Mathematics 
Teacher, visits to local school supply houses, discussions 
with teachers and actual use of the aids by the writers in 
classrooms. 
I 
Derivation of the report form.-- Any accumulation of l1 
I 
reports presupposes intelligent organization of that materiau 
An orderly presentation of information encourages more ob- I 
jecti ve analysis and minimizes the danger of excluding 
essential points. The analysis of aids may be divided into 
two parts - a description of the physical construction and 
appraisal in terms of educational suitability. This divisio, 
is logical rather than artificial and has been used by the 
1 
Committee on Motion Pictures in Education and by Syer, 
2 
Johnson and Singer in "Aids td Teaching." It was also used 
in the Singer study, "Multi-sensory Aids for the Teaching 
3 
of Secondary Me.thematies." 
The data e.ccumule.ted in this thesis is intended to be 
information which not only describes the items, but also 
indicates to ·the reader the feasibility of using the pe.rtieu- !I 
lar aid to satisfy his teaching situati0n. It therefore I 
naturally follows that the information worthy of mention is 
closely related to the consideration of factors which should 
be considered by the prospective user of the aid. Therefore, 
an analysis of score-cards and check lists for the evaluation 
!I of multi-sensory aids has proved to be an ~stimable task. 
The most objectively-derived set of criteria found is that ~f 
1. Ben G. Graham (chairman), Selected Educational 
Motion Pictures, Washington: Amerieen Council on Education. 
1942, 372 pp. 
2. Henry W. Syer, Donovan A. Johnson, and Bernard M. 
Singer are currently writing articles on "Aids to Teaching," 
in The Mathematics Teacher. · 
~ 3. Bernard M. Singer, "Multi-sensory Aids for Teach-
ing Secondary Mathematics, Unpublished Masters Thesis, 
1 Boston University, School of Education, 1948, p. 43 ( a 
similar research problem for the teaching of secondary 
mathematics). 
I 
I 
II 
0 
4 
Trolinger who is fully aware of the danger of evaluating 
materials without predetermined standards. She · submit ted 
5 
questionnaires to sixty-seven audio-visual experts and 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
formulated her score-card on the basis of responses. The 11 
!I 
wisdom of using a score-card to obtain the highest efficiency!! 
in evaluation is indicated by a result of her controlled 1/1 
experiment with teachers; "in every ease, the rank eorrelatkrl. 
II between the judges and the group under consideration was 6 
greater with the score-card then it was without it, 
i 
A total of six cheek lists and score-eards were found 
useful in preparation of a report form~ They are: II 
1. Dale, Edgar, "Evaluating Audio-visual Materials," Audio- j 
visual Methode in Teaching, New York: The Dryden 1 
~ress, 1946, pp. 500-506. 
4. Lelia Trolinger, ''Evaluation of Still Pictures for 
Instructional Use," The Educational Screen, XVIII, (March, 
April, May, 1939), pp. 81-83, 116-11'7 and 142, and 15'7-159 
and 1'78. 
5, For a description of methods of selecting judges 
~d criteria see: Ibid, p. 82. 
6. Ioid, p. 159. 
'7. Singer, op. cit., pp. 41-9 used this same techni-
que and sources in the analysis of multi-sensory aids in 
I secondary mathematics. 
:I 
!J I 
\ I 
I I; 
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I 
II 
I 
II I, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2. Dent, Ellsworth c., "Standards Slides Should Meet,"' 
The Audio-visual Handbook, Chicago: Society 
for Visual Education, Inc., 1946, p. 73. 
4. 
Hoban ~ Charles F. and others, n·cri teria for Evaluating 
· siidea," Visualizing the Curriculum~ New York: 
The Cordon Company, l937, p. 73. 
McKown, Harry c. and Alvin B. Roberts, "Selecting 
Pictures, •• Audio-visual Aida to Instruction, 
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1940, 
1 pp. 41 and 113. . 1 
5. Tralls, Zoe A., "'11he Selection and Use of Pictures," I 
The Journal of the National Education Association) 
XXI, (November, 1932), pp. 247-248. 1 
6. Trolinger, Lelia, The Resultant Score Card fQr C1aasroanl 
Use," Evaluation of Still Pictures for Instruct! 1 
al Use_,n (April, 1939), pp. 116-117 and 142. I 
Each individual item in Trolinger's list is included 
in modified form in the report form below with the exception 
of those items which refer solely to still pictures. This 1 
elimination was necessitated by the fact that it is the 
purpose of this thesis to consider aids other than 
pictures. 
As there is great similarity among all score-cards 
check lists, it is unnecessary to describe each of them 
I 
in detail. Rather, individual questions I in the report torm j 
are followed b7 several numbers enclosed within parentheses J 
The numbers indicate that the criterion received mention 
by the authors symbolized; (1) refers to Dale, (2) Dent, 
(3) to Hoban, (4) to McKown and Roberts, (5) Tralls, and 
I 
I 
,j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8 
(6) to Trolinger. 
Form for reporting multi-sensory-aids for the teach-
ing of arithmetic.--
Introductory Informatica 
Identification Number 
Title (Order Number) 
(Size), Price 
Producer, distributor, 
or primary souree. 
Physical Description: 
Brief description of medium of portrayal, contents, and 
method of presentation. , 
Discussion of exceptionally good and ppor technical quali-
ties, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5} (6} 
Educational Value: 
6. 
7. 
Is the aid useful for developing arithmetical meanings, 
appreciations, and attitudes of the students? (1) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Does the aid show quantitative relationships? 
(1) {2) {4) 
Does this aid give a reliable impression of the 
arithmetical situation? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Is the aid superior to methods now used in presenting 
the same information? (1) (4) 
Are there distracting details that destroy the educa-
tional value of this aid? (4) (6) 
Is this aid within the level of comprehension of ele-
mentary school children? (1) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Can the aid be used to stimulate interest and a de-
sirable attitude towards arithmetic? (4) (6) 
8. Singer, op.cit., p. 45. 
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8. I 's the aid attractive to elementary school children? 
(1) (4) (6) 
9. Is the aid inexpensive? (1) (4) 
There is a need for brief explanation of the individual 
items of the report: Tbe introductory information and 
Physical Description are included for the purpose of enabl-
ing readers to identify reviews at a glance and to~esent de~ ~ 
tails concerning the constructions and contents of the aids. II 
The Educational Value section consists of a number or · 
criteria: 
1. Relevance. The first question is included as a 
means of determining the aid's usefulness in 
2. 
contributing to meaning in arithmetic. Unless 
the aid is pertinent in attaining en arithmeti-
cal objective, it is of little value. 
Medium of portrayal, The medium of representation, 
e. g . booklet, poster, chart, hand made device is 
a most important factor. Charts are excellent 
for stressing quantitative relationships and 
time. There are advantages and limitat~ons to 
each aid they vary with the learning situations, 
phase of arithmetic, and grade level. If a 
multi-sensory aid does not demonstrate a point 
more efficiently than a verbal explanation, its 
use is not justified. 
I 
!I 
'I 
Ji 
I 
I 
I 
3. Significance, The aid must portray objectives 
which the teacher is attempting to have the 
students attain. It should direct attention to 
important facts and minimize the unimportant. 
There is little utility for elaborate aids that 
illustrate unimportant details. 
4. ~· The aid must represent a true situation. 
If it is a copy, it must convey a true impression 
or the original. It should be a typical situa-
tion and not posed or artificial. If there is 
misplaced emphasis, the teacher must refuse to 
use the aid or compensate for the misplaced 
emphasis. 
5. Pertinence. Elaborately constructed aids are 
sometimes deceiving. Unless the materials 
actually contribute to the development of arith-
metical meaning, understanding, attitudes or 
appreciations, they are useless regardless of 
their physical qualities or interesting natures. 
6. Appropriateness. The vocabulary must be within 
mental range of the class. If concepts are 
portrayed that are beyond comprehension of the 
pupils, they will not be able to understand the 
a i d, and it will be useless. 
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7. Moti vatinp; value. Multi-sensory aids often supply I 
extrinsic motivation. I This stimulation to greater I 
be underestimated. :! 
This question is not a criter.kf 
exploration is not to 
a. Suggestions for use. 
I 
for the selections of aids, but has been included 
for the purpose of indicating how the device may 
be most effectively presented to the students. 
Careless preparation, presentation or follow-
up may well render the best a1d useless. 
9. Price. The cost is usually a decisive factor in 
the procurement of aids. The price must be reason-
II able with regard both to the educational importance 
I of the topic portrayed end the materials which 
constitute the aid. 
l Numerical weights were not assigQed to the criteria 
I because the purpose of each review is to indicate the nature 
I of the aid rather than to determine the superiority of one 
(i aid over another. The latter practice is not warranted for \
1 
II an object may be essential for one teaching situation and usel 
I/ less for another. I 
I 
Method of reporting.-- It was not possible to report 
( fully on each aid, because many 
11 limited information about their 
I 
I 
companies furnished only 
products. Therefore, when 
·I 
[I 
II 
the a~ount of relevant information furnished was small, 
the aid was reported in the form of en annotated biblio-
grapby. The writers endeavored to use a uniform procedure 
in describing end evaluating these teaching aids by report-
ing introductory information, physical descriptions and 
educational value in that order. 
The reports are arranged in twenty-two sections that 
roughly divide the multi-sensory materials according to 
the difficultyof the arithmetical processes in which they 
will be used. These sections are not to be regarded as 
independent from each other, because it is impossible to 
make rigid, inflexible divisions of multi-sensory aids. 
examples will register this important fact. Section IV, 
Weights and Measures, euts across all lines of arithmetical 
education, as does the use of Money in Section VI, and also, 
the Number System in Section II. Therefore, it was only 
possible to make general divisions according to difficulty. 
These twenty-two sections are as follows: 
I General Information for Teachers 
II Number System 
III Drill 
IV Weights and Measures 
v Time 
VI Money 
VII Banking 
VIII Insurance 8l'l.d Social Security 
IX Personal Budget 
X Taxation. 
XI Fractions 
XII Decimals 
XIII Transportation 
XDT Science 
1:V Social Aspects of Arithmetic 
XVI Problems in Life Situations 
XVII Radio 
XVIII Material for Bulletin Board 
XIX Recreation 
XX Teacher-made 
XXI Arithmetic Textbooks and Courses of StudT 
XXII Multi-senso~ Materials Universally Available 
~·~ f CJ 
The above listed sections are further divided accord-
ing to their media of representation, i.e. booklets, charts, 
devices, games, pictures and teacher-made. The latter sub-
divisions are made alphabetically, and the aids within them, 
likewise, are arranged alphabetically. 
All aids, except those that are hand-made, are manti 
in brief bibliographical form, and each is assigned an 
identification number that consists of three parts. First, 
there is the section number that is a Roman Numeral. Second 
there is a capital letter that identifies the physical form 
of the aid: "B" stands for booket, "c" for chart, 11D" for 
deviee, nGn for games end npn for picture. The third part 
of the identification number is the consecutive numbering 
II 
of the booklets, eharts, pictures etc. throughout the 
twenty-two sections. An asterisk(*) preceding an identifies. 1 
tion number indicates that an e.valuation of the particular 
aid may be found at the end of the bibliographical section 
of this chapter. Thus, the identification number, *~ 5, 
in Section VI indicates that the aid is the fifth booklet 
in section VI, and that an avaluation of it may be found 
under the identification number !I B 5, at the end of the I 
annotated bibliography. Section twenty consists or hand mad, 
I 
I multi-sensory aids whieh are all grouped together to show 
the reader that regardless of the subject or grade, some or 
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the finest multi-sensory aids available are those made by 
teachers and students. Because they are made by teachers 
and students, they are not included in the short biblio-
graphy. 
Some of the textbooks and courses of study on the teach-
ing of arithmetic are based on recent research and are useful 
additions to the teacher's professional library. They con-
tain discussions of the topics and problems mentioned in the 
foregoing sections. Examples of those published within 
the recent years are listed in Section XXI. 
Section XXII is devoted to excellent examples of multi-
sensory materials that are universally available, and needed 
to give children concrete ideas of number. If any of these 
aids seem to be repetitious, they are repeated here for 
emphasis. 
el l 
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ARITHEMET IC 
I GENERAL INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS 
Booklets 
Bl. A Mathematics Student--To Be or Not To Be? 9pp. 
$0.10 Jones, Philips., University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. 
Pamphlet and chart written to students in answer 
to the question: "How can mathematics contribute 
to your career?" 
American Library Association, 50 East Huron Street, 
Chicago 11, Illinois 
This organizationt furnishes lists of new audio-
visual materials for teaching many subjects includ-
ing arithmetic. Free. 
Bulletin Board as a Teaching Device. {6-i x 9i't) 15 
pp. $0.20 B. J. R. Stolper, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 
Contains many useful suggestions concerning the 
use of the bulletin board as a teaching device. 
~/ B4 Catalogue of the Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, New York, 1949. Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, 525 W 120th Street, New York 27, 
N. Y. 
II 
I 
i 
I• 
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I 
II 
II 
I 
B5 
This catalogue lists many yearbooks, textbooks, 
research studies, and other publications of Columbia 
University that are valuable to teachers of arith-
metic. 
Childhood Education, February, 1950 nin Teaching 
Arithmetic" Subscription ~~4. 50. Single copies 
$0.75. Association for Childhood Education Inter-
national, Washington 5, D. c. 
The entire theme for this is sue is "Using What 
W.e Know About Children in Developing Arithmetic 
Learnings. 11 Many worthwhile articles on discover-
ing meanings in arithmetic on all levels from the 
three year old to the twelve. 
See complete review at the end of the arithmetic 
bibliography. 
____ -L 
! 8 
B6 
I \/ B7 
B8 
B9 
BlO 
Colorado State College of Education test: Basic 
skills in arithmetic, by William L. Wrinkle, Juanita 
Sanders, and Elizabeth H. Kendal, 1945. Also (2) 
Arithmetic Reasoning Test by A~ J. Cardall {Boston 
University). 1941. $0.50 each. 
Science Research Associates, 228 South Wabash Ave., 
Chicago 4, ill. 
Farm Leaders and Teachers Plan Together; 35 pp. 
(6 x 9"); National Education Association of the 
United States, 1201 Sixteenth Street, Northwest, 
Washington, 6, D. c. 
This is a teacher source booklet. It emphasizes 
the social aspect of arithmetic, and its relation-
ship to farm life. The booklet is particularly use-
ful to the rural teacher. Free. 
Free and Inexpensive Learning Materials. catalog 
$0.25. George Peabody College for Teachers, Nash-
ville, Tennessee-Division of Surveys and Field 
Services. 
This catalog is not limited to mathematics aids. 
How Adventures With Numbers Helps You Get Better Re-
sults. 14 pp. est X 11"); An advertisement published 
by Webster Publishing Company, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Pages fourteen and fifteen of this booklet are 
useful to elementary school teachers as a source of 
information concerning the social and meaningful sig-
nificance of arithmetic. 
Mathematical Visual and Teaching Aids, $0.75. Teach-
ing Aids Service, New Jersey State Teachers College, 
Upper Montclair, New ·Jersey. 
Bibliography of sources of maps, devices, ex-
hibits, films, slides, and filmstrips, games, pictures, 
publications, and recordings. 
Monographs on Arithmetic (6x9") Free. Series of 
eight. John C. Winston Company, 1006-1024 Arch 
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania. 
These monographs written by Dr. Grossnickle, Leo 
~. Brueckner, and Lyle S. Hance provide excellent 
background reading for the elementary teacher on 
meaningful arithmetic. 
8? 
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Bl8 
Society for Visual Education, Inc., 1345 West 
Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14, Illinois. 
Upon request, this organization furnishes free 
pamphlets describing the use of all types of visual 
aids. Free. 
Straight talk to teachers of arithmetic. Free. 
Pamphlet. Silver Burdett Co., 45 East 17th St., 
New York City 3. 
Contains advertising. 
Teaching Aids on Family Security. 17pp. Free. 
Catalogue. Institute of Life Insurance, 488 Madi-
son Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 
This catalogue lists 21 teaching aids plus five 
films to assist the teacher in the study of Life 
Insurance and Money Management. Items offered are 
either free or at a small cost. 
This is Arithmetic (9 x 6") 36pp. $0.50 Associa-
tion for Childhood Education, 1200 Fifteenth Street, 
N.W., Washington 5, D. c. 
Provides background reading about children's 
experiences in arithmetic for teachers of the ele-
mentary grades. 
Using Audio Visual Materials With Children (9 x 6 11 ) 
36pp. $0.50 Association for Childhood Education, 
1200 Fifteenth St., N.W., Washington 5 , D. C. 
Discusses the values and dangers in using audio 
visual materials • 
Vocational Guidance Booklets. Free. National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers, 14 W. 49th St., N. Y. 20, 
N. Y. 
(1) Your Future is What You Make It. 32pp. 
(2) Your Opportunity in Management. 32pp. 
(3) Executives' Quiz. for Home Managers. 6pp. 
What about Mathematics. $0.25 pamphlet. Western 
Personnel Service, 30 North Raymond Ave., Pasadena, 
Cal. 
Discusses mathematics training needed in various 
professions. 
I 
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Bl9 Why Study Mathematics. 33pp. (7 X 8!11 ) $0.50 
Canadian Mathematical Congress, Engineering Build-
ing, McGill University, Montreal, Canada 
The pamphlet is written for teachers of math-
ematics. Discus sea the amount of mathematical 
knowledge required in the pursuit of various 
careers. 
B20 Your Mathematics; 15 pp. (7 x 9") Booklet; Scott 
Foresma_n and Company, New York 10, N.Y. 
An advertisement that emphasizes visualizing 
all problems before trying to solve them. 
Charts 
Cl A Place in the Sun. 46pp. pamphlet. Free. Union 
Central Life Insurance Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Graphs and charts illustrating "why go to col-
lege." Also contains excellent 1 ist of leading 
colleges and universities in the United States with 
their tuition fees. 
II THE NUMBER SYSTEM 
Booklets 
Bl From Abacus to Monroe; 16pp. (5! x 8 11 ); Monroe Cal-
culating Machine Company, P.o. Box 540, Orange, New 
Jersey. Free. 
Brief history of calculating machines from the 
Babylonian abacus to modern mechanical calculators. 
Discusses the contributions of Napier, Pascal, and 
Leibnitz. Treatise is biased in favor of the 
Monroe Calculator. Physical qualities of the book-
let are good in general but the illustrations are 
poor. 
*B2 From Og to Googol. ( 4! x 6") 14pp. Free. Marchant 
Calculating Machine Co., Oakland 8, California. 
A booklet with a brief history of numbers. Good 
supplementary reading. Story is well presented, 
but there is much advertising. 
*B3 How to Make and Use an Oriental Abacus. (8 3/4 x 
lli") 6pp. $0. 30. Arts Cooperative Service, Inc., 
340 Amsterday Avenue, New York 24, New York. 
Explains the use of the abacus in the Orient. 
Pamphlet contains detailed instructions on how to 
construct the abacus, and use one. Booklet is well 
B4 How to Use the Adding Machine Selective Keyboard; 
Thelma M. Potter and Albert Stern, 1945; Gregg Pub-
lishing Company, 270 Madison Avenue, New York 16, 
New York. $0.60. 
A ten-unit course discusses addition, multi~ 
plication, subtraction, sales slips, deposit slips, 
etc. 
B5 Marchant Year Book; 1948, (8-fa x lltr); Marchant Cal-
culating Machine Company, Oakland 8, California. 
Free. 
An annual report to stockholders. Includes dis-
cuss ion of problems which demand solution by mech-
anical calculation. Mentions transportation, 
industry, and property management. Booklet is 
good for illustrating necessity of mechanical cal-
culation in modern times. Report is well printed 
in blue, black, and white ·upon glossy paper. 
~-B6 Numbers and Numerals; 52 pp. ( 5i x 8") ; Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, . Columbia University, 
New York. $0.25. An interesting story of the his-
tory of numbers • 
/ B7 Numbers Through the Ages and Around the World. $0.10 
Colortext Publications, Inc., 20 No. Wacker Drive, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
B8 The Dozen System. $0.50 Longmans Green and Co., 
114 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N.Y. by George s. 
Terry. 
Discusses base twelve arithmetic. 
*B9 The Duodecimal Bulletin; 37 pp. (5-fa x 8-fa"); The 
Duodecimal Society of America, 20 Carlton Place, 
Staten Island 4, N.Y. Free. 
Describes how to use a number system based on 
twelve. 
Charts 
~~>Cl Frontispiece, The River Mathematics Chart. (1~" 
x 20") $0.10 Henry Holt and Co., 257 Fourth Ave., 
New York 10, New York. 
Frontispiece of book by A. Hooper. Bulletin 
Board Material. 
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Pictures 
I/ Pl 
I 
The Tree of Knowledge; The Mathematics Teacher, 
525 West l20th Street, New York, New York. $0.05. 
III DRILL 
Booklets 
/ Bl 
I 
I 
Arithmetic Drill E. M. Tingley, 222 North Cuyler, Oak 
Park, Illinois. 
This pamphlet explains some difficult points of 
arithmetic and how to remedy them. Free. 
i Devices 
I ~J-Dl 
I 
I ,/ D2 
~ D3 
i 
I 
. I 
I 
I D4 
v 
! ' 
Arithmetic Drill card-1J\'heels; Card (18u diameter); 
L. M. Wright Company, 696 East Mariposa Street, 
Altadena, California. 
Flash Cards; Various sizes and colors; Iroquois 
Publishing Co., Inc., Syracuse, New York. 
Upon request, this company will send pamphlets 
and illustrations of flash cards to teachers of the 
first eight grades. The cards described are ex-
cellent examples of drill material to bring about 
accuracy and speed in the 390 Basic Number Combin-
a t ions. Free. 
Hammett's Self-Keyed Number Cards. Three sets. 
$0.75. J. L. Hammett Co., Cambridge, Mass. 
Three sets: - Integers, Fractions, Decimals. 
Each card is different, containing 16 examples, re-
presenting 4 operations. Pupil's work is individual 
and the answers are keyed. 
Maxson's Self-Keyed Drill Cards. J. L. Hammett Co., 
Cambridge, Mass. $0.75, 13 sets. 
Each set contains 60 cards with four to nine dif-
ferent examples on each card. Only one set of each 
operation for drill work is required. Cards are 
keyed for proving answers. 
Games 
Gl Imma Whiz. Game $1.00. Kenworthy Educational 
Service, 45 North Division St., Buffalo 3, N. Y. 
Can be used by 2 to 24 pupils. (1) Addition 
and subtraction: group drill in all combinations~ 
24 problem cards and 18 answer cards and markers. 
(2) Multiplication and division: 24 problem cards 
and 45 answer cards. $1.00 each one. 
IV WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
Booklets 
Bl Computations with Approximate Numbers. (6 x 911 ) 
18pp. $0.25 by William A. Gager. Reprinted from 
School Science and Mathematics, P. o. Box 408, Oak 
Park, illinois • 
Article stresses the importance of beginning the 
instruction in computation with approximate numbers 
not later than the sixth grade. 
/ 
v B2 Criteria of Measurement. Booklet 15pp. Free. 
Pratt & Whitney, West Hartford, Connecticut. 
Full page colorful illustrations on precision 
instruments • 
v/ B3 Field and Court Dimensions. Free. Lowe and Campbell, 
225 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois. 
Shows measurement of fields and courts. Bulletin 
board material. 
··~~<B4 How Long is a Rod. 6pp. (5 x 6!") Free. Ford Motor 
Company, Dearborn, Michigan. 
Describes the origin of our standards of length. 
Excellent enrichment aid in the study of measure-
ments. 
*B5 General Tables of Weights and Measures; i5 pp. (8 x 
llt11 ); United States Department of Commerce, Nation-
al Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. Free. 
Excellent descriptions of linear, liquid, and 
dry measure. May be used effectively with children 
in and above the second grade. 
Maps of Today; 7 pp. {8! x 11"); Air World Education, 
101 West 11th Street, Kansas City 6, Missouri. 
A comparative study of maps of the world. Gives 
pupils a better understanding of quantitative situa-
tions represented by maps. 
Materials of Instruction in Elementary Arithmetic. 
Small nominal charge. Committee on Materials of 
Instruction, American Council on Education, 5835 
Kimbark St., Chicago, Illinois. 
Materials are pertinent to arithmetic taught 
in elementary grades: Story of Numbers, $0.10; 
Story of Weights arrl. Measures, $0.10; Story of the 
Calendar, $0.10; Telling Time, $0.20 • 
. B8 Measuring Instruments; Bruce Publishing Company, 
\.· 424 North Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 
Prepared by C. A. Felker, (University of Toledo). 
This book illustrates and explains the use of 
many of the measuring devices used in industry to-
day. $0.15 • 
. B9 Weights and Measures; E. M. Tingley, 222 North Cuyler, 
Oak Park, Illinois. 
Tingley sends pamphlets on weights and measures. 
The pamphlets tell why they are difficult and the 
remedy. Free. 
BlO Plan Book for the Boy Builder; l6pp. (5i x 7i") Free. 
Western Pine Association, Portland 4, Oregon • . 
Contains complete plans for building 12 articles 
from bird houses to a snub-nosed dory. Pupil would 
need knowledge of fractions. 
s tandards of Length, Mass. and Time. (LC 930) {8" x 
lOin) 8pp. Free. United States Department of Com-
merce, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 
· ~foBl2 The Amazing Story of Measurement; 23 pp. (7i x 5"); 
The Lufkin Rule Company, Free. 
The story of measurement from the cavemen to 
precision measurements used today is told in comic 
book form. 
-!l-Bl3 The story of Figures; 37 pp. (5i x 7tn); Burroughs 
Adding Machine Company, 6071 Second Boulevard, 
Detroit 32, Michigan. Free. 
Brief history of mechanical computation. 
8 
*B14 Units and Systems of Weights and Measures; 12 pp. 
(8 x lOi") United States Department of Commerce, 
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 
Free. 
Discusses the history of units and standards of 
measurements. 
Charts 
Cl A. J. Nystrom and Company, 3333 Elston Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois sells wall outline charts. 
One graph chart contains 40 x 40 one inch squares. 
Single copies of this chart are priced at $0.25. 
C2 Basic Standards in Mechanical Drawing. Chart. 
{16! x 27") Free. Eberhard Faber Pencil Co., 37 
Greenpoint Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. · ·· 
Printed on heavy white paper in black ink with 
a yellow border. Large advertisement at the base. 
Material would have to be explained thoroughly. 
Excellent illustrative material for teachers of 
this subject. 
·~·C3 Height-Weight Chart; (6 x 40 11 ); Maltex Company, 
Burlington, Vermont. Free. 
This chart shows the average weight for various 
heights of boys and girls. 
C4 Optical Performance Predicted on Paper. Free. 
Poster {8! x 11 11 ) .American Optical Co., Scienti-
fic Instrument Division, Buffalo 15, N. Y. 
Bulletin 'board use. 
Devices 
·~·Dl Air Postal Rate Indicator (8-! x 3-!") $0.10 Air 
Transport Assoc. 1107 16th Street, N.W., Washington, 
6, D.C. 
Cardboard indicator gives air postal rates for 
all first class matter up to 10 pounds. Enables 
pupils to gain an appreciation of t~e importance 
of arithmetic to everyday living. 
D2 Perspectograph.- $0.45, postage prepaid. Jo~eph, 
Margaret, 1504 N. Prospect Ave., Mil·w.aukee 2, 
Wisconsin. 
A transparent plastic template to facilitate 
drawing of two and three dimensional figures. 
V TIME 
Booklets 
Bl Calendar Arithmetic; pamphlet 4 pp. (5t x at"}; 
Egbert More Tingley, 221 N. Cuyler Ave., Oak Park, 
ill. 
The pamphlet describes a thirteen month year 
that would eliminate confusion of the Gregorian 
calendar used today. 
-l~<B2 Days for Dates; 32 pp. ( 6 x 9u); Walter R. Cuthbert, 
1010 North Garfield Avenue, Alhambra, California 
$1.00. 
~-B4 
Tables enable the reader to predict, years in 
advance, the days of the week on which various dates 
will fal l . 
Day of Two Noons (6 x 9") 11 pp. Free. Association 
of American Railroads, Transportation Building, 
Washington 6, D. C. 
Tells the story of the adoption of standard Time. 
Correlates geography, social studies, and arithmetic. 
The World Calendar. Almanac. World calendar leaf-
lets. Free. World Calendar Association, Inc., 630 
Fifth Ave., New York City, N.Y. 
The equal quarters of the year contain three 
months--13 weeks, 91 days. The month dates always 
fall on the same weekdays. Each month has 26 week-
days, plus sunday. This calendar was proposed to 
start Sunday, Jan. 1, 1950. The leaflets tell of 
the defects of the present Gregorian system and how 
this new calendar will affect everyone in the world. 
Time Flies; 12 pp. (at x 11" ); Air World Education, 
101 West 11th Street, Kansas City 6, Missouri. Free. 
This booklet gives a clear and simple explanation 
of time belts around the world. 
Timekeeping Througp the Ages (LC 600} 5pp. Free. 
(a" x lOt") United States Dept. of Commerce, Nation-
al Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 
Written in simple narrative language and is eas-
ily understood by fourth grade school children. 
·*B7 Time Telling - booklet and chart. How a Watch 
Works - (chart). Free. Hamilton Watch Company, 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 
Excellent supplementary material on man's pur-
suit of accurate time measurement. 
*B8 The Picture Story of Clocks; 10 pp. (9 x 1211 ); 
Seth Thomas, Sales Department, Thomaston, Conn. 
Free. 
Beautiful picture story of man's progress in 
the measurement of time from the days of Greek 
water clocks to the clocks we use today. 
B9 Mathematics Calendar 4000 B.C.--1917 A.D. llpp. 
(11" x 17 11 ), $0.65 Christman, Laura E., 1217 
Elmdale Ave., Chicago, Illinois. 
This large booklet is in chart form. It out-
lines and illustrates the important epochs of math-
ematics. 
; BlO Story of the Calendar. 4 page leaflet. $0.05 
Washington Service Bureau, 1217 Thirteenth St., N.W., 
Washington, D. C. 
A brief history of the ways man has measured 
the passage of time from primitive man to modern. 
Also put out by this same concern is a one page 
Perpetual Ready Reference Calendar used to ascer-
tain any day of the week in the years 1752 to 2000. 
Both articles are written in simple style. 
Charts 
/*Cl World Hour Chart (3 3/4 x 4i") Free. Newsweek, 
152 w. 42nd Street, New York 18, New York. 
Motivates the study of time variations due to 
the revolution of the earth about its axis. 
VI MONEY 
Booklets 
vEl eheck and Double Check- Doubtful Dollars; Aetna 
Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut. Free. 
Deals with the recognition of counterfeit money. 
Coinage and Printing of United States Money; 1941; 
u. s. secret Service, P. 0. Box 188, Newark, New 
Jersey, Free. 
B6 
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Exhibits of Money; 20 pp. (2 x 2!11 ); Chase National 
Bank, 46 Cedar Street, New York, New York. Free. 
Pictures of eoins used all over the world from 
413 B.C. to 1933. 
From Barter to Money; 36 pp. (8! x 6i); Row Peter-
son Company, 1911 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois. 
$0.35. 
Complete history on the problem of exchange. 
Know Your Money; 32 pp. (9 x 6 11 ); United States 
Secret Service, Treasury Department, Washington, 
D.C. Free. 
Illustrates the difference between counterfeit 
and real money. 
Money, compiled by the W P A Pennsylvania Writers' 
Project. 1940 $0.60 Albert Whitman & Co., 560 
West Lake St., Chicago 6, Illinois. 
Illustrated science reader: Money in Egypt, 
Greece, Italy. What the South Sea Islanders use 
as money; metal money in France. From the first 
coins made by the Lydians (now Turkey), in China, 
to the making of money tod~y. 
Money of the United States. (4 x 7") 
Harriet v. Heald, Educational Research 
Thirteenth St., N.W., Washington 5, D. 
History of the use of money. 
30pp. $0.15 
Bureau, 1217. 
c. 
Money of the World 8pp. (9 x 1211 ) Curtis Circula-
tion Company, Independence Square, Philadelphia 5, 
Pa. Free 
Beautifully illustrated in color. Gives a his-
tory of money around the world. 
Moneys of the World; 25 pp. (3x6t") The Chase 
National Bank, 46 Cedar Street, New York City, New 
York. 
Illustrations and descriptions of money around 
the world. 
Story of Money. #606 by Eleanor Thomas. $0.15. 
American Education Press, Educational Service, 400 
South Front Street, Columbus, Ohio. 
Unit study book for elementary school level. 
I 
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The Dollar Dilemma (5! x 8!11 ) 22pp. Free. Small 
Business Economic Foundation, 122 West Monroe St., 
Chicago 3, Illinois. 
-·*Bl2 
The use of money as a medium of exchange is 
clearly explained and colorfully illustrated in 
this small comic book. 
Your Money (12i x 9i11 ), 16 pp. Free. The Federal 
Reserve Bank, Minneapolic, Minn. 
True to life pictures on money and banking in 
the u. s. 
VII BANKS AND BANKINGS AND STOCKS AND BONDS 
Booklets 
Bl Budgeting Through School savings; 19 pp. (6 x 9"); 
Education Section, U. S. Savings Bonds Division, 
Treasury Department, Washington 25, D.C. 
A very good source of information concerning 
individual and family budgets and the importance of 
saving. 
B2 Banking by Mail; 6 pp. (6! x 4"} Union Dime savings 
Bank, Avenue of the Americas at 40th Street, New 
York 18, New York. 
B5 
Explains Banking by mail. 
Federal Reserve System1 Its Purposes and Functions. 124 pp. Free. {8 x 54 ") Federal Reserve System, ·. 
Board of Governors, Division of Administrative 
services, Washington 25, D. c. 
For general mathematics. This edition, pub-
lished in 1947, clearly states the purpose, func- . 
tion, structure, and the war service of the Federal 
Reserve. 
Is My Deposit Insured; 14 pp. (3 x 6"); Union Dime 
Savings Bank, Avenue of the Americas at 40th Street, 
New York 18, N. Y. 
Lessons in Arithmetic Through School Savings. (6 x 
9") 26 pp. Free. Education Section, u. s. Savings 
Bonds Division, Treasury Department, Washington 25, 
D. c. 
Emphasizes student participation in the training 
and practice of thrift and planned spending. 
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Nation's Market Place. 6pp. leaflet. Free. New 
York Stock Exchange, Dept. of Public Relations, 
New York, N. Y. 
This booklet briefly presents a description 
of the New York Stock Exchange, its origin, its 
facilities, and the essential services which it 
provides. Excellent pictures. 
Operation of the New York Clearing House. 6pp. 
pamphlet. New York Clearing House, 77-83 Cedar St., 
New York 5, N. Y. 
The daily clearing operations of the New York 
Clearing House, a voluntary association of banks 
located in the City of New York, are described in 
a "follow the clock" arrangement. Useful for gen-
eral mathematics. 
savings Bank Services; 16 pp. C3i X 6i"}; Union 
Savings Bank, Avenue of Americasat 40th Street, 
New York 18, N. Y. Free. 
School Savings in the Social Studies; 32 pp. (6 x 
9"); Education Section, U. s. Savings Bonds Div-
ision, Treasury Department, Washington 25, D.C. 
Emphasizes thrift and the wise use of money. 
Series E. Bonds; 4 pp. (8 x 3-i"); United States 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. c. Free. 
Shows the redemption value of bonds and the 
amounts that will be accumulated through regular 
purchases. 
Teaching Mathematics Throtigh School Savings; 32 
pp. (6 x 9"}; Education Section, u. s. Savings 
Bonds Division, Treasury Department, Washington 
25, D. C. 
The booklet contains many practical and func-
tional lessons in arithmetic that are related to 
life. 
\Vhat Everybody Ought to Know About This Stock and 
Bond Business. How to Invest. 32 pp. Free. Merrill 
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, & Beane, Board of Trade Build-
ing, Chicago 4, Illinois. 
This pamphlet and booklet give excellent explan-
ation of specialized terms used in the securities 
business. Very useful to the teacher in a unit on 
investments. 
./Bl3 What's Happehl~ to Savings?, Publieation No. 164, 
1950, 19 pp. ( 4:a x 6"); Congress of Industrial 
Organizations, 718 Jackson Place, N.W., Washington, 
6, n. ·c. 
With very simple pie, bar, and picture graphs, 
and written language, this booklet illustrates and 
tells the story of the loss in purchasing power of 
working man's savings , because of inflation. Price 
$0.15. 
Bl4 Your Money; 16 pp. (12! x 9i"); The Federal Reserve 
Bank, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Free. 
True to li.fe pictures help to clarify the story 
o.f money and banking in the United States. 
VIII INSURANCE AND SOO IAL SECURITY 
Booklets 
v Bl 
B2 
B3 
B4 
Facts You Should Know About Life Insurance: 1946, 
16 pp. (5! x St"); National Better Business Bureau, 
Inc., New York 17, - New York. $0.05. 
Its primary objective is to contribute toward 
more intelligent purchase of life insurance by 
layman. 
How lucky is My Social Security Number? Goodman 
Block: International Ladies Garment Workers Union, 
Educational Department, 1710 Broadway, New York 
19, New York. $0.10. · 
Explains in language that is understandable by 
children in the intermediate grades the functions 
of unemployment insurance, old age and survivors 
insurance, and other types of protection. 
How to Buy Li.fe Insurance (No. 62); Maxwells. 
Steward. 1946, 32 pp.; Public Affairs Committee, 
22 East Thirty-eighth Street, New York 16, New York. 
$0.20. 
Important Social Security and Life Insurance Data; 
Mutual Life Insurance -Company of New York, 3 Nassau 
Street, New York 5, New York. Free. 
Simple explanations of the fundamental concepts 
involved in understanding the runctions of insurance. 
5 
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B8 
B9 
IX 
Insurance -General Information. 54 pp. (8 x 3 3/4"); 
Hartford Accident Indemnity Company, Hartford, Conn. 
This teacher source booklet gives clear and 
simple explanations of why we have insurance and 
the various types of insurance. · Free. 
Life Insurance - Success Vocational Series Pamphlet 
Number 17; 1940 (Second Revision); Morgari Dillon 
and Company, 4616 North Clark Street, Chicago 40, Ill-
inois. $0.35. 
Main Street. 30 pp. Free. Illustrative cartoons. 
(6 x 9") The Travelers Insurance Company, 700 Main 
St., Hartford 15, Conn. 
Booklet of street and highway accident data. Each 
page contains interesting graphs of vital statistics 
about different accidents. Each type of accident is 
also depictured by a clever pertinent cartoon. 
Tentative Resource Unit on Insurance. Booklet (8! x 
11") .$0.50 81 pp. University of Illinois, College 
of Education, Urbana, Ill. 
Report on a seventh grade class which formed its 
own insurance company. Many good developmental 
activities on .insurance included in mimeographed 
- booklet. Much of the material is excellent for 
elementary school children. Includes a good bib-
liography on ins~ance. 
What Half America Owns; Mutual Benefit Life Insurance 
company, P. o. Box 359, Newark 1, New Jersey. Free. 
PERSONAL BUDGET 
Booklets 
~1 Facts You Should Know About: Borrowing, Budgeting, 
savings, Securities, Commercial Banks and Trust Com-
panies, Investment Companies, Security and Commodity 
Exchanges. Seven booklets. $0.05 each. Boston 
Better Business Bureau, Educational Division, Boston, 
Mass. 
Good background material for the units named 
above. 
S6 
\ ·B2 Money Management, the Budget Calendar. 40 pp. 
Free. (6 x 911 } Household finance Corporation, 
919 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois. 
B3 
A practical educational tool for planning or 
budgeting the use of money by adults not children. 
One Hurrlred Problems in Consumer Credit. ( 5i x 
7 3/4 11 } $0.20 55 pp. Pollak Foundation for 
Economic Research, Jaffrey, N. H. 
Contains graded lists of problems. Removable 
answer sheet also enclosed. 
B4 Personal Money Management. By H. M. Hart. 31 pp. 
{6 x 9") $0.25. American Bankers Assn., 12 E. 
36th Street, N. Y. 16, New York. 
The booklet is divided into nine chapters deal-
ing with money and the wise spending of money. 
This material on budgeting is written in a style 
suitable for Junior High school students rather 
than elementary pupils. 
*B5 Vfhere Does the Money Go? 6 pp. {8 x 10}"}; Union 
Dime Savings Bank, Avenue of the Americas, 40th 
St., New York 18, New York. Free. 
/ 
Teaches pupils about various expenses and how 
to record and total them. 
X TAXES 
Booklets 
Bl Taxes. 31 pp. $0.30 Building America, 2 w. 45th 
Street, New York 19, N. Y. 
Well illustrated and excellent for classroom 
reading table. Published for the Dept. of Super-
vision and Curriculum Development, N.E.A. 
1/ B2 Why Taxes; Illustrated booklet; Ginn and Company, 
70 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Prepared by Edward 
A. King (Santa Barbara City Schools). 
This booklet discusses the meaning of demo-
cracy and its relation to taxes. Excellent source 
book for teachers. 
S7 
XL FRACTIONS 
Booklets 
*Bl Visualized Fractions (11 x B!") B pp. $0.25. H. c. 
Hinojosa, 58 Sherwood Avenue, Yonkers, New York. 
Directions for making discs to show the division 
of a whole into common fractions. Poorly mimeo-
graphed. Too expensive. 
B2 Why Wages Must Be Raised, 1900, 16 pp. (8! x 11") 
Congress of Industrial Organizations, 718 Jackson 
Place, N.w., washington 6, D. c. 
The last page of this publication is devoted to 
a comic book story of fractions. It shows the re-
lation of the cost of labor to the total cost of 
manufacturing a product. The pie graph is clear 
and understandable to fifth grade children. From 
the simple language and illustrations, they receive 
word and visual picture of wages, and why wages 
must be kept up to provide a market for goods. The 
booklet gives real meaning to arithmetic. $0.15. 
XII . DEC II~S 
Charts 
v·Cl Decimal Equivalent Chart. Free. Bruning Company, 
4700 Montrose Ave., Chicago 41, Illinois. 
2 Decimal Equivalents; Chart (8! x 11 11 ) The Lufkin 
Rule Co., Saginaw, Michigan. Free • . 
Demonstrates use of decimal equivalents in in-
dustry. 
Decimal Equivalents; The Lufkin Rule Co., Saginaw, 
Michigan. (2 x 5i"} Free. 
This chart gives decimal equivalents of frac-
tional parts of one inch. 
4 Decimal Equivalents; Chart (12 x 19}; South Bend 
Lathe Works, South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A. Free. 
This chart shows the decimal equivalents of 
many fractions of one inch that are familiar to 
elementary school children. 
I ~ 1 ~ V*C5 Decimal Equivalent Circle {22" Diameter) Free. 
The Lufkin Rule Co., Saginaw, Michigan. 
Excellent for children in and above the fourth 
grade. 
,...~· 
Yo~t-C6 Decimal Wall Chart; (22t x 36"); L. s. Starrett 
Company, Athol, Massachusetts. Free. 
This large attractive chart is suitable for 
group instruction. It shows decimal equivalents 
of many of the common fractions. 
XIII TRANSPORTATION 
Booklets 
1,..· ·'Bl Air Transport Facta ani Figures. Booklet. Free. 
United Air Lines, Palmer House, Chicago, Illinois. I 
I 
..,.. ·B2 
v B3 
V' B4 
B5 
Useful in teaching a unit on graphs. 
Automobile Facts and Figures. 1949, 75 pp. Free • 
Chronicle of the Automotive Industry, 76 pp. 
Automobile Manufacturers Association, Detroit, Mich-
igan. 
Facts and Figures is excellently illustrated by 
a color graph or chart. At least one to each page. 
The Chronicle is illustrated by photographs and 
shows all the different types of cars from 1893 --
1949. 
Borden's Bureau of Information, 250 Madison Avenue, 
New York City 17, New York. Sends many free charts 
of arithmetical significance upon request. 
The charts and booklets contain realistic prob-
lems involving temperatures and transportation. 
Bus Facts. ·19th Edition Free. (6 x 911 ) 80 pp. 
National Association of Motor Bus Operators, 839 
17th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C. 
A summary of facts and figures on the motor bus 
industry. Published yearly. Contains innumerable 
graphs and diagrams. 
Mathematics That Matters; 14 pp. (5 11 x 8"); Houghton 
Miffin Company, 2 Park Street, Boston, Mass. Free. 
Booklet is divided into sections on coat, ex-
penses and safety in automobile ownership. 
*B6 Railroad Arithmetic, Book I; 60 pp. ( 8 x 11"} ; 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, Room 2021, BaltimOPe 
and Ohio Building, Baltimore 1, Maryland. Free. 
An excellent source of railroad problems in-
volving all phases of arithmetic. 
Teacher's Aids, Pictures, and Story Material featur-
ing railway transportation. Free. Association of 
American Railroads, Transportation Building, Wash-
ington 6, D. c., 1949. 
Extremely complete set of aids to teachers for 
organizing and conducting transportation units. 
Charts 
Cl Air Transport Facts and Figures. (B~ x lli"} Free 
American Aviation, 1025 Vermont Ave • . , N .w., Washing-
ton 5, D.c. 
Facts and Figures depict the development and 
progress of air transport throughout the years. 
Each edition is published yearly and contains over 
30 graphical charts of important air transportation. 
XIV SCIENCE 
Booklets 
Adventures in Electricity. Comic Book Form. Set 
of six. Free. Also Adventures inside the Atom and 
Adventure Into the Past. General Electric Co., 
Schenectady, New York. 
The stories of electricity--its generation, 
uses, in comic book form. For school science and 
mathematics classes. General Electric also publishes 
much educational material on atomic energy and elec-
tronics good for reading table and bulletin board. 
Convenient Tables and Formulae. Free. Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation, 306 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 
Lists many tables and formulae used in industry 
and science. 
Edison and Electricity, Steinmetz, The Computer. 
{8i x ll"} Free. Gemral Electric . Co., Schenectady, 
New York. 
These booklets correlate science and arithmetic. 
Excellent for the reading table or bulletin board. 
~..-.... "134 Educational Booklets. Free. (5i x Bi11 ) General 
Motors Corp. Dept. of Public Relations, Education-
al Service, Detroit 2, Michigan. 
Each of these booklets is interestingly and 
colorfully illustrated and contributes muCh in the 
field of science and invention. 
1-American Battle for Abundance, 100 pp. 
A Story of Mass Production. 
2-0ptics and Wheels, 32pp. Excellent for 
showing application of the parabola. 
3-Chemistry and ~beels. 24pp. 
4-Power Goes to Work. 136 pp. How power 
is·· .used to drive an automobile, an air-
plane, and a boat. 
5-A Power Primer. 115 pp. Companion booklet 
to 1?-ower Goes to Work. 
6-Short Stories of Science. 121 pp. Excell-
ent. 
7-Metallurgy and Wheels. 50pp. Story of 
Men, Metals, and Motors. 
8-Transportation Progress. 54 pp. A story of 
self-propelled vehicles from earliest times 
down to the automobile. 
9-A B C1 s of Hand Tools. 48 pp. 
lO;_When the Wheels Revolve. 21 pp. Facts 
About the Automobile. 
11-Diesel, the Modern Power. 31 pp. 
Gyroscope through the Ages. Free. Sperry Gyroscope 
co., Great Neck, Long Island, New York. 
For students interested in aeronautics. 
Men of Vision Science Classic Series. 30 in set. 
{3i x 5 11 ) Free. Better Vision Institute, Suite 
3157, 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, New York. · 
These tiny leaflets are written about some of 
the great men in the different sciences from Galilee 
to the Wright Brothers, Pioneers of Flight. 
vBi Milestones in Optical History. 31 pp. Illustrated. 
{8! x 11") Bausch & Lomb Educational Material. (A 
mimeographed list of mate-rials; some free. Bausch 
& Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, New York. 
The ~ooklet contains 12 attractive historical 
pictures in color. Each picture contains a descrip-
tion of the subject and is written in the booklet in 
chronological order from the year 965 _A.D. to the 
present day. Illustrations are suitable for bulle-
tin board use or for framing. 
XV SOCIAL ASPECTS OF ARITHMETIC 
Booklets 
Bl 
\..-· B2 
I .B3 
American Cooperatives, Yesterday-Today-Tomorrow. 
1945. by John Daniels (5 x sn) $0.25 40pp. 
New Leader Publishing Association, 7 East 15th 
Street, New York 3, N. Y. -
This account shows the evolution of cooperatives 
in America, the size of the present cooperatives and 
the direction of their advance into the future. 
Crams Classroom Classics; 16 pp. (9 11 x 611 ); 740 W:s..Sh. 
Street, Indianapolis 1, Indiana. 
This book is an advertisement. It explains how 
arithmetic may be correlated with a health unit. 
Economics - In - ~ction Series. Free. National 
Association of Manufacturers 14 West 49th Street. 
1-(607-B) Dollars in Shirtsleeves. 12pp. Ill-
ustrated. The story of profits at work in the Amer-
ican economy. 
2-(607-A) Key to Progress. 12pp. Illustrated. 
Tells the story of American production and productiv-
ity from Eli Whitney's new method of making army 
rifles to modern mass production. 
3-{607-C.) Nothing Gained, Nothing Ventured. 
12pp. Illus. The effect of today 1 s taxes on in-
vestments. 
Wno Profits From Profits. (623) 16pp. Illustrated. 
A picture pamphlet in the form of a large-size dollar 
bill showing, page by page, what happens to each 
dollar taken in from sales by manufacturing compan-
ies. Cartoons add interest to pupils. 
1 1_0:~ 
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Fight for Freedom. 16 PP• Free. National Assoc-
iation of Manufacturers, 14 w. 49th St., N.Y. 20, 
N. y, 
The story of individual freedom and arithmet-
ic_al progress portrayed in colorful comic book 
style. 
Free Enterprise System. Free. 24 pp. Illustrated. 
National Association of Manufacturers, 14 w. 49th 
St., N.Y. 20, N.Y. 
Simple description of our economic system in 
action. 
Half/Half. Free. Production Trends. Free. Amer-
ican Dry Milk Institute, Inc., 221 No. LaSalle St., 
Chicago 1, Illinois. 
Booklets describe nutritive values of nonfat 
dry milk solids. Much advertising, but booklets 
contain excellent graphs and charts. 
Level Farming on Sloping Fields. Free. Plus ten 
other booklets for educational use. J. I. Case 
co., Racine, Wisconsin. 
Excellent material about farming, irrigation, 
and soil conservation in Great Plains and other dry 
farming regions. Actual photographs and clear dia-
grams showing contour plowing. 
Mathematics and the Dance of Life; cassius Jackson 
Keyser, (Second Printing); Pictorial Mathematics, 
186th Street and Amsterdam Avenue, New York 33, 
New York. $0.25. 
Discusses arithmetic and the work of life. 
Pioneers of Progress. 40 PP• (6 x 8i11 ) Illustrated. 
National Association of Manufacturers, 14 West 49th 
St., N.Y. 20, N.Y. 
Easy-to-read portrayal of human progress through 
the ages. Excellent supplementary reading in social 
studies. 
Seven Wonders of the World. Free. Shell Oil Co., 
Inc., 50 West 50th Street, New York City, N.Y. 
suggest arithmetical applications. 
"'/ Bll 
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Social Aspects of Arithmetic; Brown and Sharp, 
Providence, R. I. 
This illustrated booklet explains in simple 
language many of the more cormnon uses of arith-
metic in industry. Ask for free illustrated lists. 
Substandard Wages, Publication No. 121, 1950. 14 pp. 
(6 x 911 ); Congress of Industrial Organizations, 
718 Jackson Place, N.w., Washington 6, D.C. 
This booklet is excellently illustrated with 
actual photographs of the way many American people 
who are receiving substandard wages make their 
living. The stories about these workers are written 
in simple arithmetical terms that are within the 
comprehension of elementary children in the fifth 
and sixth grade. Price $0.15. 
The Story of Food. (14 x 11~") 13 pp. Free. 
American Can Co., Sales Promotion Division, 230 
Park Ave., New York 17, New York. 
The story of how man has preserved food through 
the ages from the earliest beginning to the present 
day. Of possible use in a unit on buying wisely. 
· Bl4 To The Farmer From His Customers. Publication No. 
161, 1950, 16 pp. ( 4~ x 6"); Congress of Indus trial 
Organizations, 718 Jackson Place, N.W., Washington 
6, D.c. 
This publication is written in a vocabulary 
that is within the comprehension of a fourth grade 
class. It is well illustrated with many interest-
ing line drawings. Simple mathematical terms are 
used throughout the booklet. It tells and illus-
trates the story of how farmers are dependent upon 
the cities as markets for their income, and how 
city workers depend on farmers as customers for 
machinery and supplies manufactured in the city. 
The booklet is an excellent source of meaningful 
arithmetical information for elementary school 
children in the intermediate grades. Price $0.15. 
Charts 
Health Charts, seat work, work book and bulletin 
concerning nutrition. Free. Maltex Company, 
Burlington, Vt. 
Although each piece of educational material con-
tains some advertisement there is some excellent heal 
material about principal sources of the food consti-
1_0 · ~ . 
V 'C2 11 It Tells How Often You Will Telephone". Free. A 
poster for bulletin board use. Bell Telephone Labor-
atories, 463 West Street, New York 20, New York. 
XVI PROBLEMS IN LIFE SITUATIONS 
Booklets 
. ~"Bl Mathematics in Life, Unit D.; 60 pp. (6i" x 9!"}.; 
Schorling and Clark, World Book Company, Yonkers 
on the Hudson, New York. $0.40. 
Contains a multitude of problems that are clear-
ly and simply related to the life of the children. 
*B2 Mathematics in Life, Unit G.; 60 pp. {6t x 9t11 ); 
Schorling and Clark, World Book Company, Yonkers 
on the Hudson, New York. $0.40. · 
Excellent for enrichment and interest stimula-
tion for children in and above the fifth grade. 
*B3 Ranger 'Rithmetic. (8 x 10!") 10 pp. $0.40 
Forest Service, u. s. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. C. 
Twenty-two problems on forest conservation in-
volving measurement, fractions, and decimals--
exercises common to a sixth grade course of study 
in arithmetic. 
XVII RADIO 
Booklets 
Get the Answer--Right!, series of mental arithmetic 
programs. Teachers Manuals for Radio Lessons. Free. 
Edwin F. Helman, Director of Radio, Board of Educa-
tion, Cleveland, Ohio. 
The Division of Mathematics in the Cleveland 
Public Schools has used radio as a teaching aid since 
1929, turning from broadcasting through commercial 
stations to the Board of Education FM Station, WBOE, 
when it was established 12 years ago. 
It's Your Business. Free. National Association of 
Manufacturers, 14 W. 49th St., New York 20, N. Y. 
13 radio broadcast scripts, in two-color illus-
trated folder, discussing today's economic problems 
and how they affect each American in his day-to-
day living. 
i 0 -5 
B3 KALW, san Francisco Public Schools; Radio Station 
KALW located at Samuel Gompers Trades School, 22nd 
and Bartlett Streets, San Francisco, California will 
send schedules of radio programs they sponsor as a 
part of their multi-sensory aids program to make 
all school subjects more meaningful. Free. 
B4 The American Story. National Association of Manu~ 
facturers, 14 W. 49th St., N. Y. 20, N.Y. 
12 radio broadcast scripts in illustrated 
folders featuring men at work in American industry. 
XVIII WlATERIALS FOR THE BULLEriN BOARD 
Booklets 
v/E1 Beyond the Horizon. 12 pp. (6 x 8~«) Free. Nation-
al Association of Manufacturers, 14 W. 49th st., 
N. Y. 20, N.Y. 
A poem-message of blank verse telling the story 
of American arithmetical progress from pioneer days. 
Excellent engravings. 
B2 Caproni Galleries, Inc., 1914 Washington Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 
Their catalogue sells for $1.00. It lists busts 
of famous mathematicians that sell at various prices. 
Charts 
v -*Cl Visual Mathematics Four Posters. (8~ x 11") $0.50. 
Ida D. Fogelson, 5520 s. Shore Drive, Chicago, 
illinois. 
Excellent bulletin board material illustrating 
the four basic laws of mathematics. 
C2 Wartime and Postwar Shifts in U. s. Population: 
Recent Trends in Production: other graph charts 
available ·· free. Dunn and Bradstreet, Inc., Educa-
tion Division, New York City, N.Y. 
Good for bulletin board material in teaching 
graphing in intermediate grades. 
Pictures 
/ Pl 
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Arithmetical Pictures; The Perry Pictures Company, 
Box 400, Malden, Mass. 
This company prints hundreds of pictures that 
are excellent as enrichment material to illustrate 
the social significance of arithmetic to elementary 
school children. The pictures vary in size and price. 
Many are priced at one cent each when purchased in 
quantities of sixty or more. 
Famous Mathematicians; The Smithsonian Institution, 
u. s . National Museum, Washington, D. c. sells por-
traits of famous mathematicians. Price is $3.00 each. 
Mathematics in Nature. Two plates from Bentley and 
Humphrey's Snow Crystals. $0.10. 
A Falling Drop of Milk . Caught in the act by a :new 
method of high-speed photography. $0.10. 
Illustrated Post Cards. Portraits of mathematicians, 
mathematical designs. $0.05, $0.35 per dozen. 
The Franklin 16 x 16 Magic Square. $0.10. 
Scripta Mathematica, Yeshiva University, 186th St. 
& Amsterdam Ave., New York 33, N.Y. 
For bulletin board use, club and recreational use. 
Prints, size 5i x 8", $0.02 each. University Prints, 
11 Boyd Street, Newton 58, Mass. 
D-287, Portrait of a Mathematician--Bol. 
D-153, Portrait of Galileo -- Sustermans 
D-405, Melancholy -- Durer 
C-167, School of Athens --Raphael 
C-168, School of Athens, Detail -- Raphael 
RECREATION 
Booklets 
Bl Boys' Own Arithmetic, by Raymond Weeks. 6th print-
ing. 1941 $2.25 E. P. Dutton, Inc. Educational 
Department, 300 4th Ave., New York City. 
Collection of 111 problema written in a clever 
form. Entertaining book • 
. *B2 Brain Resters and Testers Kit M; 25 pp. (3 3/4 x 
6 3/4"}; Cooperative Recreation Service, Delaware, 
Ohio. $0.25. 
Helps to develop problem solving ability. 
I 
I 
II 
B3 Easy Number Tricks. $0.69. 
J. c. Brown, Pelham, New York 
~B4 Easy Tricks for boys and girls. $0.15 Harter Pub-
lishing Co., 2046 East 7lst Street, Cleveland, Ohio. 
A number of the puzzles and tricks are of a math-
ematical nature. 
~~B5 Fascinating Figures Puzzles; 28 pp. (4i x 61'); 
Burroughs Adding Machine Company, 607l ·Second Boule-
vard, Detroit, MiChigan. Free. 
B7 
..... 
B9 
Puzzles whose solutions require either arith-
metic skill or ability to find a trick solution. 
Mathematical Puzzles and Problems; 30 pp. {4 3/4 x 
7i "); Harriet Ventress Heald, The Washington Service 
Bureau, Washington, D.C. Free. 
Children derive much pleas~re from the ·games and 
puzzles in this book. They .\help to build the desir-
able attitude towards arithmetic. 
Mental Multiplication; 28 pp. <5t x Si"); Charles 
Lipkin, C.P.A., 249 w. 34th Strefot, New York 1, 
New York. $0. 50. . · · 
This book teaches short cut methods of me~tal 
multiplication. It is an excellent enrichment device 
for exceptional children in the UPPJ~r elementary 
grades • 
Multiplication Tables--Arithraetic Game. (10 11 x 13") 
$0.50 Miss I. D. Fogelson, 5520 South Short Drive, 
Chicago 37, Ill. 
Excellent means of encouraging pupils to learn 
their multiplication tables. Made for individual ~se. 
100 Topics in Mathematics; 7 pp. (6 x 911 ) Reprint 
from School Science and Mathematics, February, 1927 
and January, 1934. Free. 
One-hundred thought provoking mathematical ques-
tions. 
Puzzle Craft, Kit U. $0.25 24pp. (3 3/4 11 x 6 3/4") 
Cooperative Recreation Service, Delaware, Ohio. 
Gives plana for making and solving 40 puzzles 
in wood, wire, and string. Good for recreational 
periods. 
03 
Recreation for Four-H Clubs and other groups. $0.10 
Pamphlet. Ohio State University, Dept. of Agricul-
tural Education, Columbus, Ohio. 
Contains a number of dissection puzzles and 
games of a mathematical nature. 
vB12 Take A Card. 21 pp. (8 1/2 x 1111 ) Free. The Associ 
tion of American Playing Card Manufacturers, 420 
Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York. 
A collection of ten card tricks that eny one can 
learn, man woman or child. 
Charts 
1 Five charts and posters illustrating en arithmetic 
puzzle or optical illusion. (8 1/2 x 11 1/2") Free. 
Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Company, Comptometer Division, 
1735 N. Paulina Street, Chicago 22, Illinois. 
Good bulletin and rec~eational material. 
B 3 
Bulletin Board as a Teaching Device 
(6 1/2 X 9 l/2tt) 15 PP• 20. 
Physical Description: 
B. J. R. Stolper 
Bureau of Publications 
Teachers College 
Columbia University, 
New York, N.Y. 
The booklet is printed on fairly good paper in large 
type. There is no index or table of contents and the en-
tire article is devoted toward making the ordinary bulletin 
board an interesting and vital focal point for all subjects. 
I 
1 The last four pages contain a bibliography of magazine 
I II articles on additional bulletin board suggestions. 
) The price of twenty cents is enough to pay for an aid 
II 
I of this type. 
Educational Value: 
As a' ·means of enriching his teaching this booklet would 
I be of practical use to the teacher for it contains many 
I 
1 functional suggestions. 
li 
I I B 11 
li Monoiraphs on Arithmetic 
1 (6x9 ) Free 
J obn C. Winston Company 
1006-1024 Arch Street 
Philadelphia 7, Pa. Series of six 
I
I Physical Description: 
Each monograph is clearly printed in booklet form and 
I 
1 securely attached by means of two staples. The booklets 
I 
I are written by Foster E. Grossnickle, Professor Mathematics, 
II New Jersey State Teachers College, Leo J. Brueckner, 
II Professor of Education Administration and Supe~vision, 
I University of Minnesota, and Lyle s. Hance. Dr. Grossnickle 
I 
and Dr. Brueckner are also the authors of the professional 
book . "How to Make Arithmetic Mean.ingfultt which presents a 
concrete discussion of recent trends in elementary school 
arithmetic. 
Each pamphlet is separate. The pamphlets are: 
1-Division of Whole Numbers 
2-Kinds of Errors in Division and their Constancy 
3-Some Factors Affecting a Test Score in Division 
of Decimals 
4-Two Kinds of Problems 
5-0ur Decimal System of Number 
6-Drill 
Educational Value: 
These pamphlets are a great aid to enable teachers to 
gain insight into the various problems considered. 
Although the articles ~ contain much advertisement 
of the textbook, "Arithmetic We Use", Grades III through 
VIII, the monographs are well written and timely to modern 
educational concepts and teachings. 
"Division of Whole Numbers"is written by Dr. Grossnickle. 
In it he discusses the meaning of division and advocates the 
use of only one form for division ~mitting the use of such 
terms as short or long division. Although there is some 
reference to the textbook, "Arithmetic We Use,tt there is 
much information for the elementary teacher concerning div-
ision and how to make the process meaningful in this 6 page 
booklet. 
I 
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"'Kinds of Errore in Division of Decimals and Their 
Constancy" by Grossnickle. This eight page article is a re-
print from the Journal of Educational Research (Vol37, 
No.2). It is an analysis of errors made on a test of div-
ision of decimals made by 100 students in each of the Grades 
VI - IX. The only constant error in division of decimals 
resulted from dividing sn integer by a decimal. The remedy 
for this according to the author was to instruct the student 
to make the divisor an integer before completing the ~ism. 1 
"Some Factors Affecting a Test Score in Division of 
Decimalsu by Grossnickle. 409 pupils selected at random in 
Grades VI, VII, and VIII were tested to determine how the 
sequence and the difficulty of examples affect the score a 
student makes on a test in division of decimals. The book-
let contains copies of diagnostic tests used in Grades VI, 
' 
VII, and VIII taken from the text, "Arithmetic We Use," 
plus a copy of the test used in this investigation. The 
author finds easy exercises arranged at random best. 
"Two Kinds of Problems" by Grossnickle. The author 
with two principal kinds of problems presented in most up-
pergrade arithmetic curri.culwns--related and unrelated. Re-
lated problems have a central theme for each group of prob-
lems. Although many leaders in arithmetic teaching are 
I 
opposed to an extensive use of unrelated problems many 
. job-procurement examinations in arithmetic contain them. 
As long ae this is so, it will be necessary to provide in-
struction. The monograph contains three pages showing re-
I' lated problems on the "Air Age _ from the text ARITHMETIC 
.... 
WE USE. 
'*Our Decimal System of Number" by Leo J. Brueekner ·and 
Foster E. Grossnickle. Although eight of the fifteen pages 
are specimen pages from the text, ARI TBMETIC WE USE, in 
grades 4, 5, 6, and 7 the article is very interesting read-
ing end emphasizes the function of zero as a place holder 
il and the differences between absolute and place values. 
II 
I 
"Drill" by Lyle S. Hance. The author answers the ques-
tiona: What drill, How much, When, and To whom by discuss- 1 
I ing the following eleven points. · j 
(1) The definition of arithmetic which according to thf . 
author should be the large concept involving the quantita-
tive aspects of every-day living. 
(2) The theory of learning dealing with the basic dif- 1 
ferences in philos~ph~ between the drill and the meaning 
theories. Drill is important but it must follow interest, 
meaning, end understanding. 
(3) Grade placement of materials. 
(4) Maturation--"the greater the mental age, the smaller 
amount of fixation drill needed." 
(5) Teaching procedures which in itself determines the 
nature, and use to be made of the drill that is 
Arithmetic readiness program 
Diagnostic testing and remedial teaching 
Balance and distribution of drill ma. terials 
Application of Gestalt Psychology to the learning 
of arithmetic 
(10) Definition and use of drill materials--herein the 
author discusses many types in various texts. 
(11) Use of manipulative devices and visual aids. It 
is thro~~h these tools that learning arithmetic becomes a. 
series of meaningful experiences. 
Drill of itself is not a substitute for good teaching 
but where meaning and understanding precede drill is effec-
tive. 
I B 15 
This is Arithmetic 
(9 X 6") 36 pp. $0);50 
Physical Description: 
Association for Childhood Education 
1200 Fifteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington 5, D. C. 
Arithmetic should be viewed as a valuable part of life 
and not merely as a school subject. This bulletin contains 
many descrip tions of children's experiences in which arith-
metic played a part. It is divided into five sections deal-
ing with the development of quantitative and qualitative 
c oncepts at different age levels. The booklet is well 
developed and is extremely interesting and helpful reading 
to teachers of elementary school children. 
Educational Value: 
For background reading for teachers in the elementary 
grades this book is worth the fifty cents asked. 
I B 16 
Using Audio Visual Materials 
With Children 
{9 X 6 11 ) 36 pp. ~;. '50 
Physical Description: 
Association for Childhood 
Education 
1200 Fifteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington 5, D. c. 
Through the wise usage of audio visual materials 
pupils gain many types of learning experiences. The bulle-
tin is divided into four divisions. 
In parts I and II the material discussed concerns the 
values and dangers in using audio visual materials. Section 
III describes the use of first-hand experiences, record-
ings, radio programs, and films. How an audio visual pro-
gram functions in Waterloo, Iowa is related in Section IV. 
Fifty cents is a fair price for this aid. 
:1 - ~ 
Educational Value: 
Material to be learned should touch the pupil' a lif'e 
in a very real and vital situation. It is through the use 
of visual aids that pupils see a need and a use for the 
things they are spending time to learn. For any teacher 
who is unawar e of the potentialities of visual aids this 
booklet is a definite aid. 
II B 2 
From Og to Googol 
(4~ x 6 11 ), Free 14 p. 
Physical Description: 
Marchant Calculating Machine Co. 
Oakland 8, California 
The history of calculation from primitive times to the 
present is briefly told in this small booklet. The story 
is well presented, and would be interesting to pupils above 
grades five and six. 
On every page there is at least one illustration which 
beautifully exemplifies the written material. 
The book is printed on good paper with a light card-
board cover. It is securely bound by double staples. The 
type is clear, but small. The history is excellently told 
but contains an excess of advertising material. 
Educational Value: 
The book traces the history of calculation through the 
ages. References are made to Og, the primitive man,who 
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counted on his fingers. 
The use of stones, sea shells, strings, beads, the 
abacus, and Napier's Bones as devices that helped to develop I 
our present number system is well developed. The booklet 
recognizes the contributions of Morland, Mahon, Leibnitz, 
Babbage, Thomas, Odhner, arrl the Marchant Brothers in the 
development of mechanical calculators. This teaching aid 
is valuable as enrich~ent material to acquaint children with I 
man's slow progress with numbers through the years. 
I 
II B 3 
How to Make and Use an Oriental 
Abacus 
Arts C oopera ti ve Servic e, IJI. 
340 Amsterdam Avenue I 
(8 3/4 X 11!") 6 pp. $0.30 New York 24, New York 
Physical Description: 
This mimeographed booklet by a native Korean explains 
the use of the abacus in the Orient. There are detailed 
instructions on how to construct the abacus, how to count, 
add, and subtract with this device. The charge of ~~0. 30 
is enough to pay for this booklet. The material is well 
organized but poorly mimeographed. 
Educational Value: 
In the history of numbers the abacus is always men-
tioned. For a class to actually construct and manipulate 
one of its own would be a desirable activity. 
II B 6 
Numbers and Numerals 
by David E. Smith and 
Jekuthiel Ginsburg 
(5 1/4 X 8", 52 pp.) $0.25 
Physical Descriptio~: 
Bureau of Publications 
Teachers College, Columbia 
University 
New York 
This story tells many important things about numbers, 
how they first came into use, where they came from, and 
how the idea of number separated itself from the counted 
objects and finally became an abstract idea. It tells many 
interesting things about munber superstitions:,. about meas-
ures, and about adding and subtracting. 
This monograph is sponsored by THE MATHEMATICS TEACHER, 
the official journal of the National Council of Teachers in 
Mathematics. It is well organized and securely bound by 
means of two staples. The cover constructed of durable gray 
cardboard is most attractively designed in red and black. 
Many symbols representing man's early attempt to ·count by 
means of the abacus, knots, fingers, stones, Roman Numerals, 
and numbers of many ancient peoples form an interesting 
border. 
The booklet is well printed and contains many worth-
while illustrations. 
Educational Value: 
The principal lands and countries mentioned in this 
history of numbers are shown on a map facing page 1. The 
j_j_ 
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II reader can easily look on the map and see the relation of 
this particular country to the other countries told about 
in the story. 
The booklet is separated into eight chapters and also 
I 
I 
, contains an index--a wonderful asset in a book of this type. 1 
Although the monograph contains a few words from 
strange languages, the vocabulary is not above sixth grade 
level. The story is interestingly written and one that a 
pupil might read without the assistance of the teacher. 
II B 9 
The Duodecimal Bulletin, 
Vol. 4 No. 3. 
The Duodecimal Society of 
America 
I (5! X st"' 37 PP•) Free 20 Carlton Place, 
Staten Island 4, N. Y. 
Physical Description: 
This book is printed on heavy paper of fine quality. 
The print is heavy and large. The book is divided into 
sections that tell how to add, subtract, multiply, and 
divide using the dozens system as a base, instead of number 
'I ten that is used in our number system • 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
Educational Value: 
This aid may be used as enrichment material for child- I 
ren in the upper elementary grades. The teacher must select 
simple problems from this book, because it is written in 
I language above elementary reading level. The problems 
,I 
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selected for demonstration should show the difference be-
tween our number system based on ten and one that is based 
on twelve. In making this comparison, children will gain 
a greater understanding of the number system. 
II C 1 
Frontispiece of 
The River Mathematics $0.10 
(13fa11 X 20} 
Physical Description: 
Henry Holt and Company 
257 Fourth Avenue 
New York 10, New York 
The history of mathematics is represented as a river 
whose source is primitive man's attempt to count on his 
fingers. The river is shown as a very narrow blue line 
until the invention of the abacus, followed by the marking 
of' their flood-lands by the Egyptians. At the year 5000 
B.C. the river separates into two independent streams--
geometry and number reckoning. These streams grow ever 
wider due to contributing tributaries. Finally the river 
widens into a huge delta representing the combining of' 
geometry and number reckoning into calculus, analytic geo-
metry and trigonometry. 
The chart is attractively printed on heavy white 
paper in blue ink. 
Educational Value: 
In stressing the historical development of mathematics 
through the various ages and the many contributions during 
,I 
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forty centuries of mathematics the aid is very useful. 
To most elementary school children who are almost 
totally unfamiliar with the branches of mathematics the 
chart would have little value. However, to serve as a 
ij motivating factor in introducing the history of mathe-
1 
I 
I, 
,, 
;I 
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matics it greatly exceeds the price of ten cents. 
III D 1 
Arithmetic Drill Card-Wheels 
(18 11 diameter) $1.50 set of f'iv:e 
Physical Description: 
L. M. Wright Company 
686 East Mariposa St. 
Altadena, California 
The cards are printed on strong white cardboard of ex- I I 
I 
1\ 
cellent quality. The heavy, large, blue-print, large 
enough for class instruction, is on card-wheels. As the 
card is turned, number combinations are exposed to the 
class. The answer to the combination exposed is given on 
the reverse side of the card wheel. 'I 
Educational V~ue: 
1
11 
I 
Flash cards have always been one of the most effective 
1
j 
devices for drilling pupils in the basic number combination. I 
However, they are tiresome to handle, and many teachers do 
not use them consistently. The flash cards on a wheel are 
designed to relieve teachers of much tiresome work. As 
1 the answers are on the back, a child can operate the Flash 
Card-wheel and keep many pupils busy thus relieving the 
II 
teacher to assist pupils in need of individual help and I!\ 
lj supervise wherever needed. The instrument is flexible, be-
. :1 cause the number drills may be changed according to claes 
needs. This teaching aid is well worth the price, because 
it is durable and made especially for group instruction. 
IV B .4 
How Lo~ is a Rod 
(5 x 6~ 11 ) Free 
Physical Description: 
Ford Motor Company 
Dearborn, Michigan 
This colorfully illustrated six page booklet deals 
with the origin of our standards of length. The cover pic-
tures the lawful rod in the 16th century--namely, the length , 
of the left foot of sixteen men lined up as they left church 
on Sunday morning. Other clear-cut pictures show the digit, 
the cubit, the palm, the inch and foot, and the yard. 
The booklet is sturdily constructed on a fine grade 
paper. 
Educational Value: 
This material provides an excellent enrichment aid in 
the study of measurement in everyday living. 
Although the vocabulary level is above the level of 
grade four the color illustrations are appropriate for any 
grade from the second through the eighth. 
IV B 5 
General Tables of Weights and 
Measures 
(8 x lli", 15 pp.} Free 
Physical Description: 
United States Department 
of Commerce, 
National Bureau of standards 
Washington, D.C. 
This 15 page booklet is stenciled on low quality paper. 
The print is large and easy to read. The information is 
accurate as it is distributed by the National Bureau of 
Standards for Educational purposes. The booklet is sec-
tioned to describe the various types of weights and meas-
ures. It gives excellent descriptions of linear, liquid, 
and dry measure, and shows relations between the various 
types of measures. 
One page is devoted to four tables that summarize the 
interrelations of these tables. 
Educational Value: 
This booklet may be used effectively with children in 
and above the second grade. It is particularly useful in 
providing for individual differences, because it is psycho-
logically graduated in difficulty from simple linear measure 
to volume. The tables are more detailed and complete than 
those found in most text books and may be reproduced in part 
according to class needs. 
IV B 6 
Ma~s of Today 
(82 x 11") 7 pp. Free 
Physical Description: 
Air World Education 
101 West 11th Street 
Kansas City 6, Missouri 
This is a unit of comparative map study for use in the 
secondary schools. However, the material might easily be 
projected into the fifth grade. The Unit discusses the 
basic understandings of map study and contains two excellent 
world maps: one, of the world drawn in a Mercator Projection 
and one of the world drawn in a Polar Projection. 
The booklet is excellently written but inadequately 
fastened by one staple. 
Educational Value: 
This material is closely tied in with the science of 
geography. The pamphlet contains several exercises dealing 
with longitude, latitude, degrees, mileage, and distances 
and directions between certain places and among different 
maps. 
IV B 11 
Standards of Length, 
Mass, and Time. (LC 930) 
(8" x lOi") 8 pp. Free 
Phvsical Description: 
United States Department of 
Commerce 
National Bureau of Standarde 
Washington, D. c. 
This pamphlet is much too technical in detail and 
I 
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understanding for pupils of the elementary grades with 
the exception of one section on Standards of Time Measure-
ment. 
The print is large and clear and stenciled on fair 
grade paper. 
Educational Value: 
This material aids the teacher and the class by pro-
viding another source of enrichment in the study of meas-
urement. However, the vocabulary level is far above that 
of the average elementary school child in grade four. 
This would necessitate either a complete revision of the 
vocabulary by the teacher or much teacher guidance while 
working with this pamphlet. An excellent bibliography is 
furnished for the teachers on pages 7 and 8. 
TV B 12 
The Amazing Story of Measurement 
( 7!" X 5 11 , 23 pp o ) ~~0 .10 
The Lufkin Rule Co. 
Saginaw, Michigan 
Phlsical Description: 
Six pages are devoted to Lufkin Precision Instruments. ! 
The remaining eighteen pages tell the history of measure-
ment. The book resembles the ever popular comic book ex-
cept that it is smaller in size. The pictures are bright-
ly colored and graphically illustrate the facts told in 
the book. The book tells the story of measurement from 
===================== -~-~-~F==~~~=== 
the cavemen to pre·eision measurements used ·today. The con-
tributions of all countries are noted and many fallacies 
are pointed out. 
Educational Value: 
The form of the book will appeal to children of all 
ages. This book provides much knowledge of measurement use 
as well as creating interest in the problem of measurement. 
The aid could be used very effectively by every child in 
the upper elementary grades. It also can be very valuable 
to the teacher of primary grades who has a child with 
exceptional mathematical abilities, as measurement is one 
field which cuts through all grade levels. 
IV B 13 
The Story of Figures 
( 51/2 x 7 l/2u, 35 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
Burroughs Adding Machine 
6071 Second Boulevard 
Detroit 32, Michigan 
This booklet is divided into three sections that des-
cribe the history of numbers, mechanical computation, and 
the work of William Seward Burroughs in perfecting the first 
adding machine. The booklet emphasizes the close relation-
ship between figures and the history of civilization. It is 
simply written and extremely interesting. The paper is of 
W=~~==========~ ==============================================~~====~~ 
excellent quality, and tl:B printing is dark and large. 
There are twenty-four line diagrruns that are interesting to 
children of all grades. 
Educational Value: 
Most of the vocabulary is above the reading level of 
children in the elementary grades. The chief value of the 
booklet is as a source of enrichment and background material 
for arithmetic teachers. The diagrams and stories are in-
teresting and stimulating to children in and above the third 
grade. From them the pupils develop a better understanding 
and appreciation of the Arabic decimal number system and 
mechanical devices used to simplify number computations. 
As the teacher will read and relay this information to the 
children, the biased advertising will not effect the use of 
this aid. 
IV B 14 
Units .and Systems of 
Weights and Measures 
(8" x lOi", 12 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: . 
United States Department of 
Commerce 
National Bureau of Standards 
Washington, D. c. 
This booklet is stenciled on fair grade paper. The 
print is large and clear. The booklet discusses the history , 
of units and standards of measurement, and it makes a com- I 
1
: 
parison of the United States and British system of weights 
and measures. 
Educational Value: 
This booklet is an excellent source of information f~ 
teachers in elementary schools. Each topic is accurately 
and comprehensively treated. The vocabulary level is far 
above that of the average elementary school child in grade 
four. Therefore, the teacher must rewrite the material 
selected in language that is understandable for the parti-
cular class. An excellent bibliography is furnished for 
teachers desiring further enrichment material pertaining to 
this subject. 
IV C 3 
Height-Weight Chart 
{6" x 40 11 ) Free 
Physical Description: 
Maltex Company 
Burlington, Vermont 
This chart shows average weight for heigpt and reason-
able variation for boys and girls. The chart is printed in 
~ 
red and black in five columns. The figures in the outside 
columns of the chart show a reasonable variation from 10% 
under to 10% over average weight. The left outside column 
for boys and the right outside column for girls. The middle 
column printed in red shows the height written to decimal 
hundredths of an inch. To the left of this center column 
is the average weight in poun~for boys, and to the right 
is the average weight in pounds for girls. 
Educational Value: 
This aid provides meaningful arithmetic experiences 
with measurement. Pupils will soon be able to measure and 
weigh each other • . Here is something that will touch and 
affect all the pupils. How much easier and more real will 
1 the measures of pounds, ounces, inches, feet, and yards be 
to boys and girls who use these common dimensions in a 
1 meaningful way. 
IV D 1 
Air Postal Rate Indicator 
(8~ X 3t") $0.10 
Physical Description: 
Air Transport Association 
1107 16th Street, N. w. 
Washington 6, D. c. 
Cardboard indicator gives air postal rates by ounces 
for all first class matter up to 10 pounds by means of a 
sliding scale placed inside a jacket. Air postage cost 
shows in seven vertical zone ,c.utouts on either side of 
jacket. Weight of material shows at top directly above 
zone cutouts. When adjusted as to weight, air postal rate 
appears in proper zone cutout. 
Indicator is attractively and colorfully printed in 
red, white, and blue. On the back is a map of the U. S. 
which enables the reader to find correct mailing zone before 
determining price of postal rate. 
Educational Value: 
Through an aid of this sort pupils gain an appreciation 
of the importance of arithmetic to their everyday living. 
It definitely is an enrichment aid and worth the price of 
ten cents. 
V B 2 
Days for Dates 
{6 X 9") 32 PP• $1.00 
Physical Description: 
Walter R. Cuthbert 
1010 North Garfield Avenue 
Alhambra, California 
Booklet contains many tables and examples and problems 
illustrating a system which would enable the reader to as-
certain on what day of the week a date in a given month in 
a certain year has occurred or will fall. 
To provoke enthusiasm in the classroom it would be 
necessary for the instructor to be thoroughly acquainted in 
the entire procedure of day-finding. 
The price of $1.00 appears expensive, but after realiz-
ing the amount of work involved in this study the charge 
seems adequate. 
Educational Value: 
After learning this interesting novelty, a class might 
get much practice by using recess time, or time before and 
after school hours to ask each other their birthdays and 
see how quickly they can tell on what day of the week they 
i 
ll 
were born. 
Competitions similar to spelling bees may be conducted 
in the classroom. 
This material is a memory quickener and would tend to 
improve the pupil who is slow in arithmetic. 
Although this material seems on the level of junior-
senior high, the author maintains that a child of eight may 
easily learn because all numbers dealt with are small. 
V B 3 
. I 
Association of American Railroads 
Transportation Building I 
, Day of Two Noons 
{6 x 9") 11 pp. Free 
Washington 6, D. C. 
Physical Description: 
Written by Carlton J. Corliss this pamphlet tells the 
story of the adoption of Standard Time. The article is a 
memorial to William Frederick Allen who devised and worked 
untiringly for the adoption of Standard Time. Some of the 
discrepancies and inconveniences before the adoption of 
standard Time in 1883 are delightfully related. The title, 
" Day of Two Noons, refers to November 18, 1883, on which date 
in the eastern part of each time zone there was a noon based 
upon the sun time; then, when the clocks were set back to the, 
new standard Time, there was another noon. 
The booklet is printed in blue ink on shiny white paper. , 
I 
It contains a good two page map of the United States showing , 
before and after Standard Time. 
Educational Value: 
Little thougp.t is given today as to how Standard Time 
came about. This booklet correlates geography, social 
studies, and arithmetic in an interesting and educational 
Physical Description: 
United States Dept. of 
Commerce 
National Bureau of Standards 
Washington, D. c. 
This article is written specifically to aid school 
children in obtaining a clearer understanding of the differ-
' ent timepieces used in the world down through the ages. 
This booklet is stenciled on fair grade paper. It is ex-
cellently written in simple narrative language and is easily 
understood by school children. 
Educational Value: 
The topic is accurately and comprehensively treated. 
The material might easily 
I with little or no teacher 
I source of information. 
be enjoyed by a pupil in Grade IV 
supervision. It is an excellent 
I 
ll B 7 
Time Telling (Booklet) 
(8~ x 11") 16 pp. Free 
How a Watch Works (Chart) 
(31 x 21") Free 
Time Telling Lesson sheet 
(Free) 4 pp. 
Physical Description: 
Hamilton Watch Company 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
This chart, booklet, and lesson sheet on Time Telling 
is concerned with the mechanics of a watch and how it works. 
The booklet compares the watch with the workings of the 
human heart. It tells about the importance of time in our 
daily lives. The history of time telling and watchmaking is 
interestingly narrated but the vocabulary is of secondary 
grade level rather than elementary. 
The large bulletin board chart coincides with the two 
middle pages of the booklet. This same chart is pictured 
on pages .2 and 3 of the four page lesson sheet, "Time Tell-
ing (Its Measurement and Importance in Our Daily Lives.) " 
The lesson sheet also contains ten questions to test the 
pupils' knowledge of watches and how they work. 
Educational Value: 
The history of time keeping is a fascinating story of 
genius and invention. This material concerning man's age 
old pursuit of accurate Time measurement provides excellent 
supplementary enrichment material. 
The inside pages of the lesson sheet duplicate the 
large chart and facilitates individual study. This matter 
lends itself to a wide variety of assignments but it is 
more of a scientific nature than arithmetic. 
V B 8 
Picture Story of Clocks 
{9 x 12") 10 pp. Free 
Physical Description: 
Seth Thomas, 
Sales Department 
Thomaston, Connecticut 
Man's interest in some form of instrument to measure 
time has been depictured interestingly by many actual photo-
graphs. The reader is taken on a literary journey from the 
beginning of the sundial to the Greek water clock(Clepsydra) 
to time pieces of modern manufacture. The last four pages 
picture the mass production of clocks--begun in the United 
States. 
The booklet is put out by Seth Thomas Company and Gulf 
Lubrication but contains a bare minimum of advertising. 
Educational Value: 
This material increases the understandings about clock 
manufacturing, mass production and builds up a better com-
prehension about man's effort to measure time through the 
ages. 
V B 15 
Time Flies 
{8! x 1111 ) 12 pp. Free · 
Physical Description: 
Air World Education 
101 West 11th Street 
Kansas City 6, Missouri 
This pamphlet discusses longitude, rotation of the 
earth, Standard Time Zones and Daylight Saving Time. The 
material consists of a work sheet with ten questions, a 
reference page with definition, a map of the United States 
showing the standard time zones and two good diagrams about 
the passage of time and how man measures it. 
Educational Value: 
· A study and individual working unit on Time for use in 
the secondary schools. However, with the aid and super-
vision of an alert teacher this material could easily be 
projected into the fifth and sixth grades. 
v c 1 
' World Hour Chart 
1
1 (3 3/4 x 4!), Free 
II Physical De script iono 
Newsweek 
152 West 42nd Street 
New York 18, New York 
This small, handy-sized cardboard chart contains the 
listing of over seventy-five principle world points in the 
1 twenty-four time zones of the world. The chart is computed 
on Greenwich (Standard) Time. Two slots at the top and 
bottom of the cardboard, the left side provides space for 
(1 • 
. _.) 
a continuous narrow cloth tape upon which are printed twelve 
red digits signifying A.M. time and twelve black digits 
signifying P.M. time. The principle is to turn the tape 
until the correct Greenwich time is opposite the location 
of the reader. The chart is then in position for determin-
ing the corresponding hour at principal world points. 
The chart is clearly printed upon a sturdy piece of 
cardboard and will withstand much use. 
Educational Value: 
Although small in a ize, the chart could be used most 
effectively if each student were supplied with a copy. 
The contrivance may be serviceably used to motivate 
the study of time variations due to the revolution of the 
earth about its axis. The importance of the international 
date line becomes clearer when reference is m~de to the 
chart. 
VI B 3 
Exhibits of Money 
(2 x 2!", 20 pp.) Free 
Physical De script ion: 
Chase National Bank 
46 Cedar Street 
New York 
This little booklet is printed in black on smooth 
white paper. It contains pictures of coins used all over 
the world from 413 B.C. to 1933. The coins are authentic 
reproductions and are printed one on each page. 
\\ 
I 
Educational V:alue: 
These excellent photographic prints are too small to be 
appealing to children, but if displayed with an opaque pro-
1 jector, they could be used to create interest in the story 
of money. They are ideal for pupils above the second grade 
as enrichment to give a better understanding of why we have 
money. 
VI B 4 
From Barter to Money 
{8! x 6-~", 36 PP•) $0.35 
Physical Description: 
Row Peterson Co. 
1911 Ridge Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 
This book by Flora E. Rue gives a history of money 
from the days of barter to our modern system of currency 
and banking. It is sectioned into very interesting and 
well illustrated short stories that progress with time and 
advance in difficulty. 
The pictures are beautifully colored and very realis-
tic. They tell the story in a universal language that is 
understood by all. It reviews exchange values from the days 
of early man to the present. This feature makes the book 
interesting to second and third grade pupils although it is 
1
1 
well above their reading level. 
paper with a durable, light, ll 
the meaning of the title. 
II The book is printed on good 
cardboard cover that illustrates 
I
I 
The type is dark, large, and legible. Children in the third / 
and :r ourth grades can read this printing without dif' :r icul ty. 1
1 
Educational Value: 
The book gives a complete history of the problem of ex-
change. It shows the gradual development from straight 
barter to various substitutes for money and finally the use 
of money as a medium of exchange. 
It shows that arithmetic is a reality and that life 
it-self as we know it is entirely -dependent upon arithmetic. 
The material is particularly suitable for children in and 
above the third grade. 
The Row Peterson Company enjoys an excellent reputa-
tion for educational publications; many of the pictures in 
this aid are authentic reproductions of barter and money in 
use through the years. After reading this book, children 
will have a greater understanding of the meaning and social 
aspects of money. 
B 5 II VI 
I Know Your Money (9" x "6", 32 pp.) United States Secret Service Treasury Department 
Washington, D. c. 
I 
I 
Free 
Physical Description: 
This book is beautifully illustrated with actual phot-
ographs of all types of American Money. The printing is 
large, black and of high quality. The paper is also 
excellent. Children see the fine printing and difference 
between real and counterfeit money. The book gives a pic-
ture story of secret service men in training, types of 
money, ways that swindlers work, and the prisons where they 
end their careers. 
Educational Value: 
The book illustrates the difference between counter-
feit and real money. It tells a picture story about forged 
government checks and how to guard against them. It shows 
paper money of all denominations and typical methods of 
counterfeiting these bills. It describes and illustrates 
how to make charts that can be used to identify fake money. 
Finally, it shows exactly what must be done when counterfeit 
money is received. It tells both picture and word stories 
that are practical for children in and above the fourth 
grade. Limited numbers are available free of charge from 
the local secret service office to classroom teachers. 
VI B 7 
Money of the United States 
(4 X 7, 30 pp.) $0.15 
Physical Description: 
Harriet V. Heald 
Educational Research Bureau 
1217 Thirteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington 5, D. c. 
Five pages are devoted to the history of money with 
interesting illustrations showing stone disk money, shell 
1.33 
money and wampum money, eight pages are on money and coins 
in the United states from early colonial days through the 
present era, and four pages are devoted to the making of 
coins, denominations and signatures. The last twelve pages 
deal with paper money, engraving, printing, types, and 
superstitions. There is also one section telling the 
reader how to detect counterfeit money. 
The cover design in red, black and white consists of I 
the symbols of the United States flag--the stars and stripes 
The ma~erial is printed upon moderately thin yellowish paper 
II 
There is no advertisement whatsoever, and this booklet, well li 
worth the fifteen cents charge, would be a good supplemen- 1'\ 
tary aid in the hands of older elementary school children. 
Educational Value: I 
This booklet may be used to contribute toward the I 
general objective of acquainting pupils with the rich histor} 
I 
on the use of money. The only drawback in its use with ele- j 
i 
mentary school children would be with the vocabulary which 
is well above the grasp of most fifth and sixth graders. 
However, in the hands of a skilled teacher there is much 
good material for the enrichment of both the arithmetic and 
social studies fields. 
VI B 8 
Money of the World 
(9" x 12", 8 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
Curtis Circulation Company 
Independence Square 
Philadelphia, 5, Pa. 
This beautiful color photographed folder gives a histo 
of money around the world. The cover illustrates all the 
lates t American paper currency in circulation. It is 
into sections that describe Money in Early America, Latin 
America, Oriental Money, Ancient Money, and Odd and Curious 
Money. The printing is large and clear, and the cardboard 
is of fine quality. 
Educational Value: 
The chief classroom use of this folder is as an enrich- ! 
ment aid to show children the importance money has played in 
the lif e of man from early times to the present. It will 
g ive the children greater unders tanding of the meaning and 
social and economic values of money. The folder may be used 
effectively as an aid in the study of money from barter in 
the primary grades to checking and banking in the high 
school. It is an excellent device for display on the 
bulletin board. Two copies posted in this manner will 
enable the entire class to take advantage of the authentic 
reproductions printed on this aid. 
VI B 11 
The Dollar Dilemma 
{5! x 8!11 , 22 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
Small Business Economic 
Foundation 
122 West Monroe Street 
Chicago 3, Illinois 
This small type comic book demonstrates the use of 
money as a medium of exchange. 
The booklet is well illustrated and would be a delight 
in the hands of any fourth, fifth or sixth g rader. The 
material is printed on better than average newsprint and 
is colorfully illustrated. 
It is an excellent medium in getting across the prin-
ciple that money is only as useful as the things it will 
buy. 
Educational Value: 
Increases the understanding of the social aspects of 
the dollar. The booklet shows that money is only as useful 
as the things it will buy. In an interesting manner the 
national debt, strikes, inflation, high prices and the 
reason for such are discussed. As a means of introducing 
the principles of economics in the elementary grades it is 
excellent. 
II VI B 12 
Your Money 
(12t x 9t", 16 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
The Federal Reserve Bank 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
This large and very attractive book is printed on high 
grade paper. The print is large, heavy, black and clear. 
There are four or five beautiful pictures on each page that 
tell a picture story of the money services rendered by the 
Federal Reserve System. One page is devoted to a large map 
that shows the Federal Reserve Districts of the United State • 
Educational Value: 
The true to life pictures will help to clarify for ele-
mentary school children the story of money and banking in 
the United States. The pictures and material presented are 
directed at showing a relation between banking and the lives 
I of the children. This book is a superior teaching aid for I 
: children in the upper elementary grades who are studying the 1 
story of the Federal Reserve System. 
VII B 1 
Budgeting Through School Savings 
(6 x 9" 19 pp.) Free 
I 
! Physical Description: 
Education Section 
U. s. Savings Bonds 
Division 
Treasury Department 
Washington 25, D. c. 
1 This material is designed for use by teachers, not as 
i\ a textbook for pupils. The ideas presented would be of 
especial value to grades above the fifth. 
The study is organized under three headings: (1) "The 
Importance of Planning and Saving11 • (2) "Lessons in Budget-
ingn, and (3) 11 Preparing the Family Budget." 
Each section is supplemented by questions and projects 
for the pupils. The material is securely stapled beneath 
a yellow and black cover. 
Educational Value: 
For use in home economics or vocational guidance this 
material would be excellent, but for the ordinary classroom 
in elementary arithmetic there is little value. 
The booklet does contain sample budget forms, graphs 
and an excellent list of supplementary materials. These 
materials refer more to a course in civics however than to 
an arithmetic course. 
VII B 4 
Is My Deposit Insured 
(3 x 6 ·.r , 14 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
Union Dime Savings Bank 
Avenue of the Americas 
at 40th street 
New York 18, N. Y. 
This booklet is printed on p~er of excellent quality. 
The print is also very good, but it is fine and small. The 
booklet is divided into sub-divisions by captions that are 
large, blue and attractive. The material is presented in a 
question and answer form. The aid does contain several 
small illustrations which are not pertinent to the material. 
'Educational Value: 
The form of presentation is appealing to children in 
the upper elementary grades, and the vocabulary is within 
their level of thinking. There are some facts that are be·-
yond elementary interest and comprehension. By proper 
selection, teachers will find this book an excellent source 
of information for teaching how the money we deposit is kept 
safe. 
VII B 5 
Lessons in Arithmetic Through 
School Savings (6 x 9 11 ) 26 pp. 
Free 
Physical Description: 
Education Section 
U.S.Savings Bonds Division , 
Treasury Department 
Washington 25, D. c. 
The exercises and problems in this book dealing with 
, savings stamps, ~onds, and United States money may not be 
as pertinent to a peacetime program as to a wartime program. 
However, they are of the type of problem that has arisen or 
may arise in the everyday experience of the pupils. 
The booklet is fastened by two staples in an attractive 
red and white cover. The type used is large and clear. The 
problems are expressly constructed for the elementary school 
pupil. 
II 
I ~-~-
Educational Value: 
As a public service, the Treasur.r Department is em-
phasizing student participation in the training and practice 
of thrift and planned spending. This booklet contains activ 
ities, problems and techniques in arithmetic designed to aid 
the natural integration of money management with the curri-
culum. 
VII B 8 
Savings Bank Services 
(3% x 6%", 16 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
Union savings Bank 
Avenue of The Americas at 
40th Street 
New York 18, N. Y. 
The large brown and black printing is easy to read. 
The paper is fair in quality. The booklet gives brief des-
criptions of services rendered by the Union Dime Savings 
Bank. 
Educational Value: 
The book develops the vocabulary of saving bank money 
orders and travelers checks. It demonstrates their advan-
tage over money as a medium of exchange. This multi-sensory 
aid is well developed to give elementary school pupils in 
the intermediate grades a greater appreciation of the ser-
vices rendered by savings banks. 
VII B 9 
School Savings .in Social 
studies 
(6 x 9," 32 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
Education Section 
u. s. Savings Bonds 
Division 
Treasur.1 Department 
Washington 25, D. c. 
This booklet contains two teaching units plus supple-
mentary material suggesting ways to develop the wise use of 
money in pupils' lives. One unit, "Learning How to Use 
Money Wisely", is for use in grades four through seven. The 
second unit, "Plans for Spending and saving", is for use in 
grades seven through twelve. The last twelve pages include 
a bibliography of supplementary materials for use with both 
units. 
The pamphlet, printed in black type on white paper, 
is fastened securely by two staples beneath a green card-
board cover. 
Educational Value: 
The suggested activities offer training in English, 
spelling, geography, science, history, social studies, and 
civics. This material is useful for the teacher in direct-
ing and leading his classes toward planning the economics 
I of their own lives. 
II 
V~I B 10 
Series E. Bonds 
(8 x 3~", 4 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
United States Government 
Printing ·office 
Washington, D. c. 
This four page pamphlet is printed on thin paper of 
mediocre quality. The print is small and heavy. The pam-
phlet summarizes ownership, denominations, interest, tax 
status, and redemption rights of holders of Series E Bonds. 
It contains tables showing the redemption value of bonds 
and the amounts that will be accumulated through regular 
purchases. 
Educational Value: 
This pamphlet may be used as a basis for discussion 
concerning the wise use of money. Money problems may be 
devised that compare saving through buying bonds as versus 
the savings account. The accurate and concise information 
will be valuable to teachers of all grades who must answer 
questions about savings Bonds and Stamps. The teacher of 
upper elementary grades will find the tables to be a drama-
tic method of illustrating how interest accumulates over a 
period of years. 
VII B 11 
Teaching Mathematics Through 
School Savings 
(6 x 9" , 32 pp.) Free 
Physical Description; 
Education Section 
U. S. Savings Bonds Division 
Treasury Department 
Washington 25, D. c. 
This booklet by the same author, Irene M. Reid, is 
similar in structure to "Lessons in Arithmetic Through 
School savings" ~ The booklet is printed in large type on 
white paper and securely fastened by two staples. 
The booklet is divided into six parts. Although many 
of the problems could be used at the end of the sixth grades 
the vocabulary level is geared to the seventh, eighth, and 
ninth grade student. 
Educational Value: 
Although this monograph is too difficult for every 
pupil in grade six, the alert teacher could gain many ideas 
from this booklet to make arithmetic more functional. By 
teaching regular saving and wise management of income, we 
are building better future citizens. Besides problems deal-
ing with ratio, percent, rounded numbers, interest, measure-
ment, and budgeting, there are many interesting graphs and 
illustrations which are excellent . enrichment material for 
pupils. 
IX . B 5 
Where Does the Money Go? 
(8" x 10fa11 , 6pp.) Free · 
Physical Description: 
Union Dime Savings Bank 
Avenue of the Americas, 
40th Street 
New York 18, New York 
This is a three months expense record that is designed 
as a guide for regular saving and wise spending. Each of 
the monthly records occupies two pages; there are seventeen 
columns to be used for the various expenses of the month. 
Explanations appear at the heads of columns so the budgeter 
, will be able to determine Where expenses should be totaled. 
The booklet is in blue and red and printed on moder-
ately thin white paper. It is not made for durability. 
It is designed to be used once for recording expenses. 
Educational Value: 
This is a valuable device to teach pupils the various 
expenses and how to record and total them. The idea of the 
budget can be used on a very low level. Practically all 
children receive and spend money. By '. the use of a budget, 
they will see just how much money they spend over a period 
o£ a week on candy, gum and movies. They can compare their 
expenses and learn how it will be possible for them to spend 
less and save more. The teacher can use the form and idea 
of this budget to teach children the practice of thrift and 
economy. 
XI B 1 
Visualized Fractions 
(11 X 8!", 8 pp.) $0.25 
Physical Description: 
H. c. Hinojosa 
58 Sherwood Avenue 
Yonkers, New York 
The booklet is mimeographed and the ~ges are fastened 
i by means of three staples. The price of twenty-five cents 
is too expensive for an aid of this type. Four of the eight 1 
pages contain large circles divided into common fractions. 
These discs are to be mounted on cardboard, cut out, and 
divided into fractional parts. The directions for making 
the disks are within reach of the fourth grade child. 
Three pages in the pamphlet deal with problems concern-
ing fractions. The solutions to these exercises are ob-
tained through visualization and working with the discs 
constructed. 
Educational Value: 
Vfllile pupils are having many experiences and fun with 
actual objects showing the size of the common fractions 
they will be storing up visual memories that will later make 
the fractions full of meaning and easy to remember. 
It would be worthwhile for each pupil to have a set of 
these discs in his own desk. However, these tools can easi 
be constructed without the use of a separate booklet for 
each pupil. 
j_ c; .• 
It is not unusual for teachers to demonstrate the value 
of the common fractions by use of circles and other objects 
therefore, this booklet has nothing new or unusual for the 
alert teacher. 
XII C 2 
Decimal Equivalents of 
Fractions of an Inch 
(8i x 11") Free 
Physical Description: 
The Lufkin Rule Co. 
Saginaw, Michigan 
This chart is printed on heavy white cardboard of fine 
quality. The printing is large, blue, and heavy. It shows 11 
I 
fractional I! 
II 
decimal equivalents of fractions of an inch. · The 
grada tiona are very clearly seen. 
Educational Value: 
This aid would be particularly valuable for illustrat-
ing to pupils how a knowledge of decimals may be put to use 
in work with precision instruments. As each decimal equiva-
lent is carried to six places, the need for accuracy can be 
realistically demonstrated. A chart like this will help 
children to understand that fractions and decimals make a 
real contribution to life, and that it is essential for 
everybody to understand them. 
I 
! 
I 
I 
\ 
II 
I XII c 4 
Decimal Equivalents 
(12 x 19 11 ) Free 
Physical Description: 
South Bend Lathe Works 
South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A. 
This chart with white figures pr~nted on a blue back-
ground gives decimal equivalents for the fractions from 1/64 
through the whole number. The decimal in many cases is 
worked to six decimal places--or until the division comes 
out evenly. The chart does not consume too much bulletin 
space but would show up adequately in the ordinary classroom 
Educational Value: 
As an interest arousing device in a class studying 
fraction and decimal equivalents, this chart would be worth-
while sending for. It has definite eye-appeal. There are 
many uncommon fractions and decimal equivalents on the chart 
' which might excite the interest of the class to decipher for 
themselves. Better still, this might prove an incentive for 
individual pupils to build other Fraction-Equal Decimal 
Charts. 
XII C 5 
Decimal Equivalents 
(2t" Diameter) Free 
Physical Description: 
The Lufkin Rule Co. 
Saginaw, Michigan 
This cbart is printed on thin hard surfaced cardboard. 
The printing is dark, heavy and small. A round cover fits 
I 
I 
over the chart, and as this cover is turned, one fraction 
and decimal equivalent is exposed at a time. The fractions 
range from one to sixty-four sixty-fourths of one inch. 
Educational Value: 
The chart is excellent for children in and above the 
fourth grade. They can use it as a check when studying 
decimals and percentages as well as fractions. The pupil 
can start with 1/64 and proceed to 64/64, naming each frac-
tion in its lowest terms as he proceeds. Two or more 
children can use this chart in a game. Each pupil uses one 
chart and tries to name the decimal or percentage equivalent 
of the fractions the class has studied. The child who names 
the most equivalents without a mistake wins the game. This 
is an excellent free multi-sensory aid that has many uses 
in both individual and group situations. 
XI I C 6 
Decimal Wall Chart 
(22% x 36") Free 
Physical Description: 
L. s. Starrett Company 
Athol, Massachusetts 
Clearly printed in black letters 3/4 11 tall on durable 
white paper with a metal edge binding top and bottom, this 
wall chart would be of use to any classroom after the pre-
sentation of decimals and their fraction equivalents. 
The chart contains a minimum of advertising. The 
decimal equivalents are given far some of the common frac-
tiona taught in schools plus many that would be of little 
practical use to the pupils. The fractions shown on the 
chart are from 1/64 through the whole number 1 (64 fraction-
decimal equivalents in all.) 
Educational Value: 
This chart can be seen clearly from any part of the 
room in an ordinary classroom. After the initial teaching 
of changing fractions to decimal equivalents a chart of this 
type showing how decimals are used in many precision tools 
would be an incentive for the class to see if they, too, 
could arrive at the same answers shovn1. Better yet, it 
would be encouragement for the students to make charts of 
their own based on other fractions. 
XIII B 5 
Mathematics That Matters 
( 5 X 8 11 , 14 pp •) 
Physical Description: 
Houghton Mifflin Company 
2 Park Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
This little booklet of 14 pages is well arranged and 
printed on good quality paper. The printing is large, clear 
and dark. It is divided into sections on cost, expenses and 
safety in automobile ownership. Great emphasis is placed 
on a comparison of the total cost per mile of owning a car 
for one year with the total cost per mile of traveling the 
II 
II 
same mileage by air, railroad or taxie. 
Educational Value: 
This book can be used as a basis for developing a unit 
on transportation. It devotes many pages to average and 
total costs, and gives many true to life problems that are 
excellent for practice in the four fundamental processes. 
This book is very good, because practically all children 
are familiar with automobiles, and the problems in it will 
again bring to their attention how important arithmetic is 
in their lives. As the problems are not graduated in dif-
ficulty, it is recommended that the teacher select problems 
from it according to the needs and interest of the class. 
XIII B 6 
Railr oad 1Rithraetic, Book I 
(8 x 11" , 60 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
Room 2021, Baltimore and 
Ohio Build.i ng 
Baltimore: l, Maryland 
This book contains railroad transportation problems to 
supplement text books for elementary school teachers. The 
I I book contains line, bar, and circle charts and many line 
drawings of railroad vehicles. 
It is made of excellent material. The paper is .of g ood 
quality and has been well sized; the type is large and clear, 
I 
and the material well arranged upon the page - all of which I 
attract and draw the reader into the book. It is divided 
into ten unit sections arranged psychologically and accord-
ing to difficulty from whole numbers to measurements and 
graphs. The directions are in short, simple sentences. 
This is an excellent aid because it contains a multi-
tude of informational problems on arithmetic as used daily 
in railroad transportation. 
Educational Value: 
The material in this book was prepared to provide the 
teacher with a fund of real life problems based on condi-
tions encountered in the railroad industry gnd are offered 
to supplement the standard textbook. 
The problems are published in two sections, Book I for 
elementary grades and Book II for the junior high school 
level. They have been edited by Olive W. Dennis, Research 
Engineer of the Baltimore -and Ohio Railroad, and are based 
on material supplied by this railroad and the Association o~ 
American Railroads. The outline for the grouping and grad-
ing of the material and many of the problems were prepared 
for Book I by N. Neubert Jaffa, teacher in the public sehoo 
of Baltimore, Maryland. The material is particularly suit-
able for children in and above the fourth grade. The book 
is an excellent aid because it shows a multitude of ways in 
which arithmetic is related to real life. 
The information bar and circle graphs also show many 
social applications of arithmetic. They give the pupils a 
true "number picture" of the expense and mileage of American 
railroads. Accompa~ing the charts are questions that tell 
the teacher when the pupil does not understand because the 
pupil is unable to grasp them withbut complete comprehension 
of the graphs. 
The book · gives the pupils en appreciation or the co·st-
of operating railroads, and the income derived from them by 
local as well as state and federal governments. Although-
there is an undue tendency to propagandize the problems 
of railroads, this difficulty may be overcome by mime-
ographing selected supplementary problems according to the 
needs of the particular class as this free book is not 
copyrighted. 
XIV B 3 
Edison and Electricity 
Steinmetz, Latter-day Vulcan 
The Computer 
Booklets (81/2 x 11") Free 
Physical Description: 
General Electric Company 
Schenectady, New York 
These booklets printed with a minimum of advertising 
are excellent for the reading table or bulletin board. 
The pamphlets are sturdily constructed and each is 
fastened by means of two staples. 
The stories about Steinmetz and Edison are well written 
with many wonderful illustrations. Both of these pamphlets 
make interesting reading for pupils of the intermediate 
grades and above. 
The Computer, much more difficult than either of the 
first two, would be better for secondary school level. This 
article describes two types of computers, and except for the 
illustrations which are excellent, would be of little value 
for boys and girls. 
Educational Value: 
This material provides an excellent means of correlat-
ing science and arithmetic. Little teacher guidance is 
needed in the interpretation of these booklets. They also 
furnish supplementar,r knowledge not gained in the ordinary 
classroom arithmetic or science period. 
XV B 13 
~he Sto~ of Food 
(14 x ll:a", 13 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
American Can Company 
Sales Promotion Division 
230 Park Avenue 
New York 17, N.Y. 
The stor,r of how man has preserved food through the 
ages from the earliest beginning to o~ present day high-
speed modern methods. The stor,r is excellently portrayed 
i r, ._ ... 
and has an illustration for each written paragraph. 
This company also puts out two excellently composed 
small booklets of possible educational use: 
1-A Word About Tin Cans 
2-High School Manual on Commercially canned Foods. 
Educational Value: 
The sto~ of Food, a series of graphic presentations ofj 
food preservation, is excellently done but is more associate , 
with social studies than with arithmetic. 
The only possible use for these materials would be in 
a unit on buying wisely. 
XVI B 2 
Mathematics in Life, Unit G 
{6i- X 9!11 , 60 pp.) $0.40 
Physical Description: 
Schorling and Clark 
World Book Company 
Yonkers on the Hudson, N. Y. 
These sixty pages are printed on high quality white 
paper in large print that is easy to read. Discounts, bank-
ing, insurance, taxation and investments are illustrated I 
and explained in language that is understandable by fifth 
grade children. Each section is introduced by relating the 
topic to the student's everyday life and showing him the 
necessity of learning about this topic. The explanation is 
simply, clearly given, and directly related to the student's 
life. 
Educational ~alue: 
Because each topic is directly related to the child's 
life, his understanding of mathematical processes will be 
more meaningful. He is given an incentive for studying 
arithmetic. 
The questions and problems without numbers are espec-
ially useful in building concepts and establiShing meaning 
for the child. All new words are explained, and a pronounc-
ing guide is given for those that may cause difficulty. 
The section on budgets could be used by a fifth grade 
child. The discussion of personal budgets is especiaLly 
good and, in the hands of a competent teacher, could be the 
means of creating interest in other arithmetical problems. 
Buying and selling goods, comparative cost of materials, 
payment for odd jobs and the necessit,y of being able to make 
change accurately are examples of interest 
that are very well developed in this book. 
ly recommended for enrichment and interest 
stimulating units 
This aid is highi 
stimulation for 
children in and above the fifth grade. 
XVI B 3 
Ranger 'Rithmetic 
(8 x lotn, 10 pp.) $0.40 
Physical Description: 
Forest Service II 
U. S. Department of Agricultur~ 
Washington, D. C. I 
This mimeographed booklet is very inadequately put 
I 
I 
\ 
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together with one staple. The pa~phlet contains no back 
cover and the front cover, printed on an attractive green 
with black lettering and design, is of a very poor type 
construction paper. 
The booklet contains twenty-two problems, each one with 
its own illustration and solution. Following each solution 
is a factual statement pertinent to the conservation of 
forests. The price of forty cents is much too expensive 
for this aid. 
The problems are interesting and provide practical 
aids to teachers who wish to integrate conservation in ari 
metic~ The exercises are varied and employ the usage of 
measurement, fractions, and decimals--- exercises common to 
a sixth grade course of study in arithmetic. Because of 
the exhorbitant price it would not seem practicable to order 
one for each pupil. This, of course, would be an ideal sit-
uation especially, while the class is studying a unit on 
conservation, science, or forestry. 
XVI D 1 
Mathematics in Life, Unit D 
(6t X 9-!", 60 pp.) $0.40 
Physical Description: 
Schorling and Clark 
World Book Company 
Yonkers on the Hudson, N. Y. 
This 60 page book is printed on high quality white 
paper. It has a heavy brown paper cover attractively 
c-===-lfL ======~===== =--=-=-=--=-=-=-~=--====--~============~------========= 
decorated with pictures of mathematical significance. The 
entire book is based on the use of percentage and fractions 
in everyday life. Thew are not arranged psychologically, 
but are clearly and simply explained. 
Educational Value: 
This book contains a multitude of problems that are 
clearly and simply related to the life of the children. For 
this reason, their understanding of the four mathematical 
processes involving decimal numbers and fractions will be 
more meaningful. The many charts, graphs, and pictures 
should be especially interesting to children in the fifth 
and sixth, because they are large, fascinating and familiar 
to all. This multi-sensory aid is recommended for enrich-
ment and interest stimulation for children in the fifth, 
sixth, seventh and eighth grades. 
XVIII C 1 
Visual Mathematics 
(8! x 11"), $0.50 per set 
Physical Description: 
Ida D. Fogelson 
5520 s. Shore Drive 
Chicag o, Illinois 
These four simple, but attractively illustrated posters 
illustrate the four basic laws of mathematics. The pictures 
are bright in color and ready for framing if desired. Al-
though being ·of more practical value to a beginning algebra 
class they do illustrate and stress the significance of the 
equal sign (=) used in elementary education from grade one 
up through the grades. The poster in addition shows two 
boys of equal size having a tug of war. Two dogs, also of 
equal size, are· helping the boys, indicating the principle, 
"If equals are added to equals, the results are equal." 
The axiom, 11 If equals are subtracted from equals, the re-
sults are equal 11 , is shown by girls hanging from a pivoted 
see-saw which maintains its equilibrium when equal weights 
are taken from each side. Multiplication is illustrated by 
a set of nine cats on one side of an equal sign and a set 
of the same number on the r .ight side of the equal sign. On 
the poster showing division, we see a woman splitting two 
sticks of candy in two to distribute equally between two 
children. 
The pictures are clearly printed and brightly-colored 
and would appeal to a pupil-audience. 
Educational Value: 
Although the illustrations are well-prepared and pro-
fessional, the greatest use of these pictures is to show 
teachers and pupils that similar pictures of comparable 
value can be made by the pupils. Some of this work can be 
correlated with the pupil's work in art. It is the creation 
of charts, graphs, cartoons, and posters made by pupils 
illustrating uses of arithmetic that seem important to the 
I 
individual, that has the greatest value. 
The price of $0.50 for the set seems reasonable. 
XIX B 2 
Brain Resters and Testers Kit M 
(3 3/4 and 6 3/4, 25 pp.) ~~0.25 
Cooperative Recreation 
Service 
Delaware, Ohio 
Physical Description: 
This little booklet is printed in blue on light yellow 
paper. It is well covered with heavy brown paper. It con-
tains many interesting games and puzzles that are not ar-
ranged according to difficulty. 
Educational value: 
The book contains many interesting games that can be 
used with children in and above the fourth grade to help 
develop problem solving ability. The classroom use of these I 
games lies in the solution and discussion of these problems I 
which have arithmetic significance. The children will de-
light in solving the problems. The booklet is more a 
novelty than an educational aid, but may serve to stimulate 
interest. 
XIX B 5 
Fascinating Figure Puzzles 
(4t x 6", 28 pp.) Free 
Burroughs Adding Machine Co. 
6071 Second Boulevard 
Detroit, Michigan 
I 
1 Physical Description: 
. I I II 
II 
r 
This booklet is printed in black and white on paper of J 
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mediocre quality. It contains forty puzzles and their solu-
tions. Although they are not new, these problems are very 
entertaining. The book is neatly arranged and pleasing to 
read, but the problems are not psychologically arranged. 
Educational Value: 
The teacher will find this booklet useful as a source 
of problems with mathematical significance. The students 
will delight in solving the problems independently. The 
publication is more of an novelty than an educational aid, 
but will serve to help develop a desirable attitude toward 
arithmetic. 
XIX B 6 
Mathematical Puzzles and 
Problema 
(4 3/4 x 7t", 30 pp.) Free 
Physical Description: 
Harriet Ventress Heald 
The Washington Service Bureau 
Washington, D. c. 
This booklet presents fifty-seven mathematical puzzles 
I 
and problems about fifteen of which are excellent for child-
ren in the fourth, fifth and sixth grades. Though the prob-
lema are not arranged in order of difficulty, the teacher 
can select those for his particular grade and typing them 
on three by five cards, file them for use along with other 
multi-sensory aids. The booklet itself is of rough paper 
and printed in large type so that interlinear space is 
narrow, giving to the reader the effect of cramming. This 
would tend to frighten away any but the really interested 
child; therefore the booklet which is securely bound by 
double staples, and has a durable, red-lined .· cove:r; pleas-
ing to the eye, would be better used by the teacher as a 
source book. 
Educational Value: 
The educational value of this booklet lies in the 
interest created by solving "for funn problems of arithmeti-
cal signifigance while in and out of school. This helps to 
create a desirable attitude towards arithmetic which as a 
subject ordinarily is not as interesting as it should be to 
the pupil. The problems are typical of some in life situa-
tiona and help the pupils to understand that they must read 
the problem thoroughly and take every fact into considera-
tion in order to arrive at the correct answer. This publi-
cation is more a novelty than an educational aid, but may 
serve to develop favorable arithmetic thought activity and 
an attitude of pleasure that will extend beyond the class-
room. The booklet is free and Should be in the hands of 
every arithmetic teacher• 
XIX B ? 
Mental Multiplication 
(5% X 8!", 28 pp.) $0.50 
Physical Description: 
Charles Lipkin, C.P.A. 
249 w. 34th Street 
New York 1, New York 
The format of the book is good. The paper used, 
however, is of rather poor quali~ and the type is small 
and heavy. 
The booklet is composed of four sections presenting 
metho~of mental multiplication. Lipkin demonstrates clear-
ly how to figure mentally, putting down the answer at once 
without using any paper. The first two sections introduce 
the method by discussing how any number can be rapidly 
multiplied by any two-digit number. Parts three and four 
extend the process to multiply any number by any other 
number, no matter how many digits are contained in either 
number, using the "Criss-cross method" and the "Slide-
method.n 
The book is written from the simple to the difficult. 
The directions and examples are excellent. 
Educational Value: 
The booklet, written primarily for ~• .. accountants, book-
keepers, insurance men, and everybody else who has figuring 
to do in daily work", is much too difficult for the elemen-
tary school child. However, the concept is so well and 
thoroughly explained it could easily be developed by means 
of blackboard demonstration. "Mental multiplication", as 
the name implies, requires more mental manipulation and 
less writing of digits than does the traditional method 
taught today. 
II 
( j_;~,:·J 
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Mr. Lipkin, in this book, states how he has taught his 
nine-year old daughter to multiply mentally, and now, at 
teacher's invitation, she is teaching her class at the 
blackboard. 
The booklet is worth the price asked, and would be a 
welcome addition if not to the children's library, to the 
teacher's professional library. 
XIX B 8 
Multiplication Tables 
Arithmetic Game 
{10 X 13") $0.50 
Physical Description: 
Miss I. D. Fogelson 
5520 South Shore Drive 
Chicago 37, Illinois 
The game consists of two pieces of cardboard, one con-
taining 144 numbers printed in blue ink on 5/8' squares to 
be cut out, and the other piece containing square~, slightly 
larger in size, on which these cut-out products can be place 
by the child playing the game. The cardboard upon which the 
game is printed is of mediurr1 durability and may not last too 
long. 
The game fits into a large manila envelope. The front 
of this envelope contains a large, colored illustration of 
Mother Goose. On the back of the envelope are the answers l 
I for the Multiplication Tables from 1 through 12. This printe~ 
solution to the game, I envelope also contains the correct 
I 
~= 
thereby enabling each pupil to correct his own work. 
---------
I 
I 
Educational Value: 
The player selects the cut-out numbers and places 
'I J~" 
li them 
in the correct squares until the table is completed. This 
game appeals to elementary pupils and gives them one more 
way of learning their multiplication facts. 
This game is made for individual use and is too expen-
siveJ but as a means of showing teachers how they might have 
their pupils invent and manufacture simple games themselves, 
it is excellent. 
XIX C 1 
Charts for Bulletin Board 
(st x llt" ) 5 charts Free 
Physical Description: 
Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Company 
Comptometer Division 
1735 N. Paulina Street 
Chicago 22, Illinois 
Reprints of advertisements based on mathematical terms 
and puzzles. These bulletins are free and though too adult 
for some elementary children make good bulletin and recrea-
tional material. 
(1) "Can You Believe Your Eyes. "--optical illusions 
which school children find fascinating. 
(2) nwhat's the Catch"--illustrated problem about :five 
Esldmos and a pile of fish. 
(3) 11 Can You Get 'Em Across the River?"--a puzzle con-
cerning a fox, a sheep, and a head of cabbage. 
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{4) "The Case of the Golden Chain"--puzzle problem 
about an old codger and Indian pottery. 
(5) "Infinity is One Inch Long" --although slightly 
larger than the other posters it has less eye appeal and 
interest for the elementary school pupil. 
Printed on shiny paper with black lettering 
1 would show up clearly on a bulletin board. 
Educational Value: 
These posters provide interesting mental exercise for 
I, the pupils. 
I' 
I 
I 
They are excellent leisure-time activities and 
as such should have a place in the modern classroom. 
I' 
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XX 
The Number System 
(15 x 9 11 ), Hand made 
l Physical Description: 
Margarita carney 
Salem Teaca~r1s College 
Class of 1951 
I 
J, The picture, Figure I, of this abacus is self descrip-
li tive. It has a solid frame which supports 5 wires; there 
,. 
11. ~ 
l. 
I 
I 
I 
Jl are ten beads on each wire to represent ones, tens, hundreds 1 · 
---~ .· \ 
r 
I 
I 
,, 
I' 
,I 
and thousands. Each row of beads is of a different color to 
show that ten beads of one row are equal to one bead in the 
next higher order, or that ten ones are the same as one ten. 
The materials are very inexpensive. The frame may be 
made from a few feet of waste box-board; old coat hangers 
are an excellent source of fre e wire; and the beads may be 
i~--
1 
I 
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purchased for a few cents in any five and dime store. 
The abacus may be hung on the wall or little supports 
may be nailed to the bottom in order that it may be placed 
on the Teacher's table. 
Educational Value: 
This abacus is large enough for class use by the averag 
class. It is an excellent instrument to show the function 
of place value in our number system and emphasizes the use 
of the number ten. This abacus gives an accurate picture 
of our way of representing quantities by the symbols 0 to 9, 
each sue ceeding order to the left having ten times the value 
of the preceding order. It is prefer~ble to stand the abacu 
in a vertical position, because in this way the pupils see 
that each row corresponds to the place value of a written 
number. The two chief uses of this visual aid are countin8 
and the place value of numbers. 
While using the abacus for counting, it i~ best to 
stretch a strong piece of elastic around the frame of the 
instrument. This will hold the upper bead.s up and out of 
the way so that the pupil's attention will be focused on 
the beads at the bottom. Then it is simple to count by ones 
to 10 or by tens through 100. 
li The abacus is particularly adapted for teaching the 
I place value of numbers. One method is to read and write 
numbers from the abacus. Another is to let the children 
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1 set dictated numbers on the abacus. It is excellent for 
I 
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teaching the value of zero as a place holder. The children 
see that in writing numbers from the abacus, it is necessary , 
to place a zero where there are no beads on the wire. It is 
also used to show the meaning of U~ited States money and the 
decimal fractions. Columns may be called dollars, dimes, 
ones, or tenths. It is particularly adapted for teaching 
addition and subtraction with and without carrying. It is 1 
one of the most useful of all multi-sensory aids. It should,ll 
however, be restricted to work where a bead of one order al- I 
ways equals 10 beads of. the next lower order. 
Counting-group recognition 
(5 x 8 11 ) Hand made 
Marilyn Kane 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1951 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
' Physical Description: I I 
Figure 2 illustrates these five cards that are used in 
teaching the meaning _of number three. The buttons on the 
bottom card are concrete and sewed to the card. The next 
higher card has actual pictures of toy rabbits. It is a 
representation for a realiv.r, and this representation looks 
very much like the original. The third from the bottom does 
not show any relation to the actual items that the three 
squares stand for. However, it is still possible to count 
three in the case of the three squares. But, in the case of 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth cards from the bottom, it is 
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not possible for a child to see any relation between the 
symbols and the actuali~. 
Educati onaJ. Value: 
These cards show the learning process that a child must 11 
go through in his study of numbers. He must first study the \1 
concrete and proceed gradually to the abs.tract. It shows ·) 
that in building concepts, the child must see three as three I 
a,t ~11 . times. Three buttons, rabbits, squares, the writ ten 1 
and verbal sytnbols for three and three knocks on the wall , 
must all have; the same meaning to the child. Many many 
cards such as· these should be used in a systematic way if 
the child is to really learn number concepts. 
Number relationships 
(1! X 1!") 
Physical Description: 
Jasper Ewing and Sons 
Visual Education Service 
725 Poydras Street 
New Orleans 12, La. 
The number blocks in figure 3 are made of hard wood. 
They are brightly colored, and the number markings are clear-
ly visible. 
Educational Value: 
The blocks are fine aids to show the class the relation- · 
ship between numbers. They range in size from one to ten, 
land the children actually see quantitative relationships, 
that two one's are the same as one two, and two two's are 
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Here are SIX nests 
Put a brd in the thrd nest 
Put a bird in the titth ne0t 
Put a bird in the t1rst nest 
Put a bird in the second nest 
Dut a vird in the toudh nest 
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space in block number five to hold five single blocks. They 
are highly recommended and may be used for either individual 
or group instruction. 
Counting-Ordinal numbers 
(18 X 11") 
Physical Description: 
Josephine Lombardi 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1951 
/1 . 
In figure 4 the pictures of birds' nests and also the 
printing of this aid are band drawn on a manila folder. 
letters were drawn with black ink, and the birds' nests are 
The / 
I 
i! 
colored with brown crayon. The fJ...owers and birds at .the 
bottom of the left page were cut out of drawings. 
Counting 
I {18 X lli") 
Physical Description: 
Gladys Hill 
Salem Teacher's College 
Made by class of 1951 
Figure 5 gives a very good description of the counting 
game, "let's find the birds.n The letters are drawn with 
india ink on a standard yellow manila folder. The strings 
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1 are made of cotton yarn. 
11 Educational Value: 
/I 
I This is an excellent device for teaching counting and 
I number group recogni~ion. 
/: 
Children can receive practice in 
group recognition by duplicating the teacher's marks on the 
blackboard, or her arrangement of concrete objects. Child-
ren will have a greater understanding of the addition and 
~ I 
II 1 subtraction facts if they are taught that the one bird added 
11 
to two birds make a "group" of three birds. This type of' a 
device is essential to understanding of abstract numbers II 
and should be used after the pupils have had ample practice 
in manipulating concrete objects. 
Addition Combinations 
1 (8 x 4 11 ) Hand made 
Physical Description: 
Carolyn Young 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1948 
Figure 6 shows that this primary fact exposer is made jl 
of cardboard and paper. There is a roller at the top and II 
bottom that is made of wood and works like the rollers in 
a camera. 
Educational Value: 
This primary fact finder is made to make drill i~ the 
addition combinations interesting and fun. It is ~ valuable 
instrument, because it is quite simple to remove the roll of 
numbers and replace them with combinations that are being 
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studied at the particular time. Its use is limited, because 
it is particularly adapted for use by two children at one 
time. 
Counti~ 
(14 x 3:a") Hand made 
Physical Description: 
Salem Teacher's College 
Made by class of 1948 
I 
I~ 
II Figure 7 shows that this multi-sensory aid was made by i 
drilling five holes almost through a piece of scrap wood. I 
The holes are just wide enough to hold the illustrated milk I 
bottles. The base board is colored bright red. The one-
half pint milk bottles are lettered to show the days of the 'I 
week . 
Educational Value: 
The purpose of this aid is to shaw the children why 
they must bring twenty-five cents in on Monday morning to 
pay for the week's milk. On Monday the children see that 
there are five nickles in twenty-five cents. They see that 
there is one nickle for each school day of the week. They 
see that on Monday afternoon one of the nickles has been 
spent and that now they are only paid for four days or 
twenty cents in advance. At the same time, they learn the 
name of the days of the week and how to count by fives. 
This is one of the most vivid and realistic of all visual 
aids, because, with the children, it is an actual situation 
in life. 
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Addition Combinations 
(9 x 11!" ) Hand made 
Physical Pescription: 
Beaver Country Day School 
Chestnut Hill 67, Massachusetts 
The picture of the squirrel in figure 8 is the reverse 
side of the number combinations on the pag e at the right. 
II The answers are printed on the standard yellow manila folder 
I upon which the combinations on the right page are resting. 
The natural coloring of the squirrel is realistic. 
Educational Value: 
I Practically all children love to play games. In this 
! case, the answers to tbe number combinations are written on 
I 
II 
I 
j the page at the right. The children must match the correct ~~~-
1 combination with the answer on the right page. After this lj 
I is done, the children should close the folder and turn the 11 
I combinations over; then when they open the folder again, the 
j picture side of the game will be facing up. If they have 
Jl done all the combinations correctly, every part of the pic-
J ture will be in place. The delight of doing . all the combin -
1ations accurately so that the picture comes out correctly is 1 
I 
1
1
a g reat inc entive to pupils. This is a fine teaching aid to 
l
g i ve general practice in number combinations. The combina- 11 
tiona and answers can also be changed for r _emedial work or 
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Counting Practice 
(24 x 15") Hand made 
• Physical Description: 
Mrs. Mary Kidder 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1951 
The decorations in figure 9 were selected because 'Of 
their bright colors and interest to ¥oung children. The 
'co~oring ·in the individual squares is light and was done 
·-. ~ 
• 
with regular class crayons. The entire game is covered with 
cellophane to keep· it .. clean and attractive. 
Educational Value: 
.. 
, 
This is a fine teaching aid 1to give the c~ildren prac-
' 
I· ~ 
tice in counting and number recognition. The :game is accom-
pan~ed with a regular number spinner. The child spins the 
d~al, and whatever number it happens to stop on, that is the 
numb~r of places he is allowed to move ahead in the game. 
':Ph~y are delighted when their "men" stop on the white square 
~ 
~ 
and they are allowed to move ahead extra squares or take an 
ex~ra turn. The writing in tm spaces may be changed to 
give the pupil practice in adding particular numbers. It is 
a very good teaching aid and helps to build the desired at-
titude towards arithmetic. 
Mental Addition 
( 24 x 24") Hand made · 
.Physical Description: 
.. ! 
Anna Glover 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1952 
The ring toss game illustrated in figure 10 is made of 
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ply board. It is colored bright red. The numbers are 
painted with white enamel, and the rings were cut from the 
tops of empty cans. 
Educational Value: 
This aid gives excellent practice in number combina-
tions. The children are eager to play the game and get the 
highest score. They may either add tbe numbers mentally, 
or, in the case of lower grades, do their addition on paper. 
In either case, the pupils see arithmetic as fun and asso-
ciate the subject with interest and delight instead of mon-
otonous drill. This is one of the most effective multi-
sensory aids for reviewing number combinations in general. 
It would not be preferr~d if the pupils were reviewing part-
icular number combinations. Also, it is not particularly 
adapted for group instruction. 
Addition Combinations 
(13 x 12") Hand made 
Physical Description: 
zoe Matthew 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1952 
Figure 11 gives an excellent illustration of this ping 
pong game. It is painted bright red, and the numbers are 
painted in white. The board can be made from either card-
board or wood. The ping pong balls are standard. Counting 
discs are provided for children in the primary grades who 
have not yet learned the number combinations necessary to 
·. 
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keep score in this game. The game is attractive and inter-
eating. 
Educational Value: 
This is another example teaching aids that can be used 
to help build a desirable attitude towards arithmetic. The 
game may be played in many different ways. In the lower 
grades, the game is very good for practice in counting and 
grouping. Two children play the game at once. They count 
out the discs and keep adding their scores as they toss the 
ping pong .balls into the various holes. In the intermediate 
and upper elementary grades the children add the number com-
binations mentally. They thus receive valuable practice in 
carrying and adding numbers. This ping pong game is a super- ; 
ior multi-sensory aid for general drill in addition and 1l 
grouping. 
Mental Addition Drill -
Ma&ic Square 
( 3/4 X 1 11 ) 
Physical Description: 
Mildred B. Stone, Associate 
Professor Mathematics 
Salem Teacher's College 
- Salem, Massachusetts 
The numbers in figure 12 are made of wood and are 
brightly colored. They were purchased in a five and ten 
cents store, and are very inexpensive. They are attractive, 
highly visible and durable. The same numbers could have been 
made by printing the numbers on little squares of cardboard. 
However, these three dimensional numbers are much easier for 
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the children to handle. 
1 Educational Value: 
This little magic square is one of the finest devices 
for drill in mental addition. Notice tbat horizontally and 
vertically all the numbers add to fifteen. Working with a 
maeic square usually challenges children to try and devise 
I 
I 
II 
one of their own. In this process, they must add number I 
combinations many many times. This is an excellent multi-
sensory aid for children between g rades four and six. 
Time-Sundial 
(3! x 1511 ) Hand made 
Physical Description: 
Eddie Dodge 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1951 
This bright red sundial in figure 13 is made of waste 
wood. The gnomon is 3-fz-tt inches high. It is attractive, 
dur.able, and practically unbreakable. 
Educational Value: 
The sundial, like the time-lamp and the hour glass, is 
an excellent instrument to show students the real meaning 
of time by the hour. If the children compare this -sundial 
II 
with the modern clock, once again they will have an oppor- 11 
tunity to see that the hour hand moves to the next number \J 
while the minute hand is making a complete revolution around 1! 
the clock. This is another example of inexpensive teaching I 
aids that can be made in a short space of time; they are J. 
I 
\ 
~ 
, I 
-invaluable in adding to the interest and meaning oE arith-
metic to children. 
Time-clock 
(811 diameter) Hand made 
Physical Description: 
Barbara Clark 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1948 
The Time clock in figure 13 is made for visibilit,y and 
convenience. It was made out of a cardboard pie plate. The 
I hands were cut from heavy black drawing paper. The numbers 
I and minutes were drawn with black ink. 
Educational Value: 
The children see that the clock is divided into twelve 
successively numbered sections called hours. They see and 
learn the relationship of the hour hand to the minute hand. 
They learn that the days are of equal length, and that the 
clock shows twelve of these hours. They learn the meaning 
of morning, afternoon, half hours and quarter hours. Final-
ly, they will learn that time is measured in minutes and 
seconds. It is a useful instrument in geometry to teach the 
kinds of angles and meaning of angles by the position of the 
hands on the clock. It is one of the most useful multi-
1
sensory 
\eighth. 
aids,and it may be used from the first grade to the 
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Time-hour glass 
(15" high) Hand made 
Physical Description: 
Christle Zetes 
Salem Teacher's College 
Made by class of 1948 
The hand made hour glass at the left in figure 14 is 
made from two baby bottles, pepper, a cork stopper and mis-
cellaneous scrap wood. It is simple to make, highly visible 
durable and convenient. Fractions of the hour such as a 
quarter past and half past the hour can easily be marked on 
the side of the bottles to show children in the primary 
grades the meaning of hours, and some of the parts of an 
hour. 
Educational Value: 
This aid is valuable in teaching children the meaning 
of one hour, a quarter of an hour and timing in the prepar-
ation of foods. They use the hour glass to time themselves 
while at various activities and thus develop a keener sense 
of time. They can use this hour glass in conjunction with 
a clock. They learn that the hour hand moves ahead one 
nuraber when the hour glass has been emptied once. They see 
that the minute hand goes all the way around the clock once 
every hour. They see one hour passing and thus receive en-
richment that would otherwise be absent from the classroom. 
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Time-time lamp 
{8" high) Hand made 
Phvsical Description: 
Salem Teacher's College 
Made by class of 1950 
I 
The student made oil time lamp at the right in figure 14\l 
is made from a baby bottle, an old ink well, and a piece of I 
rope. It can be made in less than an hour, is fascinating 
to children and highly visible. It will stand use over a 
long peri.od of time. Like the hour glass above, it is 
particularly adapted for group instruction. 
Educational Value: 
I 
This is a valuable aid in teaching pupils the meaning il 
It also I of an hour and the number of hours in a school day. 
may b e used very effectively with a clock. They can compare 
the number of times the hour hand has moved ahead with the 
number of hours that have passed on the time lamp. They can 
also see that the long hand makes one complete revolution 
when one hour has passed. This is valuable enrichment. It 
shows the children the difference between the modern way of I 
I 
measuring and crude methods that were used by people of the 11,1 
past. They see that these older time devices are not accur-
ate and develop a greater appreciation for modern instru-
menta of measurement. However, the use of this second in-
strurnent is questioned because of its danger as a fire 
hazard. 
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Fractional Parts 
(7 x 3 11 ) Hand made 
Physical Description: 
Beatrice Walt' 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of' 1951 
Figure 15 shows that this hand made cake consists of' 
four parts. This geometric figure is made of' cardboard, 
covered over with attractive paper and colored to give a 
realistic appearance that is certain to strike familiarity 
. 
with children in the lower grades. It is strong and 
and should stand usage for a number of' years. 
Educational Value: 
durable, 
I 
This cake is an effective aid to show children the real 
meaning of fractions. Many children think that a piece of 
cake is a whole, when actually it is a fractional part. The II 
. I 
unique shape of the concrete parts are easily identified by 11 
pupils, and manipulating the parts of the unit enables child 
ren to discover the relation of the part to the whole and 
the relationship among the parts. The children may discover 
the process of addition and subtraction of fractions by man-
/I ipulating the various parts of this whole cake and describ-
1) 
II 
I 
ing what is happening. It is an excellent aid and may be 
used for individual or group instruction. 
I Fractional Parts 
11 
( l t x 1%) Hand made 
Margaret Gatto 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1951 I 
\I 
Physical Description: · 
!I 
)1 
Figure 16 shows that this set of fractional parts 
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consists of four pieces. The tallest rectangular solid 
represents a whole or one unit. The three other pieces, 
proceeding from the largest to the smallest, represent 3/4, 
1/2, and 1/4 respectively. They are colored to simplify 
designation during class demonst:r>ation. They may be made 
from old cardboard. The cardboard can be put into position 
with scotch tape, and then the entire figure can be covered 
wi th strong attractive paper. This paper should be glued 
over the entire figure to make the aid strong and durable. 
1 Educational Value: 
This is an excellent device to develop the concept of 
the v~~ole and of the several equal parts of a fraction. The 
pupils see from size that it takes four fourths to make a 
complete unit. They see that one-half is twice as large as 
one-fourth. This aid clearly demonstrates that one fourth 
is half the size of two fourth and that for this reason the 
I 
numerator of two-fourth is twice the numerator of one -four thiL 
It shows that quantitative relation between fractions wi t h 
exact c omparison. The parts may be labeled according to the 
needs of the particular situation. 
1 ience. In order to complete the project, it is necessary 
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Physical Description: 
,, 
The t wo '' place value pocke t rackstr in figure 17 were 
also made by students at Salem Teacher's College. The upper 
rack was made by George Hosker, class of 1951, and the lower 
rack by Charlotte Pekin, class of 1948. The two are shown 
together to show that it is not necessary to spend a great 
deal of time or money to make many of these aids. 
. y 
super ior material and work makes the teaching aid more dur-
able and attractive. The upper rack is made of waste tin 
from empty food cans, and the 1 ower is made from thin card-
board. They are both white with black lettering. 
Educational Value: 
Ones may be added until there are ten ones; then the 
ten ones should be replaced by one ten in the ten's place 
and a zero in the ones place. In this way, children learn 
to count by ones, tens, and thousands to one million. The 
relationship between the abstract number and quantity may be 
I demonstrated by the use of the cards in the pockets. 
In place value, the importance and use of ten in 
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I I number system is shown, and the use of zero to show that 
there are none in that place is clearly demonstrated. Th~ 
see that 222 means two hundreds, two tens and two single 
units. They see the meaning of carrying in addition and 
multiplication. 
These multi-sensory aids are wonderful to demonstrate 
decimal fractions. Many teachers · label the names of the I 
decimal fractions such as "tenths", "hundredths", and "thou- ij 
sandthsl• over the respective numbers. I 
This is also one of the finest multi-sensory aids arrl J 
would be a ·valuable addition to any elementary classroom. I 
I 
Measurement 
(17 x 17") H~nd made 
Mildred B. Stone 
Associate Professor Mathematics 
Salem Teacher's College 
II 
' ,. Salem, Massachusetts 
Physical De'scripti on: 
Figure 18 illustrates this multi-sensory aid. The toy 
I 
truck is loaded with sand. The distance around the play pen i 
is represented by the fence. As the man draws the rake 
across the green lawn, the rake covers space or area as 
contrasted with length of the white vertical line extending 
into the air. 
Educational Value: 
I' 
II 
The purpose of the representation is to test children's I 
I 
understanding of the meaning of perimeter, area and . volume. I 
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If children understand that perimeter is the udistance" 
aroUlLd an object, they will know that it is necessary to 
add the two lengths and two widths of the play pen to find 
how long the fence must be to go around it. Children should 
recognize that when the rake is drawn across the lawn the 
entire flat surface is in the process of being cleared, and 
203 ! . 
that the figure therefore represents area. If they really 
know that area has two dimensions, length and width, they 
will not be dependent on memorizing formulas that have littl 
meaning. When the children can tell what each picture means ,I 
and how to find the perimeter, area and volume, then there 
is good indication that they know what they are doing and 
why they are doing it. This is an excellent meaningful test 
to determine children's understanding of quantitative situa-
tions. 
Money 
(28 X 30 X 14") 
Physical Description: 
Mary Lysaght 
Salem Teacher's College 
Class of 1951 
The exhibit photographed in Figure 19 is designed to 
give children a greater appreciation of money as a medium 
of exchange. They see that in the days of these early sail-
I 
ing vessels much trading was done on an exchange basis. The 1· 
baskets on the dock contain tobacco and furs, two of the II 
chief products used in -b~rter as . a substitut~~or _:o-~ey. _. _ _J_ 
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Educational Value: 
This exhibit helps to teach children the real meaning 
of the exchange value of money. It clearly demonstrates 
how arithmetic played an important part in the lives of 
people then as it does -today. This multi-sensory aid can 
be effectively used in all the elementary grades, from 
demonstrations on simple barter to lectures on the history 
and meaning of our highly complicated banking system. 
II 
I 
XXI ARITHMETIC TEXTBOOKS AND COURSES OF STUDY 
Arithmetic Textbooks 
Brueckner, L. J., and Grossnickle, Foster E. How to Make 
Arithmetic Meaningful. Philadelphia, Pa., The John c. 
Winston Co., 1947. 513 p. Discussion of problems which 
most teachers face in teaching arithmetic in such a way 
that children apply it to everyday life. Among the topics 
treated are development of instructional units, first 
steps in teaching arithmetic, teaching the fundamental 
operations, difficulties in learning arithmetic, evaluat-
ing learning, individual differences, problem solving. 
Buckingham, B. R., Elementary Arithmetic. Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1947. Pp. 744. $4.50. Much material is 
presented in an attempt to provide far understanding and 
meaning attached to numbers and operations used in arith-
metic. This book should serve as a good source for the 
ambitious teacher who is concerned with teaching for under-
standing and searching for additional information to fill 1 
in the gaps evidenced in the usual textbook. One of the 
best books to date designed for this purpose. The com-
pleteness of presentation is its best feature. 
·Leaf, Munro, Arithmetic Can Be Fun. Philadelphia: J. B. 
Lippincott Company, 1949. A book for the lower elemen-
tary grades, effectively illustrated. About two-thirds 
of it is devoted to the meaning of numbers, the role of 
zero in writing numbers, and the meaning of the operations. 
The rest relates to measurement and to the common units 
of measure. i 
stern, catherine, Children Discover Arithmetic, New York: I 
Harper and Bros., 1949. Pp. 295, $5. This book attempts . \ 
to int roduce "structural arithmetic" through use of Gestalt 1 
psychological concepts. The methods presented are an at- \ 
tempt to utilize the discovery intent of pupils to learn 
number concepts and meanings attached to operations. The 
ideas are strange to the teacher of traditional arithmetic, I 
but the teacher dissatisfied with the present methods may \ 
secure new insigpts for more meaningful teaching. Struc-
tural arithmetic is designed to give meaning to arithmetic I 
for everyday living and to provide a background for future ~~ 
scientists. 
~ 
" 
Wilson, Guy M.: Stone, Mildred B.: and Dalrymple, Charles I 
o. Teaching the New Arithmetic. New York, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., 1939. 458 p. 
Among topics discussed are: The remedy for written-
problem deficiencies, problem units for different 
grades, remedial arithmetic, testing, how to teach 
the fundamentals, problems in teaching fractions and 
decimals. 
C CURSES OF STUDY 
The following list is organized by primary, intermed-
iate, and upper grade levels, and the total elementary-
grade range. Teachers can learn where to borrow such 
material by writing to college or university libraries, 
or to the State education department in their own States • 
PRIMARY GRADE LEVEL .. 
Califor.nia: Sonoma County Public Schools~ Number Exper-
iences for Grades One and Two. 1941. 28 p. 
Mimeographed. 
This report on arithmetic for grades one and two is based 
on number needs and experiences of children 6 to 8 years 
of age. Number concepts are developed through experience. 
Materials that can be utilized in presenting new concepts 
are presented in form of: blocks, charts, fla:.Shcards, games. ' 
Correlations are suggested with examples which give varied 
experiences in the use of numbers. Concepts in arithmetic 
are expanded through experiences with units of work. 
Plans for real experiences include excursions, construc-
tion activities, practical experiences, demonstrations, 
experiments, and social activities and games. Vicarious 
experiences include the use of pictorial materials, read-
ing materials, and the use of group activities such as 
reports, conversations, dramatizations. 
Illinois: Cicero. Public Schools. Curriculum Guides 
for the Kindergarten. 1941. Not paged. 
Mimeographed. 
Arithmetic, its place in kindergarten, is included in this 
general curriculum guide. Worth-while educational exper-
iences are presented including vocabulary building through 
meaningful concepts, counting concretely, and games em-
phasi~±ng numbers. 
Missouri: Webster Groves. Public Schools. Suggestions 
for Arithmetic Experiences in the Primary 
Grades. 1941. 21 p. Mimeographed. 
Arithmetic experiences, designed to facilitate the learn-
ing of number com epts and number relations with lists 
of activities, have been compiled in this guide. They 
are suitable for kindergarten, grades one and two. ill-
ustrated directions for games occupy seven pages. 
New York: New York City. Board of Edueation. Arith-
metic, Kindergarten--Grade Three. Curriculum 
Bulletin, 1947-48 Series, Number 2. 1947. 74 p. 
Presents mathematical sequences and interrelationships 
together with suggestions for developing experience situa-
tions which are socially significant and enriched by arith-
metic. Practically in line with the trend toward func-
tional arithmetic. 
Ohio: Cincinnati. Public Schools. The Primary Manual. 
A teacher's guide. Kindergarten and grades one, 
two, and three. Cincinnati Public Schools, 1942. 
Curriculum Bulletin No. 95. Divided into two sections, 
the first deals with the point of view, the child at the 
primary level, organizing the program, and evaluating the 
program. Part Two consists of nine parts, one of which 
is arithmetic. Emphasized is a program of rich activities 
related to the total learning experience. 
Texas: Orange. Public Schools. Arithmetic in the Second 
Grade. Curriculum Bulletin No. 402. Board of 
Education. 1945. 64 p. Mimeographed. 
This bulletin is a supplement to Curriculum Bulletin No. 
302. Emphasis is placed on proceeding from the concrete 
to the abstract as new processes are presented. There is 
a list of possible in-school and out-of-school experiences. 
General outcomes are outlined and some suggestions are 
presented, applicable to all arithmetic teaching. The 
grade placement of content is outlined. There is an ex-
tensive illustrated list of suggested activities and 
procedures. Both a teacher's and a pupil's bibliography 
is included. 
INTERMEDIATE GRADE LEVEL 
Louisiana: Louisiana. State Department of Education. 
Course of Study in Arithmetic for Grades 
4-5-6-7. (Bulletin No. 503.) Baton Rouge, 
The Department, 1943. 54 p. 
The arithmetic program is outlined in this course of 
study, consisting of brief discussions on numerous 
phases of the program. They include problem solving, 
vocabulary, testing, drill, fractions, decimals, per-
centage, and business for.ms and practices. Emphasis 
is placed on functional arithmetic by making arith-
metical processes menningful. There are listings of 
suggested grade placement and activities for each of 
the four grades. 
Ohio: Cincinnati. Public Schools. The Intermediate 
Manual, Grades 4-5-6. Curriculum Bulletin 125. 
1945. 495 p. 
Arithmetic is one section of this manual which empha-
sizes the educational use of pupils' immediate environ-
ment. An overview is presented for each grade, fol-
lowed by grade placement of topics, development of 
skills, techniques, and evaluation. Opportunities are 
listed that indicate the use of arithmetic in classroom 
activities. There is included a summary of outcomes 
to be attained at the end of each grade. 
UPPER GRADE LEVEL 
California: San Mateo County. Public Schools. Arith-
metic Experiences, Part 2, Grades 7-8. 
Redwood City, 1943. 63 p. Mimeographed. 
Consisting of an outline of arithmetical experiences, 
the purpose of this guide is to aid the teacher in 
selecting suitable arithmetic experiences for pupils 
at varying stages of readiness. A list is included of 
principles of effective practice at all levels. 
Iowa: Warren County. Public Schools. Our Farm and 
Home Problems. (An Arithmetic Supplement.) 
Indianola, 1942. 29 p. Mimeographed. 
An outgrowth of planning by a connnittee, later becom-
ing a definite part of the regular course in arithmetic 
this bulletin contains farm and home problems involving 
practical situations in arithmetic. These problems are 
presented as a vital part of the arithmetic course of 
study. The problems are grouped according to diffi-
culty and according to the units decided upon as: Buy-
ing, marketing, investments, transportation, taxation, 
inventory and moving, banking conservation, interest 
and indebtedness. A majority of the problems are suit-
able for sixth, seventh, and eighth grade levels. 
New York: Olean. Public Schools. Outline for Upper 
Grades 7-8. 1945. 238 p. Mimeographed. 
Following the patterns of outlines for primary and 
intermediate grades, this material continues the se-
quence in the various subject-matter fields for the 
upper grades. Arranged for departmentalized teaching, 
it is prepared to provide far the transition from the 
elementary grades to high school. The importance of 
mathematics and the major outcomes by the end of the 
eighth grade are discussed. Arithmetic is presented 
by content units for grades 7-8. Illustrative problems 
are included. 
TOTAL ELEMENTARY RANGE 
Arkansas: Fort Smith. Public Schools. A Plan for 
Growth in the Elementary School. 1941. 202 p. 
The sequence from grade to grade in this bulletin is 
determined by the repetition of the purposes of educa-
tion as adapted from the Educational Policies Commis-
sion report rather than an emphasis upon subjects. The 
scope for any grade was determined by the teachers work-
ing with that particular group of children. The pro-
gram is divided into levels instead of grades. There 
is presented, in outline form, for each level, challeng-
ing opportunities for quantitative thinking in arith-
metic. 
California: Bakersfield. City Schools. Curriculum 
Guide, Kindergarten - 8. 1941. 130 p. 
Mimeographed. 
This curriculum guide contains a list of objectives and 
directions followed by a list of basic and supplemen-
tary instructional materials to be used at each level 
I 
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of the child's growth. Arithmetic content for each 
grade level is included with suggestions for presenta-
tion. 
Fresno. Public Schools. Tentative Program in Arith-
metic for Grades 1-6. 1941. 21 p. Mimeographed. 
Following a statement of philosophy of education, the 
objectives of elementary education and a chart of pro-
posed grade placement of elementary arithmetic pro-
cesses are presented. Suggestions are offered as to 
the type of number experiences and method of presenta-
tion for grades 1-6. 
Kern County. Public Schools. Curriculum Guide for 
Elementary schools. 1945. 533 p. Divided into three 
parts, this curriculum guide includes, (1) The Office 
of County Superintendent of Schools, An Outline of 
Services; (2) Our Philosophy of Education; (3) The 
Curriculum, Kindergarten-Grade 8. Scope and sequence 
of the program are developed by suggested units of 
pupil experiences selected to meet the needs and mat-
uration of the child. The sequential development pro-
vides the following pattern; Grades 1-2, Living in the 
Immediate Environment; Grades 3-4, Living in an Expand-
ing Environment; Grades 5-6, Living in Our State and 
Nation; Grades 7-8, Living in the World. Arithmetic 
is included for each grade in the same general pattern 
being followed in terms of objectives, descriptive 
data, evaluation, materials, correlations. Arithmetic 
is correlated in each case with the basic curriculum 
unit. 
Long Beach. City Schools. Arithmetic Guide for Teachers 
of Primary and Intermediate Grades. Long Beach, Depart-
ment of Curriculum and Child Welfare, 1941. 19 p. Mimeo-
graphed. In Section 1, emphasis is placed on the 
functional approach to arithmetic as an integral part 
of the curriculum in the elementary grades. There are 
l i stings of mathematical experiences and illustrative 
functional situations. Grade allocations for the most 
common arithmetic topics are indicated in Section 2. 
Section 3 lists the terminology with which elementary 
s chool children should be familiar. Materials to aid 
in individualizing instruction are offered in Section 4. 
san Diego County. Public Schools. Trends in Elementary 
Education. A Teachers' Guide. 1945. 118 p. The con-
tent of this volume includes two basic considerations, 
(1) that of indicating the current trends in the several 
subject areas and, (2) that of suggesting areas of pupil 
experiences in these subject fields. Arithmetic con-
sists of 29 pages. A general discussion of the nature 
of mathematics and trends in arithmetic instruction is 
followed by consideration of instructional practices. 
Suggestions are made for materials of instruction, methods 
of instruction, and objectives for grade levels. Many 
illustrations are included, depicting children partici-
pating in various experiences. 
San Luis Obispo. Public Schools. Course of Study for 
the Elementary Schools of San Luis Obispo County. (Cur-
riculum A, Number 4.) 1942. 45 p. Adapted from a ten-
tative course of study from Mendocino County elementary 
schools, the ·unit of work is recognized in this course 
as the moat desirable method of organizing and develop-
ing the instructional program. There are recommended 
units of work for primary, intermediate, and upper grades. 
Graded outlines for the various subject fields are con-
tained in this course. Specific learnings in arithmetic 
are listed for grades 1-8. Developing arithmetic skills 
through acitivity units is emphasized. There is included 
an outline of possible arithmetic activities developing 
from a farm unit. 
Colorado: Colorado. State Department of Education. 
Cotirae of Study for Elementary Schools. 
Denver, The Department, 1942. 724 p. 
This revised course of study contains all the subject-field 
areas, with arithmetic occupying 94 pages. There is a 
suggested content outline for grades 1-8 followed by pro-
cedures and aids for teaching. The use of classroom ex-
periences in the teaching of a r ithmetic is emphasized. 
Many number games are listed. There are suggested adapt-
ations of the program for schools having several grades 
taught by one teacher. Special helps in teaching arith-
metic are included which aid in meeting the needs re-
presented by individual differences, namely, diagnostic 
and remedial work, maintaining skills, util.izing the en-
vironment of the child and problem solving. A bibliog-
raphy for teachers is included. 
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District of Columbia: washington. Public Schools. 
Mathematics, A Handbook and Guide 
for Teachers, (Kindergarten-12). 
1945. 75 p. 
Divided into two sections, Part I deals with orienta-
tion, including the philosophy of education and the im-
plications of mathematics in the philosophy; purpose of 
teaching mathematics, kindergarten through Grade 12; 
and an evaluation of learning in mathematics. Part II, 
Section A, deals with goals for the elementary grades 
included the basic understandings and skills. Sections 
B and C outline the goals for junior and senior high 
schools. 
Florida: Florida. 
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State Department of Education. Arith-
the Elementary School. (Bulletin 
Tallahassee, The Department, 1942. 
Consisting of five chapters, namely, The Place of Arith-
metic in Problem Solving, Development of Mathematical 
Concepts, Development of Computational Skills, Organiz-
ation of Materials of Instruction, and Evaluation, this 
bulletin capitalizes on children's interest in their ex-
panding environment for developing understandings and 
skills in solving problema with quantitative aspects. 
There is a detailed treatment of primary and inter-
mediate grade problems. A skills allocation chart and 
the meaning and use of standard units of measures chart 
are included. 
Iowa: Iowa. State Department of Public Instruction. 
Iowa Elementary Teachers Handbook, Arithmetic. 
(Vol. 8.) Des Moines, The Department, 1944. 117 p 
Major emphasis has been placed on understanding and 
social usefulness of arithmetic as a method of approach 
throughout the course. Content and procedures are pre-
sented by grades. Diagnostic tests are provided for 
dealing with the problem of individual differences. 
There are suggested activities which tend to correlate 
arithmetic with other subjects, particularly the social 
studies. A bibliography is included. 
Michigan: Michigan. Department of Public Instruction. 
Teaching Boys and Girls in Michigan. (Bulletin 
No. 327.) Lansing, The Department, 1943. 158 p. 
A chapter in this guide is devoted to the content of in-
struction, in which arithmetic is briefly discussed. 
Divided into three periods, namely, beginning, middle, and 
later, activities are listed suitable for each group level. 
The social application of arithmetic is stressed. Activ-
ities are suggested which will help to vitalize arithmetic. 
Missouri: Missouri. Department of Education. Courses of 
Study for Elementary Grades. Jefferson City, 
The Department. 1942. 672 p. 
This bulletin is a revision of a former course of study, in 
which all the subject-field areas are included. Arithmetic 
is presented as a separate area; there is no attempt to in-
tegrate with the rest of the program. The statement of 
general objectives of arithmetic in the elementary school 
is followed by statements for each of grades 1-8. Learn-
ing arithmetic through actual situations is emphasized. 
1 Many activities involving numbers are included. Methods 
are discussed for presentation of new materials. Outcomes 
are listed by grades. This section on arithmetic consists 
of 65 pages. 
Nebraska: Nebraska. Department of Public Instruction. 
Arithmetic for Nebraska Elementary School Child-
ren. A Course of Study, Tentative. Lincoln, 
The Department. 1945. 67 p. 
Organizes the program for each grade as follows: (1) Sub-
ject-matter content, (2) devices for checking abilities and 
achievements of each child periodically, (3) ways of devel-
oping desirable interests and attitudes, {4) ways for basing 
children's experiences on activities of home and community, 
and (5) uses of tests. 
New Hampshire: New Hampshire. State Board of Education. I 
Program of Studies, Arithmetic - Grades 1-6. 
Concord, The Department, 1943. 58 p. 
The development of this bulletin was carried on as a cooper-
ative undertaking by teachers, superintendents, and spec-
ialists in the .field of arithmetic. The bulletin is divided j 
into eight main parts as follows: (1) Initial Period 
(Grades 1-2), (2) Later Period (Grades 3-6), (3) Arithmetic 
Activities, {4) Problem Solving, (5) Diagnostic and Remedial 
Work, (6) Enrichment of Work for Gifted Children, (7) The 
Use of the Grade Placement Chart, and (8) Selected Bibli-
ography. Many activities which furnish opportunities for 
number learnings are suggested. 
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New Jersey: Carteret. Public Schools. A Guide for Teach-
ing of Arithmetic, Language Arts and Health in 
The First Three Years of Elementary Schools. 
1942. 82 p. Mimeographed. 
Principles guiding the building of this course of study 
ar.e discussed, followed by development of the essentials 
and appraisal techniques for the primary grades. Arithmetic 
occupies 29 pages in this guide for teaching. Suggestions 
for teaching the mastery of number facts are listed and a 
quantitative vocabulary is included, to be developed as 
need arises in social situations. Both a teacher's and a 
general reference bibliography are included. 
Carteret. Public Schools. Guides for Teaching Arithmetic, 
Social Science and Health. (Grades 4-5-6). 1943. 143 p. 
Mimeographed. Arithmetic occupies a section of 57 pages 
in this guide. Detailed discussions are presented concern-
ing general and specific objectives, grade placement, 
vocabulary, ai'ithmetic essentials, and suggested teaching 
procedures for grades 4-5-6. Suggested opportunities for 
use of arithmetic in daily experiences are included. 
Jersey City. Public Schools. Course of Study in Arith-
metic for Elementary Grades. 1943. 109 p. The emphasis 1 
of the course is on the use, as a basis for progress in j 
learning, of experiences constantly met with in home, school 
and social life. The vocabulary is suggestive for problem 11 
building. A development of the sense of arithmetic mean-
ings is emphasized throughout the grades. General objec-
tives are listed, followed by specific objectives for each 
grade. Progression is indicated in the objectives as well 
as in the processes. There are two charts included on 
classification of grade work. 
Tenafly. Public Schools. Course of Study, Arithmetic, 
Grades 1-6. 1944. 30 p. Mimeographed. Aims, essential 
elements to be mastered, and integrating activities are 
outlined for grades 1-6. There is included a list of pro-
visions for individual differences and suggested problems 
to emphasize. 
New York: Ithaca. Public Schools. Course of Study in 
Arithmetic, Kindergarten-Grade 6. 1945. 104 p. 
Mimeographed. 
Number readiness is emphasized in the kindergarten through 
number rhymes, games, stories, finger plays, and rhythms. 
Development of an understanding of numbers is continued in 
the first and second grade through activities involving 
II 
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reading and writing of numbers and meaningful experiences 
in arithmetic~ Content for each grade is discussed with 
suggested procedure. There are numerous illustrated prob-
lems with suggestions for problem solving. 
Mamaroneck. Public Schools. Arith~etic Course of Study. 
1944. 23 p. Mimeographed. This curriculum covers only the 
minimum requirements for each grade. Many problems are in-
cluded which have originated in some particular activity 
stressing the fundamentals in arithmetic. Content for each 
grade is presented. In each of the primary grades the con-
tent is classified as formal and informal. 
Oregon: Corvallis. Public Schools. Curriculum Handbook, 
Grades 1-6. 1941. 43 p. Mimeographed. 
This handbook is organized into five divisions, the first 
of which contains the general philosophy. The second chap-
1 ter presents an overview of the bases upon which the curri-
culum is organized. The third division indicates the organ- 1 
ization of needs and interests into subject-matter areas. , 
The grade cbarts make up the fourth section of the material 
and express the relationship of curricular material through-
out each grade. In the arithmetic section are teaching sug-
gestions dealing mainly with the development and applica-
tion of mathematical skills as: Addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, percentage, 
and problem solving. A subject-matter chart indicates the 
scope and sequence of content, materials and illustrative 
activities. 
Pennsylvania: McKees Rocks. Public Schools. Course of 
Study in Arithmetic, Grades 1-6. 1944. 
127 p. Mimeographed. 1 
General and specific aims in the teaching of arithmetic are II 
listed for each grade. There is a suggested time allotment 
consisting of six-week periods including units of materials 11 
to be taught. Emphasis is placed on suggested methods of 
teaching which include many games. An arithmetic vocabu- ! 
lary is given for each grade. j 
Philadelphia. Public Schools. Arithmetic, A Guide for 
Teachers. Kindergarten through grade six. Philadelphia, 
School District of Philadelphia. 207 p. Illus. Discusses 
the historical development of the number concept and gives 
general suggestions for teaching. Each chapter is . organ-
ized under the following main topics: (1) The study of 
number, {2) the use of number, (3) teaching arithmetic 
systematically, (4) experiences and arithmetic instruction, 
----- __ __.__ ---
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and (5) appraising the child's growth. Illustrated with 
snapshots of children using arithmetic in everyday life 
activities. The book illustrates the trend toward function-
al and practical arithmetic instruction. 
Waynesboro. Public Schools. Course of Study in Arithmetic. I 
1943. 45 p. Mimeographed. Specific aims to be accomplished 
in grades 1-6 are lis ted with general and specific methods I 
for teaching the subject. Individual differences in child-
ren, setting forth the minimum essentials for the slow 
learner and an enriched course for the gifted child, are 
included in the activities listed. The appendix is designed 
for use to suit the abilities of the pupils in the various 
,1 groups. 
Rhode Island: East Greenwich. Public Schools. Unit of 
Study in Arithmetic for Grades 4-6. 1942. 
110 p. Mimeographed. 
This course of study deals with varied number experiences 
in enriched situations. Subject matter is presented on a 
spiral basis involving repetition and new developments. 
The correlation of arithmetic with other subjects is en-
couraged whenever the opportunity arises. 
Tennessee: Tennessee. State Department of Edro ation. 
Guide for Teaching in Elementary Schools. 
Nashville, The Department. 1943. 116 p. 
This guide is divided into two chapters. The first deals 
with evaluating pupil progress in the elementary school, 
philosophy used in evaluating pupil progress, guides for 
understanding pupils, ar.d ways of determining and recording 
1 
pupil progress. The second presents all the subject-matter 
i fields. Arithmetic occupies 16 pages. Goals for grades 
1
11-8 are presented through objectives, learning experiences, 
I 
pupil achievements, and suggestions for teachers. Emphasis 
is placed on arithmetic being taught in context, always 
tied into life situations. 
II Texas: Conroe. Public Schools. Course of Study, Arith-
metic. 1943. 136 p. Mimeographed. 
Two sections follow the introduction to the arithmetic pro-
gram, namely 11Aritbmetic in the Primary School" and 11Arith-
metic Programs at Work." Content for each of the . three 
grades is presented by extensive illustrated examples of 
life-situation problems. Functional number experiences are 
included. Building concepts before actual problems or ex-
amples which involve the processes are worked is emphasized. 
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Texas. State Department of Education. Elementary Education 
Suggestive Outline. Austin, The Department, 1943. 126 p. 
The five core area plan is presented in this bulletin, the 
11 areas being: (1) Language Arts, (2) Mathematics and Science, ) 
1
'1 (3) Social Science, (4) Home and Vocational Arts, (5) Creat-
1 ive and Recreative Arts. Mathematics for Grades 1-7 is 
1 presented by discussions of grade content. Emphasis is 
placed on the importance of supplementary materials and prob-
lems of everyday life being fully utilized. 
I Utah: 
I 
Utah. State Department of Public Instruction. A 
Teaching Guide for the Elementary Schools of Utah. 
Salt Lake City, The Department, 1941. 357 p. 
Mimeographed. 
Arithmetic occupies 26 pages in this teaching guide. Appli-
1 cation of curriculum principles to quantitative aspects of 
1
1 arithmetic is developed from social, psychological, and 
jl educational point of view. A list of activities involving 
1 quantitative concepts and skills taken from experiences of 
1 teachers is included. 
I 
I Virginia: Virginia. State Board of Education. Course of 
Study for Virginia Elementary Schools, Grades 
1-7. Richmond, The Department, 1943. 553 p. I 
Arithmetic is included in this general course of study. Ex-
tensive discussion of the following topics is presented as 
a suggested procedure for making arithmetic more functional: 
I 
(1) Selecting materials appropriate to stage of learning, 
1 (2) using drill in arithmetic, ( 3) developing the meaning 
I of the fundamental processes in arithmetic, (4) understand-
I
t ing the relationship between the fundamental processes, ( 5) 
i using the number system, (6) rationalizing the computational 
i processes, ( 7) de vel oping the meaning of fractions, deci-
~1 mals, and percentage, and understanding the relationship 
l
l between these processes, (8) using the best methods in com-
! putation. There is included an abilities chart showing the 
/ teaching emphasis in ability to use quantitative symbols 
1 and methods. 
1
1 Washington: Spokane County. Public Schools. Guide for 
Teaching of Arithmetic in the Elementary Schools 
of Spokane County, Grades 1-8. 1941. 17 p. 
Mimeographed. 
! This guide for teaching arithmetic is simple in content and 
1 stresses the importance of mastery of the four fundamental 
1\ operations in integers, fractions, and decimals, and their 
application to life situations. Formal arithmetic is not 
II presented until the third grade. Illustrative informal =-'==='--~, ~~-~i~~~~-~~~i~~;j;n~:;~cted to increase the i~teres~ of 
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XXII MULTI-SENSORY MATERIALS UNIVERSALLY AVAILABLE 
In the school or classroom library or workroom, mater-
ials are needed to give children concrete ideas of number. 
Among such materials are various instruments to measure with 
such as rulers, tape measures, calendars, clocks, imitation 
money, measures of liquids and dry products, try squares, 
compasses, charts. Motion pictures related to arithmetic 
and consumer education are helpful. Blank money orders 
and checks, notes, tax forms, and other forms for doing 
real business are indispensable. Weather maps and charts, 
street and road maps, land-survey charts, home-building 
plans, and pictures of many kinds help make arithmetic con-
crete and useful. Those should be selected which have most 
use in the children's homes and commUnities. For example, 
a street map of New Yo~~ City would be of little value to 
elementary-school children living in Boston. Children who 
are living in New Orleans would probably have no need far a 
trip to a farm to learn how to measure a stack of hay and 
a crib, or field of corn. 
In any discussion of materials, the question of work-
books arises. There are differences of opinion as to whethe 
the workbook should be used. Certain it is that not all 
or just any workbooks are desirable. Groups of teachers 
who wish .workbooks that do not violate the principles of 
creative education do well to work together to develop 
criteria for selecting the right kinds and to plan how to 
use them. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Research and Trends in The Use of Multi-Sensory Aids 
In keeping with the general shift of emphasis toward 
arithmetic that is more meaningful, recent research studies 
concern multi-sensory aids as they apply to (1} the curri-
culum, (2) teacher training, and (3} materials. Many of 
these studies are widely available and are included in the 
bibliography of this thesis. 
The Curriculum.-- Three curriculum changes related to 
multi-sensory aids in arithmetic stand out. They may be 
briefly described as follows: 
1. Practices that have been described as the "real 
uses of arithmetic,'' li out-of-school uses, u and 
'ifunctiona.l arithmetic. u 
2. Of the practices mentioned above; most emphasis 
is on the arithmetic of social and eeonomic 
problems. In this field are economic compet-
ence, business practices, and consumer skills, 
such as budgeting, consumer planning and buy-
ing. 
Sections IV through X and sections XIII through 
XVI of Chapter II are excellent examples of the 
many fine free and inexpensive multi-sensory 
aida available in this area. 
Such grade placement of arithmetic concepts as 
is in line with new beliefs about the age at 
which children learn these concepts most ef-
fectively and about individual differences in 
rates and plateaus of learning. 
The textbooks and courses of study in Section 
XXI are excellent sources of information in 
this area. The courses of study show the grade 
placement of concepts, and also some of the 
finest methods end materi als for illustrating 
and visualizing number concepts in all ele-
mentary grades. 
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Teacher Training.-- In the preparation of teachers in 
the use of multi-sensory aids, research shows e. tendency tol l 
ward an interrelation of the different fields of subject 
matter and an integration of student experiences in learn-
ing. Some of the instituti ons work to develop closer re-
lationships between "courses" in subject matter and 
trcourses " in teaching or curriculum or other professional 
courses, to coordinate the study of theory with actual 
practice in teaching, and to provide training in community 
situations instead of keeping it concentrated on the · campus. 
· Self-preparation of teachers 1m service contributes to this 
curriculum integration. The preparation of teachers in the 
use of multi-sensory aids to make arithmetic meaningrul 
I 
is in line with the general trend. 
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Present Availability of Multi-Sensory Aids 
Aids for the teaching of elementary arithmetic are 
predominantly in the form of inexpensive booklets and 
charts. They are distributed by commercial concerns and 
educational societies, and many of them are free or very 
inexpensive. These supplementary materials contribute to 
the children's understanding of arithmetic and its interre-
lation to the world around them. These aids develop 
economic and social concepts involved in the solution of 
problems children will meet in life situations. Therefore, 
these devices are invaluable as a part of the arithmetic 
enrichment program. Schools whose curricula include 
courses in arithmetic as it is used in economies and con-
sumption will welcome these materials as aids for teaching 
meaningful arithmetic. Any unit of instruction involving 
budgeting, banking, insurance, or buying would suffer from 
their omission. The availability of multi-sensory aids for 
the teaching of consumption arithmetic is far greater 
than that of materials for enriching instruction in other 
areas of this subject. Therefore, most of the free end 
inexpensive materials listed in Chapter n are· particularl7 
adapted for use in the intermediate and upper elementary 
grades. 
Teacher or student-made multi-sensory aids were found 
to be superior in. many ways to the commercially produced .. 
aids. The nineteen photographs in Section XX show how 
simple they are to make. 
These aids can be constructed quickly and inexpensive-
ly by teachers or students whenever they are needed to 
illustrate arithmetic concepts. 
• Summary.-- The multi-sensory Bids ( or kits of materiels 
reported above are distributed in the following manner: 
Booklets 141 
Courses of Study 43 
Teacher-made 22 
materials 
Charts 19 
Pictures 12 
Devices 6 
Textbooks 5 
It would not be possible to make a report of this 
nature all-inclusive. However, it is safe to conclude from 
the number and variety of multi-sensory aids found, espeeia 
ly the teacher-made aids, that there is a multitude of 
materials available for the resourceful teacher of element-
ary arithmetic. At all times of greatest significance is 
the correct utilization of available multi-sensory aids 
rather than· a search for a greater quantity ot teaching 
material;!. 
Suggestions for further study: 
1. Studies to determine sources of multi-sensory 
aids applicable to particular courses of study. 
2. Surveys to determine the multi-serisory aids 
found by teachers to be most effective for 
teaching specific areas of arithmetic. Sur-
veys such as this could be done at each 
grade level. 
3. Studies to determine the comparative value of 
commercially produced aids and teacher or 
student-made aids in the presentation of spec-
ific arithmetical concepts. 
4. Studies to determine the possib11ities of tele-
vision as an aid in visualizing the arithmetic 
program. 
There is a need for much more research in the use of 
multi-sensory aids. 
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Sources of Multi-Sensory Aids Listed in the Study 
1. Aetna Life Affiliated Companies 
151 Farmington Avenue 
Hartford, Connecticut 
2. Air Transport Association 
1107 16th Street, N.W. 
Washington 6, D. c. 
3. Air World Education 
101 W. 11th Street 
Kansas City 6, Missouri 
4. American Aviation 
1025 Vermont Avenue, N.W. 
Washington 5, D. c. 
5. American Bankers Association 
12 E. 36th Street 
New York 16, New York 
6. American Book Company 
88 Lexington Avenue 
New York 16, New York 
7. American Can Company 
Sales Promotion Division 
230 Park Avenue 
New York 17, New York 
8. American Council on Education 
5835 Kimbark Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
9. American Dry Milk Institute 
221 North La Salle Street 
Chicago 1, Illinois 
10. American Education Press 
Educational Service 
400 South Front Street 
Columbus, Ohio 
11. American Institute of Cooperation 
Suite 702 
1302 18th Street, N. w. 
Washington 6, D. c. 
12. American Institute of Weights & Measures 
Ingaldsby 
Georgetown, Massachusetts 
13. American Library Associatiom 
520 No. Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
14. American Optical Company 
Scientific Instrument Division 
Buffalo 15, New York 
15. Arts' Co-operative Service 
340 Amsterdam Avenue 
New York 24, New York 
16. Association American Playing Card Manufacturers 
420 Lexington Avenue 
New York City, New York 
17. Association of American Railroads 
Public Relations Dept. 
Transportation Building 
Washington 6, D. c. 
18. Association of Better Business Bureaus, Inc. 
900 Chrysler Building 
New York 17, New York 
19. Association for Childhood Education 
1200 Fifteenth Street 
Washington 6, D. c. 
20. Association for Education by Radio 
228 La Salle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
21. Automobile Manufacturers Association 
New Center Building 
Detroit 2, Michigan 
22. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad 
Baltimore 1, Maryland 
23. Bausch & Lomb Optical Company 
635 Saint Paul Street 
Rochester 2, New York 
24. Bell Telephone Laboratories 
463 West Street 
New York 14, New York 
25. Better Vision Institute 
630 Fifth Ave - Suite 3157 
New York 20, New York 
26. Board of Education 
Cincinnati Public Schools 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
27. Bordens 
350 Madison Avenue 
New York 17·, New York 
28. Boston Better Business Bureau 
Education Division 
Boston, Massachusetts 
29. J. C. Brown 
Pelham, New York 
30. Brown & Sharpe Manufacturimg Co. 
Department 43 
Providence, Rhode Island 
31. Bruce Publication Company 
524 No. Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
32. Bruning Company 
4700 Montrose Avenue 
Chicago 411 Illinois 
33. Building America 
2 West 45th Street 
New York 19, New York 
34. Bureau of Publications 
Teachers College 
Columbia University 
New York City, New York 
35. Burrough's Adding Machine Company 
6071 Second Boulevard 
Detroit, Michigan 
36. Canadian Mathematics Congress 
Engineering Building 
McGill University 
Montreal, Canada 
37. Caproni Galleries 
1914-1920 Washington Street 
Boston 18, Massachusetts 
38. J. I. Case Company 
Racine, Wisconsin 
39. Central Scientific Company 
1700 Irving Pe.rk Road 
Chicago 13, Illinois 
40. Chase National Bank 
Pine Street Corner at Nassau 
New York 15, New York 
41. Chicago Tribune Public Service Offiee 
Tribune Square 
Chieago, Illinois 
42. Christman, Laura E. 
1217 Elmdale Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 
43. Irwin Clarke & Co. Ltd. 
480 University Avenue 
ToroRto 2, Canada 
44. Congress of Industrial Organizations 
Department of Education & Research 
718 Jackson Place, N. w. 
Washington 6, D.c. 
45. Colortext Publications, Inc. 
20 ll orth Wacker Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 
46e Cooperative Recreation Service 
Delaware, Ohio 
47. The George F. Cram Company, rnc. 
730 E. Washington Street 
Indianapolis 7, Indiana 
48. Curtis Circulation Compam7 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
49. Cuthbert, Walter R. 
1010 North Garfield Avenue 
Alhambra, California 
50. Denoyer-Geppert Company 
Chicago, Illinois 
51. Department of Agriculture 
United States Forest Service 
Washington 25, D. c. 
52. Director of Visual Instruction 
State Department of Education 
Boston, Mass achusetts 
53. Duodecimal Society of America 
20 Carlton Place 
Staten Island 4, New York 
54.· Dunn&: Bradstreet, Inc. 
Educational Division 
New York, New York 
55. E. P. Dutton, Inc. 
Educational Department 
300 4th Avenue 
New York City, New York 
56. Eberhard Faber Company 
37 Greenpoint Avenue 
Brooklyn, New York 
57. Education Research Bureau 
1217 Thirteenth Street, N. W. 
Washington 5, D.C. 
58. Education Section 
u. s. Savings Bonds Division 
Treasury Department 
Washington, D. c. 
59. Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc. 
3301 Anthington Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
60. Eugene Dietzgen Company 
218 E. 23rd Street 
New York City, New York 
61. Federal Radio Education Commission 
u. s. Office of Education 
Federal Security Agency 
Washington, D. c. 
62. Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis 
M1nneap0lis, 
Minnesota 
63. Federal Reserve System 
Board of Governors 
Division of Administration Service 
Washington 25, D. c. 
64. Federal Security Agency 
u. S. Office of Education 
Washington 25, D. c. 
65. Felt & Tarraut Mfg. Company 
Comptometer Division 
1735 N. Paulina Street 
Chicago 22, Illinois 
66. Fogelson, Ida D. 
5520 So. Shore Drive 
Chicago 37, Illinois 
67. Ford Motor Company 
Dearborn, 
Michigan 
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68. General Electric Company 
Education Service Division 
Department 6-237 
Schenectady 5, New Yerk 
69. General Motors Corporation 
Department _of ·Public -Relations 
Education Service 
Detroit 2, Michigan 
70. George Peabody College for Teachers 
Nashville, 
Tennessee 
71. Ginn and Company 
15 Ashburton Place 
Boston, Massachusetts 
72. Globe Book Company 
175 Fifth Avenue 
New York 10, New York 
73. Good Houskeeping Institute 
57th Street at 8th Avenue 
New York, New York 
74. Gregg PubliGation Company 
&70 Madison Avenue 
New York 16, New York 
75. Hamilton Watch Company 
Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania 
76. J. L. Hammett Company 
Kendall Square 
Cambridge 42, Massachusetts 
77. Harter Publishing Company 
2046 East 7lst Street 
Cleveland, Ohie 
78. Hartford Accident & Indemnity Company 
Hartford 15, 
Connecticut 
79. Herald Tribune 
Education Department 
230 West 41st Street 
New York, New York 
so. Hethershaw, L. 
Department of Visual Instruction 
1012. Illinois Street 
Lawrence, Kansas 
Sl. Hinojosa, Helen Clancy · 
51 Curtis Land 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York 
82. Henry Hold Compruny 
600 West Van Buren Street 
Chieago 7, Illinois 
83. Houghton Mifflin Company 
2. Park Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
84. Household Fin~ee Corporation 
919 No. Michigan Avenue 
Cbieago 11, Illinois 
85. International Ladies Garment Workers Union 
Educational Department 
1710 Broadway 
New York 19, New York 
86• Indiana National Bank 
Indianapolis, 
Indiana 
87. Industrial Press 
148 Lafayette Street 
New York 13, New York 
sa. Institute of L,ife Insurance 
4S8 Madison Avenue, Educational Division 
New York 22, New Y o rk 
89. The Instructor 
Dansville,. 
New York 
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90. Iroquois Publication Co., Inc. 
Syracuse 2, 
New York 
91. Jones, Phillip s. 
Department of Mathematics 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
92. Joseph, Margaret 
150~ N. Prospect Avenue 
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin 
93. Kenworthy Educational Service 
45 No. Division Street 
Buffalo 3, New York 
94. Keystone View Compan~ 
Meadville, 
Pennsylvania 
95. Lewis Kohrs Compan~ 
2208 Stuart Street 
Berkeley 5, California 
98. Library Visual Aids Service 
New Jersey State Teachers College 
Upper Montclair, New Jerse~ 
97. Lipkin, Charles 
249 West 34th Street 
New York 1, New York 
98. Longmans Green & ,eo. 
114 Fifth Avenue 
New Ygrk City, New York 
99. Lowe and Campbell 
225 N. Wabash Avenue 
Chicago 1, Illinois 
100. Lufkin Rule Company 
Saginaw, 
Michigan 
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101. Maltex Company, Inc. 
Home Economics Department 
Burlington, Vermont 
102. Manual Arts Press 
237 North Monroe Street 
Peoria, Illinois 
103.· Marchant Calculating Machine Company 
Os.kle.nd 8, 
California 
104. The Mathaids Company 
204 Forman Avenue 
Syracuse, New York 
105. :Mathematies Teacher 
525 West 120th Street 
New York, New York 
106. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, 
Fenner, & Beane 
Board of Trade Building 
Chicago 4, Illinois 
107. Milton Bradley Company 
Springfield 2, 
Massachusetts 
108. Modern School- Products 
P. o. Box 2606 
Cleveland 7, Ohie 
109. Monroe Calculating Machine Company 
555 Mitchell Street 
Orange, New Jersey 
110. Morgan Dillon and Company 
4616 North Clark Street 
Chicago 40, Illinois 
111. Mutual Benefit Life Insurance 
P. o. Box 359 
Newark 1, New Jersey 
112. Mutual Life Insurance Company 
3 Nassau Street 
New York 5, New York 
113. National Association of Broadcasters 
1626 K. Street, N. w. 
Washington, D. c. 
114. National Association of Manufacturers 
14 W. 49th Street 
New York, New York 
115. Nat'l. Association or Motor Bus Operators 
839 17th Street, N. W. 
Washington 6, D. c. 
116. National Geographic Society 
School Service Department 
Washington, D. c. 
117. National Better Business Bureau, Inc. 
New York 17, 
New York 
118.. New Leader Publishing Association 
7 East 15th Street 
New York 3, New York 
119. Newswee·k 
152 West 42nd Street 
New York 18, New York 
120. New York Clearing · House 
77-83 Cedar Street 
New York 5, New York 
121. New York Stock Exchange 
Department of Public Re1atioas 
New York, New York 
122. New York Times 
School Service 
Time Square 
New York, New York 
123. A. J. Nystrom & Co. 
333 Elstom Avenue 
Chicago 18, Illinois 
124. Ohio State University 
Dept. of Agricultural Education 
Columbus, Ohio 
125. Pan American World Airways 
19-28 Bridge Plaza N. 
Long Island, New York 
126. Perry Pictures Company 
Malden, 
Massachusetts 
127. Perrygraf Corporation 
Maywood, 
Illinois 
128. Pietorial .M:athematies 
186th Street & Amsterdam Avenue 
New York 33, New York 
129. Pollak Foundation for -Economic Researeh 
Jaffrey, 
New Hampshire 
130~ Pratt & Whitney 
Hartford, 
Connecticut 
131. Public Affairs Committee 
22 East Thirty-eighth Street 
New York 16, 
New York 
132. Pusinelli Publications 
19 West 44th Street 
New York 18, New Yerk 
133. Radio Division 
Bureau of Education Research 
Ohio State University 
Columbus, Ohio 
134. Radio Divisions of these Public Schools: 
Chicago, Illinois 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Detroit, Michigan 
New York, New York 
Rochester, New York 
San Francisco, California 
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135. Row Peterson & Co. 
1911 Ridge Avenue 
Evanston, Illinois 
136. School Sciences & Mathematics 
P. o. Box 408 
Oak Park, Illinois 
137. Science Research Associates 
228 So. Webash Avenue 
Chicago 4, Illinois 
138. Scott Foresman 
114 East 23rd Street 
New York, New York 
139. Scripta Mathematica 
Yeshiva University 
186th Street & Amsterdam Avenue 
New York 33, New York 
140. Seth Thomas 
Sales Department 
Thomaston, Connecticut 
141. Shell Oil Company 
50 West 50th Street 
New York City~ New York 
142. Silver Burdett Company 
45 East 17th Street 
New York City 3, New York 
143. Small Business Economic Foundation, Inc. 
122 W. Monroe Street 
Chicago 3, Illinois 
144. Smithsonian Institute 
Washington 25, 
D. C. 
145. Society for Visual Education, Inc. 
100 E. Ohio Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
146. South Bend Lathe Works 
South Bend 22, 
Tndiana 
147. Sperry Gyroscope Company 
Great Neck 
Long Island, New York 
148. L. s. Starrett Company 
Athol, 
Massachusetts 
149. Stolper, B. J. R. 
Bureau of Publications, T. c. 
New York City, New York 
150. Teaching Aids Service 
N. J. State Teachers College 
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 
151. Tingley, E. M. 
221 North Cuyler Avenue 
Oak Park, Illinois 
152. The Travelers' Insurance Company 
700 Main Street 
Hartford 15, Connecticut 
153. Tudor Publication Company 
Toms River, 
New Jersey 
154. Union Central Life Insurance Company 
Cincinnati 1, 
Ohio 
155. Union Dime Savings Bank 
6th Avenue at 40th Street 
New York lS, New York 
156. United Air Lines 
School & College Service 
23 E. Monroe Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
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157. United States Department o~ Commerce 
National Bureau of Standards 
Washington 25, D. C .. 
158. United States Office of Education. 
Washington, D. c. 
Floyde Brooker, Chief 
Visual Aids to Education 
159. Superintendent of Documents 
Office of Education 
u. s. Government Printing Office 
Washington 25, D. C. 
160. u. S. Savings Bond Division 
Treasury Dept • 
Washington 25, D. c. 
161. United States Secret Service 
P. o. Box 188 
Newark, New Jersey 
162. University of Iowa 
Iowa City, 
Iowa 
163. University of Illinois 
College of Education 
Urbana, Illinois 
164. University Prints 
11 Boyd Street 
Newton 58, Massachusetts 
165. University of Wisconsin 
School of Education 
Madison, Wisconsin 
166. Washington Service Bureau 
12.17 Thirteenth Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. c. 
167. Webster Publication Company 
St. Louis, 
Missouri 
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168. Western Personnel Serviee 
30 No. Raymond Avenue 
Pasadena, California 
169. Western Pine Associatioa 
Portland 4, 
Oregon 
170. Westinghouse Company 
306 Fourth Avenue 
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 
171. Albert Whitman & Co. 
560 West Lake Street 
Chicago 6, Illinois 
172. John C. Winston Company 
1006 Arch Street 
Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania 
173. Wisconsin Educatiob Association 
Insurance Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
174. Wood, Hu~ B. 
Professor of Education 
University Cooperative Store, University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon 
175. World Book Company 
313.Park Hill Avenue 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York 
176. World Calendar Assooiatioa 
630 Fifth Avenue 
New York 20, New York 
177. L. M. Wright Company 
686 E. Mariposa Street 
Altedena, California 
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